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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The liquid-junction photovoltaic cell is an electrochemical system with 

one or two semiconducting electrodes. This system has been studied since 

the early 1970's as a means of converting solar energy to chemical or 

electrical energy. ~ost of these studies have been oriented toward 

developing an understanding of the semiconductor electrode. 

The design of a liquid-junction photovoltaic cell requires selection of an 

appropriate semiconductor-electrolyte combination as well as an eff'.cient 

cell contl.guration. The selection of a semiconductor is based upon the band 

gap, which provides an upper limit to the conversion eff'.ciency of the device, 

and the choice of electrolyte is governed by the need to limit corrosion. The 

objective of this work was to develop a mathematical model of the liquid

juncLion eell which could predict the effect of design parameters on cell 

performance. The one-dimensional model of the liquid-junction cell was 

coupled with primary resisLance calculalions tu predict the effect of cell 

design on performance. 

The one-dimensional mathemaLical model treats explicitly the 

scmiconductor, the electrolyte, and the semiconduct.or-electrolyte mterface 

in terms of potentials and concentrations of charged species. The model 

incorporates macroscopic transport equations tn the bulk of the 

semiconductor and electrolyte coupled with a microscopic model of the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface. Eomogeneous and heterugeneous 

recombination of eleclron-hole pairs is included wilhin the model. 

Recombination takes place at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface 

throllgh interfacial sites, which can enhance the recombination rate. 

Surface sites at the seffilconductor-metal interface were not included within 
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the model. Thc coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations of the 

model were pused in finite-difference form and solved numerically. 

The development of the mathematical model is presented in Chapter 2. 

The model is used to gain insight into the potential distribution of the 

system under equilibrium conditions and under illumination. The model is 

also used to show the effect of cell parameters such as kinetic limitations at 

the sem,iconductor-electrolyte interface, semiconductor thickness and 

dopant concentration, electrolyte resistance, and mass-transfer and kinetic 

limitations to current fiow at the counterelectrode. 

The design and optimization of photoelectrochemical cells is presented 

in Chapter 3. The performance of three cell configurations was calculated 

for operation under AM-2 solar illumination (882 W/m2). The one

dimensional model of the liquid-junction cell was coupled with calculations 

of the primary resistance to current tlow associated with two-dimensional 

systems. An economic analysis is presented based upon these results. 

The primary resistance calculations for two of the three cell designs 

presented in Chapter 3 were based on previous work. The primary 

resistance and current distribution for a cell containing a slotted electrode 

is presented in Chapter 4. This work involves application of the Schwarz

Christoffel transformation coupled with numerical methods. An analytic 

approximation to the primary resistance is also presented. 

Concepts of potential in electrochemical systems are discussed in 

Chapter 5. Various definitions of electrical potential are presented, and the 

use and measurement of these potentials are reviewed. 

The equilibrated semiconductor is described in Chapter fl. This work 

involves development of statistical mechanical models of semiconductors, 
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with comparison of the Fermi energy to the electrochemical potential of 

electrons. The concentration dependence of activity coefficients for 

electrons and holes is developed based on the Fermi-Dirac distribution for 

electrons. Equilibrium relationships are presenled for the semiconduclor

electrolyte interface. This work allows calculation of concentration and 

potential variables under equilibrium conditions. 

A review of experimental methods for characterization of 

photoelectrochemical cells is presented in Chapter 7. This work includes 

standard semiconductor characterization methods such as Hall. optical. and 

photodecay measurements. 

A comparison of ~.{axwell·s equations and dilute-solution transport 

equations is presented in Appendix A. The standard relationships for 

complex permittivity and index of refraction are also presented. The 

documentation for the computer programs is presenled in Appendix B. 



Chapter 2. Mathematical Modeling of 

Liquid-Junction Photovoltaic Cells 
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The liquid-junction photovoltaic cell is an electrochemical system with 

one or two semiconducting electrodes. This system has undergone intense 

study since the early 1970's as a means of converting solar energy to 

chemical or electrical energy.l-B A number of articles review the physics of 

the liquid-junction cell. the role of the semiconducting electrode, ancl the 

literature (see, e.g., references 9-19). 

A. mathematical model is presented here which treats explicitly all 

components of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. The results of the 

model, obtained through numerical computation, are used to gain insight 

into the cell behavior and into the factors intl.uencmg cell design. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductors are characterized by the difference in energy between 

valence and conduction band electrons. Electrons can be transferred from 

the valence band to the conduction band by absorption of a pholon with 

energy greater than or equal to the t.ransition or band-gap energy. When 

the electron moves intn the higher energy level. it leaves behind a vacancy 

in the valence band. or hole. Both the negatively charged electrons and the 

posilively charged holes are mobile and can serve as charge carrier-s (see. 

e.g .. Grove20 or Sze21 ). In the presence of a potential gradient (or electric 

field). electrons and holes tend lo migrate in opposite directions and thus 

can carry electrical current. In the absence of a potential gradient. 

electron-hole pairs produced by illumination recombine with no net flow of 

electrical current. Photovoltaic devices therefore require an equilibrium 
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potential gradient in the region of the semiconductor to be illuminated. 

The potential gradient in a photovoltaic cell is created by forming an 

interface or junction with a semiconducting material. Metal-semiconductor. 

p-n semiconductor. and semiconductor-electrolyte interfaces are used in 

construction of photovoltaic cells.22·24 

1.1. The Liquid-Junction Photovoltaic Cell 

The interface in a p-n junction photovoltaic cell is constructed by 

doping the surface of an n or p-type semiconductor with atoms that invert 

the semtconduclor type. These atoms are then thermally diffused into the 

host semiconductor to an optimal depth.22-24 Diffusion rates in grain 

boundaries greatly exceed those in the bulk crystal; thus the need for a 

distinct boundary limils this technique to single-crystal host 

semiconductors. The junction between an electrolyte and a semiconductor. 

in contrast to the p-n junction. is formed spontaneously when the 

semiconductor is immersed in the electrolyte. The doping and diffusion 

processes are not needed. and polycrystalline semiconductors can be used.8 

The study of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell is motivated by the ease of 

formation of a semiconductor-electrolyte interface and the possible use of 

relatively inexpensive thin-film polycrystalline semiconductors. 

The performance of photoeleclrochemical cells constructed with thin

film or polycrystalline semiconductors is strongly dependent upon the 

method of film formation and upon the surface preparation. Conversion 

etf.ciencies (incident solar illumination to electrical power) of 3 to 6.5 

percent have been reported for cells using thin-film n-CdSe electrodes. 20· 33 

and a conversion etIkiency of 5.1 percent has been achieved with a 

pressllre-sintered polycrystalline CdSe photoelectrode.34 A comparable 
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efficiency of B.1 percent has been reported for a single-crystal CdSe 

electrode.3~ Conversion efficiencies of 0.038 to 0.3 percent have been 

reported for polycrystalline CdS films 36-38 as compared to 1.3 percent for 

single-cryslal CdS.3~ Conversion efficiencies of up to 7.3 percenl have been 

reported for polycrystalline n-GaAs films;3g-41 12 percent has been reported 

for the single crystal n_GaAs.42.43 The lower efficiency of the polycrystalline 

thin-film semiconductors, as compared to the single-crystal counterparts, is 

expected to be compensated by their lower cost. 

The major disadvantage of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell as 

compared to solid-state solar cells is the corrosion of the semiconductor 

electrode. Efficient conversion of solar energy requires a band gap between 

1.0 and 2.0 eV,1I and most semiconductors near this band gap corrode 

readily under illumination. Semiconductors with large band-gaps tend to be 

more stable but cannot convert most of the solar spectrum. Protective 

films. use of d-band semiconductors (~OS2' ~oSe2' and WSe). and use of 

polychalc ogenide redox couples (polysulfide, polyselenide, or poly telluride 

ions) have been proposed to reduce corrosion of small band-gap 

semiconductors. This work has been reviewed elsewhere.,·e.13.14.1?-19.44.4' 

The principal elements of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. as shown 

in Figure 1. are the counterelectrode. the electrolyte. the semiconductor

electrolyte interface. and the semiconductor. Preferential adsorption of 

charged species (ionic species from the electrolyte and electrons from the 

semiconductor) at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface is accompanied 

by an equilibrium potential gradient tn the semiconductor. Sunlight is 

absorbed within the semiconductor dnd causes generation of electrnn-hole 

pairs which are separated by the potential gradient. This separation leads 
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Figure 1. The liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. 
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to concentration and potential driving forces for electrochemical reactions 

at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. The electrochemical reactions 

allow passage of electrical current through the cell. 

1.2. Models of the Liquid-Junction Photovoltaic Cell 

Development of a mathematical model constitutes an important step 

toward understanding the behavior and predict.ing the IJerformance of the 

liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. Coupled phenomena govern the system. 

and the equations describing their interaction cannot. in general. be solved 

analytically. Two approaches have been taken in rieveloping a mathematical 

model of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell: approximate analytic solution 

of the governing equations and numerical solution. 

1.2.1. Analytic approach. The semieonductor electrode is typically divided 

into three regions. Surface-charge ami electron and hole-Il.ux boundary 

conditions model the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. The region 

ddjdcent to the interface lS assumed to be a depletion layer, in which 

electron and hole concent.rations are negligible. The potential variation is 

therefore independent of hole and electron concentration in this region. 

Far from the interface a neutral region is defined in which the potential is 

constant; here electron and hole Il.uxes are driven only by diffusion. 

The funri"mental governing equations for the semiconductor, presented 

in section 2.2.1. are Poisson's equation and material balances for holes and 

electrons. Current-potenti"l relationships are derived in the analytic 

approach by invoking assumptions appropriate to each region. 

Integration of Poisson's equation in the depletion layer, for example, 

results in a depletion layer thlckness W in terms of the voltage drop V 
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across the layer; 

r 2eV r 
W = [F{NrNCl) j . (1) 

The depletion layer thickness is generally assumed to be independent of 

illumination. This assumption corresponds to an dssumption that the 

potential distribution is independent of illumination and is therefore valid 

only for small photocurrents (less than 1 mAl cm2). In addition, the 

assumptioLl that the semiconductor can be separated into depletion dnd 

neutral regions restricts the voltage drop V to values high enough to 

deplete the majority carriers (electrons in an n-type semiconduetor) in a 

region adjacent to the interface but small enough to avoid formation of an 

inversion layer (in which the concentration of minority carriers is 

significant). The assumptions used in the analytic models are invalid under 

many operating conditions in which the liquid-junction cell may be 

practical. 

Several analytic current-voltage relationships have been derived which 

use the general approach described above and differ in their treatment of 

surface ,eactions and recombination within the depletion and neulral 

layers. Gartner46 neglected recombination and thermal generation of 

carriers in the depletion region and neglected the effecL of concentration 

limitations at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. The Gartner model 

is frequently used lo analyze experimental resulls."-49 Wilson'o 51 used the 

same dPproach but included surface recombinations. Albery at a.t.'2 

extended the model of Gartner by including recombination of holes and 

electrons in the depletion layer. Reichrnan'3.54 presented a model which 

included recombination in the depletion region and kinetic limitation at the 

inlerface. Reiss" presented models for various cases, including within the 
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model the potential drop across the electrolyte double layer. surface 

recombination. and surface kinetic limitations. The semiconductor was 

divided into depletion and neutral regions. and the effect of illumination on 

cell potential was included as an additive photovoltage. Ahlgren'8 

incorporated a Butler-Volmer reaction rate expression into the boundary 

conditions at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. McCann and 

Haneman07 included enhanced recombination associated with grain 

boundaries within the bulk of the semiconductor. The photovoltage was 

included in the calculation of the depletion region width. McCann et al. 08 

used an analytic model to calculate the current-voltage characterislics of 

front and back-wall-illuminated liquid-junction cells. 

Surface states and crystal imperfections have been found to play an 

important role in charge-transfer and redox reactions at the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface.'9·6' '.!athematical and conceptual 

relationships ha'/e been developed which describe electrochemical reactions 

at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface in terms ()f surface stales and 

potentials (see. e.g .. references 66-76). Electrochemical reaction via surface 

states ha, been included within an analytic model. 77 but this model is still 

limited by the restrictions described above. 

Equivalent circuit mouels of the liquid-junction ~ell have been 

presentec.?6·ac These models are useful in the analysis of impedance 

response measurements but suffer from a tack of clear physical 

interpretation. 

1.2.2. Numerical approach. lise of a digital computer in the numerical 

solution of the equations governing the liquid-junctioll cell eliminates the 

need for restrictive assumplions. The numencal approactl was taken in this 
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work and has been used in the modeling of solid-state devices.BI•Be Laser and 

Bard87' 9o developed a computer program which was used to calculate open

circuit photopotentials, the transient behavior of the system following 

charge injection, and the time dependence of photocurrents in liquid

junction cells. Time dependent material balances of holes and electrons and 

Poisson's equation described the semiconductor. The interface was 

included in terms of charge and /lux boundary conditions. The model was 

limited by lack of convergence for electrode thicknesses greater than that 

of the space-charge region and did not treat explicitly the electrolyte and 

countereleclrode. 

A number of computer programs related to the liquid-junction 

photoYoltaic cell have been developed. Leary et al. ,91 for example, 

calculated carrier concentrations in polycrystalline tilms using a numerical 

solution of Poisson's equation coupled with overall charge neutrality within 

spherical grains. Their model was used for analysis of semiconductor gas 

sensors. A computer program has been presented by Davis and 

colleagues92 '!14 which uses simultaneous calculation of surface and solution 

equilibrium states to obtain the equilibrium condition of electrical double 

layers. 

2. MATHEllATICAL MODEL 

The one-dimensional steady-state model presented in this section 

treats explicitly the semiconductor, the electrolyte. and the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface in terms of potentials and 

concentrations of charged species. The effect of kinetic and mass-transfer 

lirrut.aLions at lhe counlerelectrode is included. The model can be used to 

gain an understanding of the behavior of the liquid-junct.ton photovoltaic 
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cell and to predict and optimize cell performance. 

2.1. Physical Description 

A one-dimensional representation of the liquid-junction photovoltaic 

cell is presented in Figure 2. This model includes macroscopic 

representations of the counterelectrode. the electrolytic solution. and the 

semiconductor coupled with a microscopic representation of the interface 

between the semiconductor and the solution. The semiconductor

electrolyte interface couples the macroscopic equations which govern the 

adjacent bulk phases. 

The interface is represented by four planes. inner and outer Helmholtz 

planes on the electrolyte side of t.he interface and inner and outer surface 

states OIl the semiconductor side. The outer Eelmholtz plane {OHP) is the 

plane of closest approach for (hydrated) ions associated with the bulk 

solution. The inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) passes through the center of ions 

specifically adsorbed on the semiconductor surface. The outer surface 

state (aSS) represents the plane of closest approach for ele ctrons (and 

holes) associated with the bulk of the semiconductor. The inner surface 

state (ISS) is a plane of surface sites for adsorbed electrons. 

This model of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface is an extension 

of the classical diffuse double-layer theory.95·9? Charge adsorbed onto the 

IEP and the ISS planes is balanced by charge in the diffuse region of the 

electrolyte and the space-charge region of the semiconductor. The net. 

charge of the interface. including surface planes and diffuse and space

charge regions, is equal to zero. 

Within the model, single-step reactions relate concentrations and 

potentials at interfacial planes. A continuous spectrum of energy levels at 
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Figure 2. Mathematical model of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. 
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the ISS is represented by three discrete energy levels (designated v. t. and 

c). Conduction electrons are adsorbed via reaction 1 (see INTERFACE in 

Figure 2) from the ass to high-energy sites at Lhe ISS. via reaction 10 to 

intermediate-energy sites at the ISS. and via reaction 11 to low-energy sites 

at the ISS. Via reaction 2. low-energy electrons at the ISS can occupy 

vacancies in the valence band. or holes. at the ass. Intermediate-energy 

electrons can transfer from the ISS to the ass through reaction 12 dnd 

high-energy electrons can transfer through reaction 13. Reactions 3 and 4 

allow the shifting of electrons from one energy level to another. 

Ionic species from the solution are adsorbed onto the IEP by reactions 

Band 9. Two adsorbed species are considered here. It is assumed that 

other ionic species in the solution do not adsorb and do not participate in 

lhe electrochemical reactions. Relaxation of this assumption involves the 

inclusion of additional ion-adsorption and charge-transfer reactions. 

Reactions 5. 6. and 7 are the charge-transfer reactions that take place 

among adsorbed ions at the IHP and adsorbed high. intermediate. or low

energy electrons at the ISS. Charge-transfer reactions allow passage of 

electrical current from the semiconductor to the solution. 

2.2. Theoretical Development 

The equalions governing the liquid·junction photovoltdic cell in the 

dark or under steady-state illumination are developed here in terms of the 

model presented above. The governing relationships can be developed 

separately for the semiconductor and the electrolyte. The microscopic 

model of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface couples lhe equations 

governing the macroscopic systems. 
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2.2.1. Semiconductor. The electrochemical potential of a given species can 

arbitrarily be separated into terms representing a reference state, a 

chemical contribution, and an electrical contribution. 

(2) 

where cP is a potential which characterizes the electrical state of the phase 

and can be arbitrarily defined. The potential used here is the electrostatic 

potential which is obtained through integration of Poisson's equation.98 

Equation (2) can be viewed as the defining equation for the ilctiviLy 

coefficient, 1\. 

The dux of an individual species within the semiconductor is driven by 0. 

gradient of electrochemical potential, which corresponds to gradients of 

potential and concentration (see, e.g., chapter 11 in reference (99) and 

GerischerS9 ). Under the assumption that the individual ionic activity 

coefficients are constant with a value of one: the dux of hales is glven by 

dcp 
N" + = - u" +F P dy - D" + 

and the dux of electrons by 

~ 
dy , 

dcp dn 
tV =u Fn --D -.• - .- dy .- dy . 

(3) 

(4) 

The concentrations of electrons and holes are represented by nand p, 

respectively, and the mobilities ~ are related to the diffusivities D, by the 

;.iernst- Einstein equation 

D, = RTu,. (5) 

Homogeneous reaction takes place in the semiconductor; thus a 

" ~!1e aswmption ot constant activity coeffiC1ents, valid ~or di2ute SO~;Jt~O:lS, :S 8pp:"op:-:a:e 
!or T..o3t serr.iconductors. T:te carrier concent::-a::'ons :"''"1 semcond"J.c:'o!'s :5 :lS'.la:":'y ~ess :.1.an 
0.0001 M, w:"I..ich :3 .OW as compared :0 d:~" • .lt.e aqueous sol'J.:ions. :'~e aSS'.JT..pt:O:'1. 0: CO::1S:a:r:. 
activity coe!Ticien:s :s ;n :"'armony with a 30::'zma::t.., d:str:ou::on o! e:ec:ro:ls a:1d :'o:es. :':se 0: 
?er:ni·Jirac distr!outions ~or t;"ese charged spec:es results in activ::y coe~c:e:lts :~,a';. a::-e 
:a.,ctO;IS o! concen::-8t:on (see Chapt.er 6). 
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dNI!.+ 
~= RI!.+' 
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(6) 

where RI!. + is the net rate of production of holes under steady-state 

conditions. 

The rate of production of holes is. by stoichiometry. equal to the rate of 

production of electrons and is governed by three concurrent processes: 

generation by absorption of light. generation by absorption of heat. and 

recombination of electrons and holes (Le .. transfer of an electron from the 

conduction band to the valence band). 

(7) 

Mathematical models of the homogeneous recombination process have been 

developed which incorporate single-step electron transfer frorr.. one energy 

level to another. They differ in the assumption of the presence or absence 

of impurities within the semiconductor which allow electrons to have 

energies between the conduction and valence-band energies.lco.lo I 

Band-to·band kinetic models (presenled in Figure 3) allow electrons to 

have only valence or conduction-band energies. Absorption of the 

appropriate amount of thermal or electromagnetic energy creates an 

eLectron-hole pair: recombination of dn electron and a hole releases energy 

in the form of heat or light. The band-lo-band model yields 

R - -mil k ( 2) I!. + - 1)rnq. e - TOe Ttp - 11.; • (8) 

where 1) is lhe fraclion of incidenl pholons with energy greater than lhe 

U The development presented here, while applicable t.o p-type 
semiconductors. is oriented toward analysis of an n-type semiconductor in 
which holes are the minority carrier. Material balances of holes and 
electrons are not independent. and conservation of the minority carrier was 
chosen to improve the numerical computational accuracy. 
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band gap energy. m is the absorption coefftcient. q. is the incident solar 

flux. and 1!.t is the intrinsic concentration. 

1!.t = lr ku. (Ne -n )(Nv -p ) ]* 
k"e 

(9) 

The intrinsic concentration is written in terms of Ne and Nv • the number of 

<1vailable conduction and valence-band sites respectively. and k'n and kree. 

thermal generation and recombination rate constants. Under equilibrium 

conditions. the rate of thermal gomeration is equal to the rate of 

recombination. and np = 1!.t2• 

Most semiconducting materials contain impurities or irnperfections 

within their lattice structure which may be described as fixed sites with 

valence-band electron energies within the semiconductor band gap. The 

trap-kinetics model allows recombination to occur through these sites (see 

Figure 4). Absorbed radiation drives an electron from the valence band to 

the conduction band. and all recombination and thermal generation 

reactions dre assumed to occur through trap sites. This model results in 

( 10) 

where k I. k 2 • k 3• and k. are the rate constants for the corresponding 

reactions shown in Figure 4. The intrinsic concentration is given by 

n., = rlklk3(Nv-p)(Nc-nl r· 
k 2k. 

( 11) 

The electron and hole concentrations are generally small as compared to 

the respective conduction and valence-band site concentrations. The 

intrinsic concentration is therefore constant. and the reaction rate can be 

characterized WIth three lumped rate constants (N,k 2• (k INu + k 3Nc )1 k •• 

and k21 k.). Eomogeneous electron-hole recombination was assumed in the 
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mathematical model to occur through trap sites (equations (10) and (11)). 

The expressions for the intrinsic concentration (equations (9) and (11)) 

are consistent with the expression derived through statistical-mechanical 

models (see equation (32) of Chapter 6). The intrinsic concentration can be 

considered to be a constant for a given semiconductor only if the ratios 

n/ Nc and p / Nv are negligibly small as compared to unity. This condition is 

consistent with the assumption of unity activity coetEcients for electrons 

and holes. The value of the intrinsic concentration derived from slatistical-

mechanical arguments serves as a relationship among the kinetic 

parameters in equations (9) and (11). 

The divergence of the current is zero at steady state; lherefore the 

fluxes of holes and electrons are related by 

dN._ ---
dy 

dNh + 
--=0. 
dy 

(12) 

A material balance on electrons. analogous to equation (5). could be used to 

replace equation (12). 

Poisson's cquation. 

(13) 

relates the potential to the charge distribution. The concentrations of 

ionized electron donors and acceptors are represented by N. and N •. 

rcspectively. The Dcbye length. 

Asc = [esc RT / ~(N. - v.)]* . 

characterizes the distance over which the potential vanes m the 

s",niconduclor. It typically has a value of 1x10- 6 to 2x10-5 em. 

The degree of ionization of donors or acceptors is dependent upon the 

concentrations of charged species within the semiconductor and upon the 
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temperature. Complete ionization has been assumed in this work. This 

assumption is reasonable at room temperatures and is consistent with the 

assumption of unity activity coefficients. 

2.2.2. Electrolyte. For a one-dimensional case, neglecting convective 

effects, the ftux of an ionic species is governed by potential and 

concentration gradients. 

(14) 

Under the assumption that homogeneous reactions do not t.ake place, 

conservation of mass yields a uniform ftux at steady-state, Le., 

dN, 
dy = O. (15) 

The potential and concentrations of charged species are related by 

Poisson's equation, 

(16) 

Electroneutrality of the electrolyte is not assumed here because the diffuse 

region near the interface plays an important role in the microscopic model 

of the interface. The Debye length in the solution is given by 

and typically has a value of 1x10-6 to 1x10" 7 cm. 

The relationships presented above are sufficient to describe the 

electrolytic solution. An additional relationship yields the current density 

as a function of the ionic ftuxes, 

i=F2:;z,N, (17) , 
Wit.hin the semiconductor. this can be regarded as an integrClted form of 

equation (12). 
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2.2.3. Semiconductor-electrolyte interface. A general interfacial reaction 

can be expressed as 

(18) 

where s, is the stoichiometric coeft'lcien t of species i. M, is a symbol for the 

chemical formula of species i. and n is the number of electrons transferred. 

(See chapter 8 in reference (99).) For single-step reactions. n is equal to 

one. 

The rate of a single-step reaction l at the interface is given by 

[
f (l-{J,)FM, 1 I1 P" T, = k,Jexp RT _ c, ' 

\ 

f -{J,FM, 1 
-kOJexp [ RT If c,qu 

(19) 

where {J, is a symmeLry factor (usually assumed to be equal Lo 1/2). k", and 

kOJ are forward and backward reaction rate constants. respectively. and 6<P, 

is the potential driving force for the given reaction. l. The potential driving 

force enters into reactions involving charge transfer from locations of one 

potential to locations of another. 

The reaction orders for a given species i in the forward and reverse 

direL!tions are pi,( and qu respectively. They are determined from the 

stoichiometric coefficients, sd: 

If Si,l = 0; P,J = 0, and q,., = O. 

If s, .L > 0; Pu = SiJ I and qu = o. 
If St .l < 0; Pu = 0, and qu = -S;'.L· 

The reaction rates are written in terms of the equilibrium constants as 
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(20) 

The equilibrium constant used here is the ratio of the forward and backward 

rate constants: 

(21) 

Six of the thirteen equilibrium constants are independent and can be 

calculated as functions of equilibrium interfacial concentrations and 

potentials. 

K. - exp[- L .M> 1 [1c .... 1.1 ,-. RT'.'· , (22) 

A discus, ion of the calculation of equilibrium concenLratiolls and potentials 

dnd the subsequent calculation of equilibrium constant. is presented 

elsewhere (see Chapter 6). The remaining constanLs can be cdlculated from 

equation (22) or from the following identities: 

K. = 
KsUJd - Na)2 

(23a) 
K,KiTr.;.2 

Ke = Ks/ Ks , (23b) 

K? = Ke/ K., (23c) 

K,o = K,K., (23d) 

Kll = KIC/ Ks ' (23e) 

Kl2 = K2/ Ks . (230 

and 

K IS = K'2 K •. (23g) 
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Within the parametric studies which follow, one independent rate 

constant is assumed to be characteristic of each of four groups of 

interfacial reactions. The four groups, shown in Figure 2, are reactions 1, 2. 

10, 11, 12, and 13 (OSS-ISS), reactions 3 and 4 (ISS), reactions 5, 6, and 7 

(ISS-IEP); and reactions Band 9 (IHP-OHP). The individual rate constants 

for each reaction l are related to the characteristic rate constant by 

(24) 

and 

(25) 

where kt" is the pre-exponential part of the rate constant, with a 

characteristic value for a given reaction type, and fJ was given a value of one 

half. These equations are consistent with equations (20) and (21). 

~{aterial balances govern the interface under steady-state conditions. 

These are expressed by continuity of flux at the ass and the OEP, 

(26) 

(27) 

and 

(28) 

and material balances for each adsorbed species i at the ISS and the IEP. 

and 

2:S\,tTt,ih.p =0. 
( 

Gauss's law can be applied to the region between the ass and ISS: 

(29) 

(30) 
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(31) 

and between the ISS and the IHP: 

62 r E.", 1 (<Pia - <Pihp) = -l-~-( <Pihp - <Pohp) - FQ:;Z,.".> . 
E2 us v.p 

(32) 

The evaluation of Gauss's law in the region between the ass and the ISS 

includes a term for a fixed positive charge at the ISS. q;!.. which was set 

equal to zero in this study. 

2.2.4. Boundary conditions. The semiconducting electrode is bounded at 

one end by the electrolyte and at the other end by a metallic current 

collector. The boundary conditions at the semiconductor-electrolyte 

interface are incorporated into the model of the interfdcE'. The buundary 

conditions at the semiconductor-current collector interface are that the 

potential is zero. the potential derivative is equal to a constant. determir.cd 

by the charge assumed to be located at the semiconductor-current 

collector interface (this constant was set equal to zero in this study). and all 

the current is carried by electrons (the tl.ux of holes is zero). The boundary 

conditions in the electrolytic solution are set a fixed distance (lo Debye 

lengths) from the interface. This distance may be considered to be a 

diffusion layer. The boundary conditions are that the potential gradient is 

continuous and that all concentrations have their bulk value. 

2.2.S. Counterelectrode. In the region sutr..ciently far from the interface 

that electroneutrality holds. the potential distribution is linear and is a 

function of current density. The potential drop in the region between the 

counterelectrode and the outer limit of the diffusion layer is given by 
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(33) 

where t<; is the soLution conductivity and L is the distance between the 

countereLectrode and the outer edge of the diffusion Layer. The 

conductivity of dilute soLutions is reLated to ionic mobilities and 

concentrations by 

t<; = Fl 2:: zlu; ci . 
i 

(34) 

The potential drop across the countereLectrode-eLectroLyte interface is 

given by 

VCE = Vl-E + T)CE ' (35) 

where Vl-E is the equilibrium potential drop across the interface and T)CE is 

the total countereLectrode reaction overpotential. The total overpotentiaL is 

reLated to the current density through the Butler-VoLmer reaction 

modeL;99.IC2 

(36) 

where io is the exchange ',urrent density associated with Lhe bulk 

concentrations of reactants, i •. tt", is the diffusion-Limited current density 

assocIated with species k. and n is the number of eLectrons transferred in 

the countereLectrode reaction. 

2.2.6. Numerical method. The coupLed, nonLinear equations presented for 

the Liquid-junction cell were solved numerically for the cell under 

equilibrium and sLeady-state conditions. I02 The equations were properly 

lineariled, posed in finite-difference form, and solved llsiug \lewman's BA:-lD 
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method,I04 coupled with Newton-Raphson iteration. Calculation of a 

current-potential curve involved iterative solution of the system of coupled 

equations for input values of solar illumination and current density. 

3. RESULTS 

Comput.ed results for the mathematical model of the liquid-junction 

photovoltaic cell are presented in the following section. The parameter 

values chosen for the model are consistent with an n-type GaAs anode in 

contact with an 0.8 M K2Se, 0.1 M K2Se2, 1.0 M KOH solution. The redox 

couple was assumed to be Sei-/ Se2 -, and the semiconductor was illuminated 

at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. Input parameter values are as 

presented in Tables 1 through 3 unless stated otherwise. Dependent 

parameters calculated from the input data are presented in Table 4. 

The n-type GaAs system was chosen for analysis to allow comparison to 

the experimental work of Eeller and Miller.a.42.43 Their cell achieved a 12 

percent power efficiency based upon incident radiation, an open circuit 

potential of 0.7 volts, and a closed circuit current of 24 rnA/cm2. A 

description of their experimental electrodes, cell, and measuring techniques 

is presented in reference (35). The counterelectrode area was 50 times that 

of the semiconductor. The Sei- / Se 2 - redox couple was chosen to limit the 

corrosion of GaAs under 1000 W/m2 illumination to a few micrometers per 

year (approximately 0.04 rnA I cm2 ).lOO·lO? 

The discussion of the effect of kinetic, bulk semiconductor, and 

interfacial parameters does not include the effect of IR drop in the 

electrolyte or kinetic and mass-transfer limitations at the counterelectrode 

(see sect.ion 2.2.5). The contribution of these phenomena is discussed in 

section 3.4.1. 
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Table 1. Input Parameters for the Semiconductor 

Semiconductor: n-GaAs 

Valence band site concentration 

Conduction band site concentration 

Band gap 

Dopant concentration 

Electron ditIusivity 

Hole diffusivity 

Permittivity 

Solar absorption coefficient 

Solar spectrum efficiency 

Total incident radiation (A.\{-2) 

Homogeneous recombination rate 
constants: 

1.16xlO·5 mol/emS 

7.80xlO·? mol/ems 

1.4 eV 

9. 96xl O·a equiv/cms 

1.06xlO· l2 C/V-s 

m 

0.3735 

2.56xlO·3 em3 fmol 
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Table 2. Input Parameters for the Semiconductor-Electrolyte Interface 

ISS site k v t c 

ISS site energy 1.3 1.4 1.5 

ISS site density 7t 0.3334 0.3333 0.3333 

Total ISS site concentration 

TotallHP site concentration 

IHP adsorption energy 

Equilibrium OSS potential 

Equilibrium charge on interface 

Distance between OSS and ISS 

Distance between ISS and IEP 

Distance between IHP and OHP 

Permittivity between ISS and IHP 

Rate ~onstants: 
(OSS-ISS) 

(ISS) 

(ISS- IEP) 

(IEP-OHP) 

<!i ... 

eV 

4.019xlO· 12 mol/cm2 

0.0 Jjmol 

0.0 J/mol 

5.93 mV 

-0.1298 }.LC/cm2 

1.0xl0-B cm 

2.0xl0-B cm 

1.0xl02' cm3/mol-s 

1.0xl029 cm2/mol-s 

1.0xl029 cm2/mol-s 

1.0xl023 5- 1 
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Table 3. Input Parameters for the Electrolyte 

Electrolyte: 0.8 M K2Se, 0.1 M K2Se2, 1.0 M Kon 

Species index Ie 1 2 3 4 

Species OR 

Charge number z" +1 -1 -2 -2 

Bulk concentration c/o._ 0.0028 0.0010 0.0001 0.0008 mol/cms 

Diffusivity (x100) D,. 1.957 5.260 1.000 1.000 cm2/s 

Permittivity e.soL 6.930xl0·!2 C/V-cm 

Conductivity 

Temperature 

JC 

T 

0.3 (O-cm)"! 

300. K 
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Table 4. Values Calculated from Input Parameters 

Semiconductor: 

Fermi level 

Intrinsic concentration 

Minority carrier dil!usion length 

Debye length 

Electrolyte: 

Debye Length 

3.1. Interfacial Kinetic Limitations 

EJ 

1l.; 

Lp 

h .. 

1.347 eV 

5.228x10· la mol/crn3 

5.846xlO·4 cm 

1.689x10·6 cm 

1.967x10·a cm 

The values of the interfacial rate constants can affect the open-circuit 

cell potential. the value of the limiting current. and the shape elf the 

current-potential Curve. Mosl (>99 percent) of the recombination under 

open-circuit illumination occurs at the interface. Eomogeneous 

recombination is included in the model but does not playa major role for 

the range of parameters studied. 

3.1.1. [on-adsorption reactions. Current-potential curves are presented in 

Figure:) Wilh the interfacial rate constant (or adsorption and desorption of 

ions onto the inner Eelmholtz plane as a parameter (reactions 8 and G in 

Figure 2). In each case the cell potential is a maximum at open circuit 

(700.5 mV) and decreases as the anodic current increases. A limiting 

current is observed due to limitations of mass transfer and generation of 

holes in the semiconductor. 
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Figure 5. Computer current-potential curves for an n-type GaAs 
Anode with ion-adsorption rate constant as a parameter. 
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The ion-adsorption rate constant intluences the limiting current and 

the shape of the current-potential curve. A dramatic decrease in the 

maximum power obtained from this system is observed for the cases with 

small ion-adsorption rate constants. Kinetic limitations to ion adsorption 

are seen to have a major effect on cell performance. Insight into the effect 

of these kinetic limitations can be obtained by comparing the potential 

distribution at several points along the current-potential curve for a system 

with no kinetic limitations (large rate constants) to the related potential 

distributions for a system with kinetic limitations to ion adsorption. 

The potential distribution for the case with no kinetic limitations is 

presented in Figure 6. In the dark, at open-circuit, (curve a) the system is 

equilibrated. The potential is nearly constant throughout the solution and 

the interfacial planes (OHP, IHP, ISS, and OSS). The potential varies in the 

semiconductor in response to charge distributed in the semiconductor. This 

variation of electrical potential in the equilibrated semiconductor is termed 

"band-bending." The difference in potential between the front 

(semiconductor-electrolyte interface) and the back (current collector

semiconductor interface) of the semiconductor is the "fiat-band potential." 

(This is the potential that would need to be applied in order lo achieve 

uniform potential in the semiconductor.) 

Under illumination at open circuit (curve b) the concentrations of 

electrons and holes increase, and the variation of potential in the 

semiconductor decreases. The decrease in potential variation in response 

to illumination is referred to as the "straightening of the bands." The 

charges of hales and eleclrons, generated by the illumination, tend to go in 

apposite direclions under lhe intl.uence of the electric field. Their 
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Potential distribution for the liquid-junction cell with 
26 -1 

limitations (k d ~ 1.OxlO 5 ). Curve a, open circuit 
a s 

in the dark; curve b, open circuit under illumination; and curve c, 

near short circuit (i = -23.1 mA/cm2 ) under illumination. 

A = 1.689xlO-6 cm, and A 1 = 1.967xlO-8 cm. sc so 
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accumulation, at open circuit, at various locations creates an electric field 

which tends to cancel that existing in the dark and leads to this 

straightening of the bands. The difference between the potential in the dark 

and under illumination represents a driving force for /low of electrical 

current. The potential distribution near the short-circuit condition (curve 

c) approaches the equilibrium distribution ... • All the variation in potential 

(from open cirr.uit in the dark to open circuit under illumination to limiting 

current under illumination) takes place in the semiconductor. The potential 

drop across interfacial planes is comparatively small and invariant. 

The potential distribution for the system under kinetic limitations to 

ion adsorption is presented in Figure 7. The open-circuit potential 

distribution in the dark and under illumination (curves a and b, 

respectively) are equivalent to those shown in Figure 6. The potential 

distribution near short circuit (curve c), however, does not approach the 

equilibrium distribution. A significant part of the potential drop occurs 

across the interface, providing a potential driving force which allows 

adsorption reactions to proceed. 

Concentration distributions of holes and electrons in the 

semiconductor are presented in Figures tl and 9 for a system with no 

interfacial kinetic limitations and for a system with kinetic limitations to ion 

adsorption. respectively. The equilibrium and illuminated open-circuit 

concentration distributions for the two cases are identical. l.:nder 

equilibrium conditions the concentration of holes (curve a) is essentially 

zero in the bulk of the semiconductor and increases near the negaLively 

••• Sho:-t·ci:c'J.i: is defined as t:he condition of a zero cell ooterl't.:al. :'~e descr:,~::o!l 
:;:.r:"ese!l';.ed :'ere neg~ec:s e!ectrolyte resistance and ..:ounterelec:rode :nass·::ansfer and :..cSet:c 
e!'fec:s ::1 de:e!"!T":"''"li..''lg L1.e condition of shOT: c:':cait. T~ese eft'ec':.s wi:: ':Ie :::-ea:ed :a:er; 
i:1c:asio:1 of e!ec:rolyte and cO"J.nterelectrode effects cause the shor..·circu~: potent.:a: 
distrlb',.lt:ons discussed here :0 OCC'..11' at a negative cei.l potential. 
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Figure 7. Potential distribution for 

kinetic limitations to ion adsorption 

the liquid-junction cell with 

(k d - 4.xl06 s -1). Curve a, a s 
open circuit in the dark; curve b, open circuit under illumination; 

and curve c, near short circuit 
-6 \ ~ 1.689xlO cm, and \ ~ sc sol 

(i ~ -23.1 mA/cm2 ) 

-8 
1. 96 7xlO cm. 

under illumination. 
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Figure 8. Concentration distribution for the liquid-junction cell 
26 -1 with no kinetic limitations (k d = 1.OxlO s ). Curve a, open 

a s 
circuit in the dark; curve b, open circuit under illumination; and 

curve c, near short circuit (i = -23.1 rnA/cm 2 ) under illumination. 
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Curve a, open circuit in the dark; curve b, open circuit under 

illumination; and curve c, near short circuit (i = -23.1 mA/cm2 ) 

under illumination. 
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charged interface. Conduction electrons are depleted near the interface 

and reach a value of 0.328 dimensionless units at the current collector. 

where the concentrations are scaled by the dopant concentration (N~ - Na ). 

The electron concentration in a neutral region of the semiconductor would 

have a value essentially equal to 1.0. The equilibrated semiconductor of 

Figure 8 can therefore be described as having an inversion region extending 

from the semiconductor-electrolyte interface to 0.5 Debye lengths from the 

interface and a depletion region extending t.o the current collector. 

The positive background charge density has a value of 1.0; the 

semiconductor has a net positive charge which is balanced by charge 

associated with the diffuse region of the electrolyte and the interface. 

System electroneutrality is maintained. The potential gradient. the driving 

force for migration of charged species. is balanced by the concentration 

gradient. which drives diffusion. The net flux of each species in the 

semiconductor is equal to zero at equilibrium. 

Illumination under open-circuit conditions produces electron-hole 

pairs. which are separated by the potential gradient (see Figures 6 and 7). 

The concentration of holes increases near the interface. and the 

concentration of electrons increases near the current collector (curve b). 

As the system without kinetic limitations approaches short circuit (curve c 

in Figure B). the concentrations of holes and electrons approach the 

equilibrium distributions. The system under kinetic limitations to ion 

adsorption. in contrast. experiences an inerease in hole concentration at 

large current densities (curve" in Figure 9). 

A small ion-adsorption rate constanL is therefore compensated by 

increased potential and concentration driving forces at the interface. In 
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this way. kinetic limitations inftuence the cell performance. 

3.1.2. Charge-transfer reactions. Current-potential curves are presented 

in Figure 10 with the rate constant for charge transfer from the inner 

surface slates of the semiconductor to the inner Helmholtz plane as a 

parameter {reactions 5. 6. and 7 in Figure 2}. The cell potential has a 

maximum value under open-circuit illumination and decreases as the ancdic 

current increases. Kinetic limitations to charge transfer adversely 

inftuence the power performance of the cell. 

The potential distribution for a system with kinetic limitations to 

charge transfer is presented in Figure 11 and can be compared to the 

potential distribution for the system with no kinetic limitations (Figure 6). 

The open-circuit potential distribution in the dark {curve a} and under 

illumination {curve b} are equivalent to those presented in Figure 6. The 

potential distribution at large current densities {-23.1 mAl CfTl2} shows a 

large potential drop across the interface. This potential drop. as for the 

case with kinetic limitation;; to ion adsorption. provides a potential driving 

force which allows the kinetically-limited reaction to proceed. 

Hole-concentration distributions are presented in Figure 12 for the 

case with kinetic limitations to charge transfer. These distributions rr.ay be 

compared to those in Figure 8 for the syslem with no kinetic limitalions. A 

large concentration driving force {331.6 dimensionless units at the outer 

surface states} is developed near limiting current. A small charge-transfer 

rate constant is compensated by increased potential and concentration 

drivi ng forces. 
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Figure 10. Computer current-potential curves for an n-type GaAs 
Anode with charge-transfer rate constant as a parameter. 
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Figure 11. Potential distribution for the liquid-junction cell with 

kinetic limitations to charge transfer (kcht = 1.xl017 cm2 /mol-s). 

Curve a, open circuit in the dark; curve b, open circuit under 

illumination; and curve c, near short circuit (i = -23.1 mA/cm2 ) 

-6 -8 under illumination. \ ~ 1.689xlO ,and \ 1 ~ 1.967xlO em. se so 
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Figure 12. Concentration distribution for the liquid-junction cell 

with kinetic limitations to charge transfer (k h = 1.xl0
17 

cm2 /mol-s). 
c t 

Curve a, open circuit in the dark; curve b, open circuit under 

illumination; and curve c, near short circuit (i = - 23.1 mA/cm2 ) 

under illumination. 
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3.1.3. Electron-adsorption reactions. The influence of electron-adsorption 

rate constants (reactions 1. 2. 10. 11. 12. and 13 in Figure 2) upon the 

current-potential curve is presented in Figure 13. A small electron

adsorption rate constant reduces the net rate of recombination of holes and 

electrons at the surface and thus increases both the cell potential and the 

value of the limiting current. 

3.1.4. Surface-shift reactions. The rate constants for reactions which allow 

electrons to move from one energy level at the interface to dnother 

(reactions 3 and 4 in Figure 2) do not have any independent effect UpOll the 

cell potential or the value of the limiting current. These rate constants 

affect only the path by which recombination may take place. 

3.2. Bulk Semiconductor Properties 

Bulk semiconductor properties can greatly influence the performance 

of the liquid-jundion photovoltaic celL Some properties which can be 

controlled in semiconductor manufacture and cell design are the dopant 

concentration. the thickness of the semiconductor. the solar absorption 

coeff'.cient. and the amount of light absorbed in the semir.onductor. 

3.2.1. Dopant concentration. Current-potential curves are pre'!:!ented in 

Figure 14 for concentrations of positive background charge ranging from 

2.500x10-7 to 0.0:396xlO-7 equivalents/ems and for a serrueonductor 

thickness of 10 Debye lengths. The cell performance is strongly dependent 

upon doping level. The "straightening of the bands" under illumination lS 

greatest with a small dopant concentration: thus in this case a large open

circuit cell pot.ential lS observed. The low Goncentration of cl1ilrg~-carr)lng 

species in the neutral region is associated with a large resistance to current 
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flow in the semiconductor and with enhanced homogeneous recombination 

of electron-hole pairs; thus a small limiting current is observed. Conversely, 

a large dopant concentration is characterized by a small open-circuit 

potential and a large limiting current. 

The semiconductor Debye length is inversely proportional to the square 

root of the dopant concentration. If the semiconductor thickness were held 

constant at a value of 1.69x10-5 cm, as opposed to 10 Debye lengths, similar 

results would be observed for high dopant concentrations. At low dopant 

concentrations, the semiconduclor thickness would be smaller than t.he 

space-charge region lhickness, and the cell potenlial would be reduced (see 

section 3.2.2). A change in the Debye length influences the utilization of the 

incident radiation (see section 3.2.3.), but lhe change in cell performance 

due to this effect is small. 

~aximization of power density yields an oplimal dopant concentration 

for the n-GaAs system of about 9.0xlO-s equivalents/cm3. The cionor 

concentration in the work presented by Heller and ~iller42.43 was 6xl0 ltl 

carriers/cm3 (or 9.96x 10" s equivalents/cm3). 

3.2.2. Semiconductor thickness. The effect of semiconductor thickness on 

the cell performance is presented in Figure 15 for a characterislic depth nf 

lighl adsorption of 228.2 A (corresponding to 1.35 Debye lengths). The cell 

potential increases as the thickness increases from 5 to 13 Debye lengths. 

The current-potential curve is essentially unchanged for an increase In 

thickness from 13 to 30 Oebye lengths. A very thick semiconductor is 

expected to decrease the system performance because of resistive losses in 

the semiconductor. A thin semiconductor limits the cell performance 

because of saluration of charge in the semiconductor. All mobile electrons 
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are driven from the semiconductor in response to the negatively charged 

interface, and a large potential gradient across the semiconductor cannot 

be sustained. 

3.2.3. Solar absorption coefficient. The characteristic length for absorption 

of light can be compared to the Debye length by the dimensionless 

absorption coefflcient mAs.' The open circuit cell potential is presented in 

Figure 16 as a function of the dimensionless absorption coefflcient. A 

maximum in cell potential is observed in the region where the characteristic 

length for absorption of light is of the same order as the Debye length. The 

cell potential is relatively insensitive to the dimensionless absorption 

coefflcient within the range of 0.2 to 3.0. The optimal value for the 

dimensionless absorption coefficient was around 0.425, where the 

characteristic length for light absorption is 2.4 Debye lengths. The 

absorption coefflcient for single crystal GaAs, averaged over photons with 

energy greater than the band gap energy, is 4.4x 10-5 em. This value 

corresponds to a dimensionless absorption coetf..cient of 26 and to a 

characteristic absorption depth of 0.0036 Debye lengths. 

3.2.4. Solar flux. The amount of light absorbed within the semiconductor 

has a strong effect on cell performance. As seen from Figure 17, lighl 

scattering or reftective losses can reduce the limiling currenl from -23.2 

mAl cm2 under full AM-2 irradiation (modeled here wilh a single mean 

absorption coefficient) to -14.0 rnA/cm2 under 60 percent of A_\l-2 

irradiation. The 40 percent decrease in limiting currenl is accompanied by 

a 1 percent decrease in open-circuil cell potenlial. The amount of lighl 

absorbed wilhin the semiconduclor is directly related to lhe generalion of 

lhe limiling species, holes, and therefore primarily affecls the limiting 
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current. 

3.3. Interfacial Parameters 

Model parameters that are characteristic of the interface cannot. in 

general. be independently measured. The results of the model can be used. 

however. to gain insight into the importance and influence of these 

parameters. The total equilibrium charge adsorbed onto the surface was 

held constant in the studies presented below by adjusting the total ISS site 

concentration in response to changes in equilibrium energies of adsorbed 

species 

3.3.1. Surface electron-energy levels. Charge-transfer and surface 

recombination reactions at the interface are :lssumed to take place through 

surface electron sites; these sites have associated with them energy levels 

which may differ from the conduction and valence-band energy levels. A 

possibly continuous distribution of electron energy levels is represented in 

the model by three discrete energy levels. 

Recombination paths under open-circuit illumination are presented in 

Figures lAo 19. and 20 for three individual distributions of surfacp electron

energy levels. The width of the arrows representing the direction of 

electron Lransfer is proportional to the (lux carried alonll that path. The 

conduction band energy at the ass is 2.6 eV when expressed on the same 

basis as the ISS energy levels. The valence band energy at the ass is 1.2 eV. 

The energy levels of ISS sites influence the open-circuit cell potential 

under illumination and the path taken by electrons in surface 

recombination. The majority of recombination occurs through the site with 

the most favored energy level. A continuous distribution of energy levels is 
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Figure 18. Interfacial recombination reaction distribution under 
open-circuit illumination for inner surface state electron energy 
levels of 1.0, 1.3, and 1.6 eV (cell potential = 704.0 mV). 
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Figure 19. Interfacial recombination reaction distribution under 
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therefor'e well modeled by a set of three discrele energy levels that include 

the favored energy level. 

3.3.2. Ion-adsorption energy. The adsorption energy for an ionic species i 

is relat.ed to kinetic parameters for the respective ion-adsor!Jtion reaction 

by (see Chapter 6) 

r~l 6E,. = - 'Z;F 6.p, + RT lnl k · , 
b.t 

(37) 

where l represents the adsorption reaction and 6.p, is lhe equllibrium 

potential drop from the inner Helmholtz plane to the outer Helmholtz plane. 

The effect of ion adsorption energy on the current-potential curve is 

presented in Figure 21. A negative energy of adsorption increases the 

concentration of the ion at the surface and decreases the cell potential. A 

positive energy of adsorption decreases the concentration of the ion at th" 

surface and increases the cell potential. The concentration of adsorbed 

ions at the IHP does not affect the limitmg current because holes are the 

current-limiting 5pecies. 

3.4. Cell Design 

t.:nder electrolyte-Side illumination and without interfacial kinetic 

limitations. electrolyte resistance, and counterelectrode effects. the 

maximum power etr.ciency of the cell was calculated to be 15.0 percent. This 

is the value that one might observe if the power density is calculated using a 

potenLial drop measured between the semiconductor electrode and a 

reference electrode reversible to the redox reaction and located just 

outside the diffusion region. The resistance of the electrolyt.e, mass-

transfer and kinetic limiLations at the counterelectrode, and the choice of 

front or back-illumination will affect this value. 
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Figure 21. Computed current-potential curves for an n-type GaAs 
anode with interfacial ion-adsorption energy as a parameter. 
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3.4.1. Electrolyte and countereiectrode. Resistance in the electrolyte and 

kinetic and mass-transfer etIects at the counterelectrode decrease the 

maximum power-density of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. The 

current-potential curve for a system with no interfacial kinetic limitations 

(see Figure 5) is presented in Figure 22 with electrolyte resistance included. 

The conductivity of the electrolyte was assumed to be 0.3 a-lcm· 1 The cell 

potential at a given current is reduced by an amount which is proportional 

to the current density and t.o the distance L between the counterelectrode 

and the semiconductor. A 10 cm separation between the counterelectrode 

and the semiconductor reduces the maximum power efficiency of the cell to 

4.0 percent. 

The same base current-potential curve is presented in Figures 23 and 

24 with the effect of kinetic and mass transfer limitations at the 

counterelectrode included. The reaction 

2Se2 ·· -> Sei- + 2e

was assumed to follow the sequence 

Se2 - -> Se';a. + e 

(38) 

(39a) 

(39b) 

Under the assumption that the second step is equilibrated, the current 

density at the counterelectrode can be expressed by 

"Ir i 1 r ~F 1 • = i. [1. - i •. I'm exp [ RT -T)CE 

(40) 

r . r r 
It. + _._t__ expl-

'L 3.tim 

where i. is the exchange current density associated with the bulk 

concentrations of reactants, 
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Figure 23. Computed current-potential curves for an n-type GaAs anode 
with diffusion-limited current density at the counterelectrode as a 
parameter. Curve a, counterelectrode effects not included; curve h, 

i lim,3=20 mA/cm2 and i lim,4=80 mA/cm2
; curve c, i lim,3=lO mA/cm2 and 

i lim ,4=40 mA/cm2
; curve d, i lim,3=5 mA/cm2 and i lim ,4=20 mA/cm2

• 
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rk kl! ](I-P) 
. Fk P 8 l ~ .b 6~b II 
t. = ~./C4._ k* C:r._ 

6./ 

i 3 •lim is the diffusion-limited current density associat.ed with species Sei-, 

i is the diffusion-limited current density associated with species Se2-, 4.lim 

and n is equal to one. 

The effect of diffusion limitation to currents at the counterelectrode is 

presented in Figure 23 with diffusion-limited current density at the 

counterelectrode as a parameter. Diffusion-limited current densities of 20 

mA/cm2 for Sel- and 80 mA/cm2 for Se2- correspond to a Nernst stagnant 

diffusion layer thickness of about 0.010 cm. An exchange-current density of 

100 mA/cm2 was assumed. The influence of the exchange current density 

on th~ current-potential curve is presented in Figure 24. Diffusion-limited 

currents of 20 mA/cm2 and 80 mA/cm2 were assumed for the Sel- and the 

Se2- speciE:s, respectively. Kinetic limitations, either at the counterelect.rode 

or the semiconductor, cause an intlection point in the current-potenLial 

curve. 

The calculated maximum power etT.ciency is 11.9 percent fDr a cell with 

a 1.0 cm gap between the semiconductor and the counterelectrode, an 

exchange current density of 100 mA/cm2 , and diffusion limited currents of 

20 mA/cm2 and 80 mA/cm2 at the counterelectrode for the Sei- dnd the 

Se2 - species, respectively. Reduction of illumination due to absorption in 

the electrolyte and retlection were not included. 

3.4.2. Front and back illumination. The semIconductor can be Illuminated 

at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface (front illumination) or at the 

semiconductor-current cDllector in terface (back illumination). The 

intluence of the direction of illumination is strongly dependent upon the 

relative rates of recombination in the bulk and at the interfaces involved. 
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Under the conditions of a negligible surface recombination at the 

semiconductor-current collector interface and of a small rate of 

homogeneous recombination as compared to the rate of recombination at 

the semiconductor-electrolyte interface, back-illumination increases the 

power output. This effect is illustrated in Figure 25, where current-potential 

curves for the case with no interfacial kinetic limitations are presented for 

the semiconductor under front and back-illumination. The limiting current 

under back-illumination is -25.6 rnA/cm2 and the maximum power etf'.ciency 

is 17.0 percent. The limiting current under front-illumination is -23.2 

rnA/cm2 and the maximum power etEciency is 15.0 percent. Generation of 

electron-hole pairs in regions where recombination is facilitated reduces 

the power output. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Experimental results reported in the literature show the general shape 

of the current-potential curves presented in this chapter. Small scale 

systems are generally designed with large counterelectrode areas (to 

minimize any limitation to current flow at the counterelectrode) and a small 

depth of electrolyte over the semiconductor surface (to minimize losses of 

illumination by absorption in the electrolyte). Current-potential curve, 

thereby obtained include effects of electrolyte resistance and illumination 

losses. 

Inflection points are observed for many experimental systems, e.g., Ti02 

in 1.0 \! "aOE,loe Ti02 In 0.1 \! "a2SO. at pE less than 10 (adjusted with "aOE 

and M2S0
4

),IC9 PbFe l2 0 19, Eg2Ta20?, CdFe20
4

, and Pb2Ti,sWos06s in 0.2 .\{ 

"aOE,"0 nand p-type GaP in liquid ammonia,llI p-GaP in 0.5 \! E2SO.,"2 W03 

in 1 \! sodium acetate, 113 KTa0
3 

in 8.6\! '.;aOE,11< CdS in O. t M "aOE,I," CdS 
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in 1.0 M Nal, 1.0 M Na
2
S

2
0

S
' and 0.1 M 1

2
,I!6 and untreated polycrystalline 

GaAs with a selenium redox couple.6 These inftection points are indicative of 

kinetic limitations to charge-transfer or to ion-adsorption reactions at the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface (as shown by the parameter variation 

in Figures 5 and 10 in section 3.1). Other systems, e.g., ruthenium-treated 

polycrystalline GaAs6.40 and single-crystal GaAs* in contact with a selenium 

redox couple, CdS and Bi
2
S

3 
in contact with a sulphide-polysulfide redox 

couple 36 • CdS in 1M KCI, 0.8M CHsCOOH, and 0.2 M CHsCOOEa,117 and p-InP in 

contact with a vanadium redox couple,a do not exhibit inftection points. The 

interracial r"aetions are equilibrated for these systems. 

The results of the mathematical model presented in this chapter are 

compared to experimental results in Figure 26. The solid line represbnts the 

experimental current-potential curve for a ruthenium-treated n-GaAs 

photoanode in contact with a selenium redox couple.42.43 The dashed lines 

are calculated results in which interfacial reactions were assumzd to be 

equilibrated. Both calculated curves include a seven percent ioss of 

illumination; the lower curve includes an electrolyte resistance of 3 [J cm2. 

The model parameters are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Bulk transport 

properties were obtained from the literature; values were assumed for 

propertie~ characteristic of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. ;he 

model agrees with the experimental results near open circuil but exhibits a 

sharper limiting-current plateau than the experimental results indicate. An 

increase in the homogeneous recombination rate constants decreases the 

sharpness of the potential drop near limiting current but also decreases the 

cell potential. This change in parameter must be accompanied by an 

increase in lhe equilibrium OSS potential (see chapter 6). The computer 

program did not converge at large values of <1>0 •• ' 
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Figure 26. Comparison of computed current-potential curves (dashed 
lines) to experimental results (solid line) for an n-type GaAs anode 
in contact with a selenium redox couple. 
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Some of the model parameters are associated with characteristics of 

the current-potential curve. In the absence of counterelectrode effects. the 

magnitude of the limiting current is determined by the intensity of 

illumination. and the shape of the curve is determined by kinetic 

parameters. Kinetic limitations to charge-transfer and to ion-adsorption 

reactions result in an intlection point. Kinetic limitations at the 

counterelectrode can also cause an intlection point. The magnitude of the 

open-circuit potential is a function of the equilibrium potential difference 

between the semiconductor and the solution. Within the model. this 

parameter is represented by the equilibrium ass potential. The surface site 

energy distribution also intluences the open-circuit cell potential. These 

parameters could he varied by selection of ditTerent semiconductor

electrolyte combinations. The open-circuit cell potential is also atTeeled by 

semiconductor properties such as band-gap energy and ab50rption 

coeffcient. 

Analytic models of the liquid-junction cell are described in section 1.2.1 

These models can match experimental current-potential curves but show 

maxima in electron and hole concentrations near the boundary between 

space-charge and neutral regions. These maxima were not seen in the 

results of lhe mathematical model and are probably due to impOSItion of 

boundary or matching conditions between those regions. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Kinetic limitations to interfacial charge-transfer and ion-adsorption 

reactions drastically reduce lhe power output of the liquid-junctIOn cell. A 

small interfacial rate constan t is compensated by increased pOlential and 

concentration driving forces. thus intluencing the cell performance. 
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The cell performance is strongly influenced by bulk-semiconductor and 

cell-design properties such as the dopant concentration, the semiconductor 

thickness, and the amount of light adsorbed in the semiconductor. An 

optimal dopant concentration and semiconductor thickness can be 

calculated for a given semiconductor system. The resistance of the 

electrolyte and kinetic and mass transfer limitations aL Lhe 

counterelectrode influence cell performance and may play an important 

role in the optimal design of a liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. 



Chapter 3. Design and Optimization of 
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Most stUdies of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell have been oriented 

toward developing an understanding of the semiconducting electrode which 

characterizes the cell (see, e.g., Chapter 2 and references 1-19). This work 

describes the design and optimization of liquid-junction photovoltaic 

devices. The advantages and problems inherent in the liquid-junction cell 

are reviewed, and a mathematical model of the liquid-junction cell is used to 

predict the optimal performance of various cell configurations. An 

economic analysis is presented based upon these results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The liquid-junction photovoltaic cell has appeal because, in contrast to 

solid-state junctions, the junction between electrolyte and semiconductor is 

formed easily and allows use of polycrystalline semiconductors. The 

electrochemical nature of the cell allows both production of electricity and 

generation of chemical products which can be separated, stored, and 

recombined to recover the stored energy. These features could make the 

liqUid-junction cell an economical alternative to solid-state photovoltaic 

deVlces for solar energy conversion. 

Liquid-junction cells also have the advantages that are attributed to 

other pholovoltaic devices. Photovoltaic power plants can provide local 

generation of power on a small scale. The efficiency and cost of solar cells is 

independent of scale, and overall efficiency is improved by locating the 

power plant next to the load. :-';uclear and fossil-fuel burning plants, in 

contrast, are economical only if built on a large scale {on the order of 1000 
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megawatts).llB 

The design of a liquid-junction photovoltaic cell requires selection of an 

appropriate semiconductor-electrolyte combination and design of an 

efficient cell configuration. The selection of a semiconductor is based upon 

the band gap. whieh provides an upper limit to the conversion etEciency of 

the device. and the choice of electrolyte is governed by the need to limit 

corrosion. The optimal design of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell is 

aided by use of mathematical models. 

1.1. Band Gap 

Photovoltaic cells rely on the unique properties of semiconductors to 

convert incident radiation to electrical current. The semiconductor 

property of interest is the moderate gap between the valence and the 

conduclion-band energy levels. Incident photons of light with energy 

greater than or equal to the band-gap energy transfer their energy to 

valence- band electrons. producing conduction-band electrons and 

vacancies in the valence band. 

An upper limit to the efficiency of photovoltaic devices can be 

established. based upon the band gap and the solar sper.trum. without 

consideration of cell configuration. This "ultimate etEciency" is given by" 

'7ull = (1) 

J E N(E) dE 
c 

where Eg is the semiconductor band-gap energy. E is the photon energy. 

and N(E) is the number density of incident photons with energy E. The 

fraction of the power in the solar spect.rum that can be converted to 

electrical power is a function of the band gap of lhe semiconductor. 
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Photons with energy less than the band gap cannot produce electron-hole 

pairs. Photons willI energy greater than t.he band gap yield the band gap 

energy.1l9-121 

The "ultimale efficiency" of Equation (1) is presented in Figure 1 as a 

function of band gap.11.I22.123 The value presented represents an upper limit 

to conversion of solar energy; factors such as reflection and absorption 

losses of sunlight, kinetic and mass transfer limitations, and recombination 

will reduce the efficiency. These effects are included in section 2.2. A band 

gap between 1.0 and 1.5 eV is generally considered to be appropriate for 

efficient conversion of solar energy. 

1.2. Corrosion 

The application of liquid-junction technology Lo photovoltaic power 

conversion is limited by problems associated wilh the semiconductor

electrolyte interface. Primary among these problems is corrosion. Etf.cient 

conversion of solar energy requires a band gap between 1.0 and 1.5 eV, cind 

most semiconductors near this band gap corrode readily under illumination. 

Semiconductors with large band-gaps (4 to 5 eV) tend to be more stable but 

cannot cOllvert most of the solar spectrum. 

Among the approaches taken to solve this problem, the most successful 

concern the matching of an electrolyte to the semiconductor. The rate of 

corrosion is reduced if the semiconductor IS in equilibrium with the 

corrosion products. The rate of corrosion can also be reduced by using a 

redo," couple which oxidizes easily. The oxidation of the redox couple 

Se;;I/Se;-, for example, has been shown to compete successfully with 

photocorrosion reactions for holes in n-type GaAs electrodes. B.IOO 
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Figure 1. The fraction of the solar energy which can be utilized 
in electron-hole pair generation as a function of semiconductor 
band-gap. 
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P-type semiconductors used as cathodes are more stab Ie than the more 

common and generally more efficient n-type semiconducting anodes. The 

inefficiency of p-type photocathodes has been attributed to the presence of 

surface states near the valence band energy. A stable p-type photocathode 

has been developed, however, with a solar conversion efficiency of 11.5 

percent. \24 Protective films have been proposed to be a solution to electrode 

corrosion. The electrode, in this case, would be a small band-gap 

semiconductor covered by a film composed of either a more stable large 

band-gap semiconductor, a conductive polymer, or a metal. A large 

Schottky barrier is frequently present at such semiconductor-metal and 

semiconductor-semiconductor interfaces which blocks the fiux of holes from 

the semiconductor to the electrolyte. In cases where the photocurrent is 

nol blocked, corrosion can take place between the semiconduclor and the 

proteclive film.17·4~ ){enezes et aL. 12~ discuss lhe diff.culties in avoiding 

absorptive losses in the metal tUm while maintaining sufficient integrity to 

serve t he semiconductor corrosi on protection function. Frese et al. 126 

have, however, reported a measurable improvement in the stability of GaAs 

wiLh less than a monolayer gold metal coverage. Thin conductive poly

pyrrole films appear to be successful in inhibiting corrosion in some 

electrolytes.127·IS2 In addition, insulaling polymer films deposited on grain 

boundaries can improve the performance of polycrystalline semiconductors 

by reducing surface recombination rates. ISS 

1.3. Mathematical Model 

Development of a mathematical model constitutes an import",nt step 

toward design and optimization of the liqUid-junction photovolt<llL' cell. A 

one-dimensional mathematical model has been developed (see Chapter 2) 



which treats explicitly the semiconductor, the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface in terms 
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electrolyte, and the 

of potentials and 

concentrations of charged species. The model incorporates macroscopic 

transport equations in the bulk of the semiconductor and electrolyte. 

Homogeneous and heterogeneous recombination of electron-hole pairs is 

included within the model. Recombination takes place at the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface through interfacial sites, which can 

enhance the recombination rate. Surface sites at the semiconductor-metal 

interface were not included within the model. 

The coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations of the model were 

posed in finite-difference form and solved numerically. The mathematical 

model can be used to gain insight into the operation of cells with 

semiconducting electrodes, and to optimize their design. The model was 

used here to calculate the effect of cell design on the performance of an n

type GaAs semiconducting anode in contact with an 0.8 ',{ K2Se, 0.1 M K2Se2, 

1.0 ',{ KOH electrolytic solution. The choice of this semiconducting electrode 

system was based upon the work of Eeller and associates.B.42.43.ICO Cell design 

parameters are presented in Table I, and the parameters used in modeling 

Table 1. Counterelectrode Parameters 

Diffusion-Limited Current Density 

Exchange Current Density 

i 3 .h.m 

i 4 .lim 

20.0 mA/cm2 

80.0 mA/cm2 

100.0 mA/cm2 
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the liquid-junction cell are presented in Chapter 2. 

2. CELLCONnGURATION 

The optimal design of liquid-junction photoYoltaic cells shares 

constraints with solid-state photoYoltaic cells.22.134 Current collectors cut 

shadows and can reduce the amount of sunlight absorbed in t J.e 

semiconductor. A constraint unique to the liquid-junction cell is t 1e 

placement of the counterelectrode relative to the semiconducteor

electrolyte interface. ~ass-transfer and kinetic limitations at he 

counterelectrode and resistance of the electrolyte can play important roles 

in the optimal design of the liquid-junction photovoltaic celL These 

considerations are treated qualitatively by Parkinson.13~ 

Under electrolyLe-side illumination and without illumination !uss" •. 

interfacial kinetic limitations. electrolyte resistance. and counterdectro~e 

limitations. the maximum power eff'.ciency of the cell was calculated to 'Je 

15.3 percent. The corresponding value under back (or current-collectGr) 

side illumination was calculated to l::e 17.2 percent. These are the values 

t.hat one might calculate using a potential drop measured between t 1e 

semiconductor electrode and a reference electrode reversible to the redJx 

reaction and located just outside the ditrusion region. The resistance of t Ie 

electrolyte. illumination losses. and mass-transfer and kinetic limitations at 

the counterelectrode atrect these values and are intluenced by cell desl,;n. 

The ditrerence between front and back illumination is due to the assumpLion 

that facilitated recombination does not take place at the semiconductor

current collector interface. 

The performance of three cell configurations was calculated for 

operation under AM-2 solar illumination (882 W/m2). The semiconductor was 
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assumed to be in the form of a thin film (see Mitchell for a review of thin-film 

photovollaic technoLogie5 136). InterfaciaL kinetic Limitations were not 

included. The physical parameters were the same as presented in Chapter 

2. The one-dimen.ional model of the liquid-junction cell was coupLed with 

the resistance to current fiow associated with the two-dimensional systems. 

Some methods for calcuLation of this resistance were reviewed by Fleck 

et a.1. 131 

2.1. System 1: lr'tre Counterelectrode 

The liquid-junction photovoLtaic cell with a wire-grid countereLectrode 

is presented in Figure 2a. The cell consists of a semiconductive fiLm 

supported on a metallic current collector. a wire-grid counterelectrode. and 

a transparent gLass cover pLate. The space between the cover pLate and the 

semiconductor is filled with the eLectroLyte. The glalis plate is an essential 

part of the cell because it keeps the system clean and allows optimal 

orientation of the cell for optimal collection of sunlight. Thi, cell is 

designed for conversion of solar energy inlo electrical energy; no provision 

15 made for separation of ehemical products. A two-dimensional 

representation of the cell is presented in Figure 2b. 

Sunlight absorbed in the semiconductor must pass through the cover 

plate. past the counterelectrode. and through the electrolyte. Retl.ection at 

each of the interfaces (air-glass. glass-eLectroLyte. and electrolyte

semicondudor). absorption in the glass and electrolyte. and screening by 

the counterelectrode decrease the amount of light which can be used for 

generation of electron-hole pairs. Absorption Losses in the electroLyte can 

be linuted by maintaining a small gap between the counterelectrode and the 

semiconductor. A wide spacing of counterelectrode elements reduces the 
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screening of the semiconductor but also increases the influence of kinetic 

and mass-transfer effects at the counterelectrode. 

The one-dimensional model of the liquid-junction photovoitaic cell was 

used with averaged uniform current density and solar fiux. The shadow of 

the counlerelectrode was implicitly assumed to be diffuse. Resistive losses 

in the electrolyte were calculated from a two-dimensional solution of 

Laplace's equation.13B·142 The potential drop in the electrolyte was given by 

equation (14) in reference (35). The current density at the 

counterelectrode was assumed to be uniform and was related to the 

semiconductor current density by 

L (--) , 
rrD 

(2) 

and the counterelectrode shadow was "ssumed to reduce the magnitude of 

incident light by a factor of (I-DI L). The effective solar fiux was therefore 

given by 

( D)( ) -(7'J'lZ),fEloU 
'Is. = q. 1 - L 1 - P.iT-g'", e 

(1 ) -(mz)'oIn(1 ) 
- Pgtass -sotn e - Psotn -sc I 

(3) 

where Pj_. is the refiectance associated with the interface j-k and m is the 

extinction l:oetT.cient for a given phase of depth :r:. 

The deSIgn parameter fur this cell design is the ratio of the 

counterelectrode element spacing to the countereleclrode element 

diameter. LI D. When LI D has a value of one, the semiconductor is 

completely shaded from Illumination; when LI D IS very large, 

count.erelcctrode limitations dominate. 

The power density of the cell with a counterelectrode radius of 0.05 cm 

is presented in Figure 3 as a function of current density with LI D as a 

parameter. The maximum power density is presented in Figure 4 as a 
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function of LI D. The separation between the cover plate and the 

counterelectrode was 0.5 cm. and the separation between the 

semiconductor and the counterelectrode was 0.5 cm. The electrolyte depth 

was t.herefore 1.1 cm. The optimal value of LI D is 14 .. and the maximum 

power density obtained is 63.5 W 1m2• The current density under the optimal 

condition is 11.8 mA/cm2 delivered at a cell pot.ential of 538.7 mY. The 

maximum power efficiency of the wire counterelectrode cell was 7.2 percent. 

Kinetic limitations at the counterelectrode further reduce this 

efficiency. An exchange current density of 1 mA/cm2 leads to a 5.5 percent 

power etf.ciency at an optimal LI D of 10. 

2.2. System 2: Slotted Semiconductor 

Tile liquid-junction cell configuration with a slolled-semiconductor 

electrode is presented in Figure 5. A glass cover plate protects the cell. 

Sunlight passes through the cover plate and the electrolyte and illuminates 

the semiconductor surface. Electrical current passes between the 

sp.:niconductor and the counterelectrode through slots cut in the 

semiconductor. This configuration has the advantage that no shadows are 

ca,t upon the semiconductor; furthermore reaction products could be 

separated if a membrane were placed between the semiconductor and the 

counterelectrode. 

The primary current distribution and the resistance of a cell containing 

a slotted electrode were calculated usin" numerical methods coupled with 

the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation (see chapter 4). The cell resistance 

is a function of three geometric ratios. chosen to be t I G. hi G, and LI h 

(see Figure 2a of chapter 4). where L is the half-length of the protruding 

electrode assembly. t is the thickness of the protruding electrode assembly, 
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G is the half-gap between the electrode assemblies, and h is the separation 

between the electrode and the upper insulating wall. h is also the 

separation between the counterelectrode and the lower edge of the 

semiconductor-electrode assembly. 

The performance of this cell is a function of four geometric parameters. 

The distance between the counterelectrode and the semiconductor 

assembly was chosen to be 0.5 cm, and the semiconductor assembly 

thickness was assumed to be 0.1 cm. The primary resistance for this system 

is presented in Figure 6 as a function of LI D with hi G as a parameter. The 

maximum power density is presented in Figure 7 as a function of LI h with 

h.1 G as a parameter. LI h was varied by varying the half-length; hi G by 

varying the half-gap. The maximum power density for this system is 

obtained with a small gap. For hi G=0.5 (G=lcm), the maximum power 

density was 47.8 W/m2, and the maximum power etEciency was 5.4 percent. 

The current density under maximum power conditions was 15 mA/cm2 

delivered at 477.6 mY. For hi G=10 (G=0.05cm), the maximum power 

denolt! was 67.7 W/m2, and the maximum power etEciency was 7.7 percent. 

At maximum power the current density was 15.2 mA/cm2 delivered at 534.6 

mY. 

2.3. System 3: Back-Illumjnated Semiconductor 

A cell design is presented in Figure 8 in which the semiconductor lS 

illuminated from the current-collector slde. The semiconducting tilm lS 

deposited on a pane of transparent conducting glass. A current-collecting 

grid is used to offset the low conductivity of the glass. The semiconductor is 

sep"r~ led from the countereleclrode by a gap nlled wlth electrolyte. This 

design could be used with a membrane within the gap, which would allow 
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separation of reaction products at each of the electrodes. 

The potential drop between the semiconductor and the current-

collecting grid can be obtained through application of Lhe general solution 

to the resistance of a rectangular conductor with arbitrarily placed 

eiedrodes presented by Moulton.143.144 The region between the 

semiconduc:~or and the grid is presented in Figure 9a in a complex 

coor,iinate system where z = :z: + iy. The rectangular conductor is given by 

OABC. the semiconductor by PQ, and the grid element by RS. The Schwarz-

Ch.isto(f",l transformation 144·146 IS used to map the coordinate system z, 

L:lrough .ntermedi.lte half-plane systems (Figures 9b, 9c, and 9d), onto one 

in whlCh Laplace's equation can be solved easily. This system is shown in 

Figure ge, where X = .:- + i~. The sides of the rectangle, OA and AB, have 

len5 th 1 "nd (' respectively. 

The z -coordinate system is related to the w -plane by 

w 

Z = J 1 1.w 
a (W-<1)1/2(b -W)1/2(C-w)1/2(1.-w)1/2 

(4) 

~ "ilinear transformation int.o th e t -plane is made sllch that when w = <1, 

t = n; when w = b. t = 1; when W = c, t = 11 k 2; and when w = 1., t = ~ 

This tran-;:ormation is written 

and 

Equation (4) becomes 

t = l;L-b) (w -<1 ) 

(b -(1) (1.-w) , 

1 L~(c-<1L 
k Z = (b-<1) (1.-c) 

2 ' 1 
z = [(c-<1)(1.-b)jI/2 I [4z(1-z)(1-k 2z)]1/2 1.t 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(6) 

The const.ants <1. b, c, and 1. are arbitrary quantities which can be chosen 
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such that 

1 
m = 2"...t(c a.)(d 6). 

K~ = !..:. 
K(m) t' 

and 

_ K(m) 
m - t. 

_ K(m) 
- I 

Eerc. K(m) IS the complete elliptic integral of the first kind given by 

n/2 

K(m) = J 
a 

ant! m is the parameter. related to the modulus k by m = k 2 . The 

~ornpl.:;nl~ut:-:.[y parameter ml is related to the parameter by ml = 1 - m, 

anJ. 

K(m) = K(m I) 

relates K(m) end K(m). Equation (6) can be expressed as l4? 

(7) 

or 

t = sn2(m2 :m). (8) 

,C!e positions of the electrodes in the z-space are given by 2 = 2 I at P. 

2 = 22 at Q. Z = z3 at R. and 2 = 24 at S. and in the t-plane by t = a. at P. 

t = (3 at q. t = "f at R. and t = 6 at S. From equation (8). a. = sn2(m2I,m). 

transformed to the x-space through an intermediate t ·-plane. described by 

and 

t. = ~(t-a.L 
((3-a.) (6-t) 

,,2 = IJ!.-a.) ~ 
(6 -{l) (,y-a.) . 

The constants a.. (3. -yo and 6 are chosen such that 

(9a) 

(9b) 



and 

/1. = ",2 = ! Vb a)(o fj). 

!::..SE:l = Q R 
L(/1.) PQ • 

- fJHl -!JHl 
/1. - QR - PQ . 

Cnder this transformation. the t'-plane is related Lo lhe x-space by 

90 

(10) 

The quantity L'!.u)1 L(/1.) is a geometric resistance. The resistance of the 

original system is given by 

(11 ) 

where p \s the cesistivity of the rectangular conductor. 

Solu tiOl! cf the eQuations in terms of elliptic functions was performed 

numerically.14S The modulus m was obtained from 

m = 16 exp[ -(11' K{mL + ~ + ~ m 2 )] 
K{m) 2 64 

(12a) 

for K{m)1 K(rni greater or equal to 1 and by 

[ 
K{m) ml 21 2 

m l = 16 exp -(rr K{m) + 2 + 64 m l )] (12b) 

for K(m)1 K(m) less than 1. The error in this approximation is greatest for 

K(m)1 K(m) equal to 1. and is 0.6 percent. with a corresponding error in 

the resist.ance 0f 0.092 percent. The value of the integrals K{m) and L(j.I.) 

were obtained by the series expansion 148 

K(m} = 1.38629436112 + 0.09666344259{ml) + 0.03590092383(m 1)2 

+ 0.03742563713(m 1)3 + 0.014:; 1196212(m 1)4 

-In(m l )[0.5 + 0.12498593597(m l) + 0.068B0248576(m l)2 

+ 0.03328355346{ml)3 + 0.004417B7012(ml)4] 

(13) 

For the system of Figure 9a. the positions of the equipotential surfaces 

are given by 2 1 = O. 22 = l. 23 = :r + iL'. and 2. = iL '. Thus. from equation 
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(9b), 

(14) 

The elliptic function, sn( ~ 1m), was calculated using a series expansion for 

m close to one,I48 and the Landen transformation 148 was used to improve 

accuracy for m < 0.9999. 

The transparent conducting support for the semiconducting film was 

assumed to be Sn02' which is commonly used as a transparent electrode. 

Sn02 is a large band-gap semiconductor and is essentially transparent to 

light with energy below 3.7 eV. The properties of Sn02 have been reviewed 

by J arzebski and \{arton. 149• 101 The conductivity of the transparent material 

was assumed to be 50 mho/ cm, and the total absorption and refiection 

losses at the air-Sn02 interface for a l/B inch thick plate were assumed to 

be B percent. The refiectance at the Sn02-GaAs mterface was assumed to be 

5 percent. The separation between the counterelectrode and the 

semiconductor was 0.5 cm. 

The maximum power density is presented in Figure 10 as a function of 

the ratio of the current-collector-element spacing to the element width 

LI D. When LI D is equal to one, the semiconductor is completely blocked, 

and the power density is zero. When LID is large, the resistanc e of the Sn02 

becomes important. The optimal value of LI D is around 100.; the maximum 

power density is 11B.5 W/m2, and the power etf.ciency is 13.4 percent. The 

current density under optimal operating conditions is 21.0 rnA/cm2 

delivered at a cell potential of 564.3 mY. 

The excellent performance of this cell design as compared Lo systems 1 

and 2 can be misleading. Facilitated rer.ombination at the semiconduclor

metal interface was not included in the model. The back-illuminated system 
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does have inherent advantages over front-illuminated cells. Optical losses. 

for example. can be smaller. and separat.ion of electrochemical products is 

feasible. The relative rates of electron-hole recombination at the 

semiconductor-metal and the electrolyte-semiconductor interfaces. 

however. will infiuence the relative merit of front and back illumination. 

3. INTI:NSITY OF ILLUllINATION 

The intensity of solar illumination vdri"s with location. cloud cover. day 

of year. and time of day. In addition. mirrors and lenses can be used to 

concentrate the sunlight and reduce the amount of semiconducting 

material incorporated into the cell. The prediction of the performance of a 

given design of the liquid-junclion photovoltaic cell must therefore consider 

the effect of the intensity of illumination. 

The maximum power erEciency is presented as a funclion of 

illumination intensity in Figures 11. 12. and 13 for systems 1. 2. and 3. 

respectively. The cells were designed with the design parameters calculated 

to be optimal under A1i-2 illumination. The power erEciency decreases with 

increasing illumination due to the infiuenc" of electrolyte resistance and 

kinetic and mass-transfer limitatIOns at the counterelectrode. These 

phenomena become increasingly important as current densities increase. 

and mass-transfer limitations at lhe counterelectrode result in an upper 

limit for cell currents. 

The maximum power erEciency for systems 2 and 3 without 

countereleclrode limitdtions is also presented in Figures 12 and 13. These 

results are appropriate for cells with porous counterelectrodes. A porous 

counterelectrode may not be feasible for system 1 because of the need in 

t.his system to pass sunlight through the counterelectrode. The erEciency 
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still decreases with illumination intensity due to electrolyte resistance. 

The maximum cell current obtained under large magnitudes of 

illumination depends upon the ratio of the counterelectrode area to the 

semiconductor area. This ratio must be large for liquid-junction 

photovoltaic cells designed for large intensities of illumination. 

Replacement of the fiat-plate countereleclrode with a porous electrodel~2 

can increase the counterelectrode area of systems 2 and 3. Inclusion of a 

cooling system in the cell design becomes important under these conditions. 

The electrolyte itself can serve as a heat exchange medium in 

photoelectrochemical systems. 

4. DISCUSSION AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

The cells discussed in the previous sections can be divided into Lwo 

groups. front and back illuminated. within which they can be compared 

fairly. The comparison of front and back illuminated cells depends upon the 

relative rates of recombination at the semiconductor-metal and 

electrolyte-semiconductor inlerfaces. and these rates will differ from one 

system to another. 

The calculated power etl'.ciencies are presenled in Table 2 for lhe 

front-illuminated systems. SemiconducLor effecls. such as recombination. 

reduce the power efEciency from a value of 37 percent. based solely upon 

band ~ap. to 15.3 percent. Reflection losses. with an arbitrarily chosen 80 

percent cfflciency of illumination. reduce this value to 12.2 percent. This 

value can be compared to the 12 percent etl'.ciency obtained in the 

experimental work of Heller and ~iller.8.R'3 The effect of cell design IS lo 

reduce lhe performance to 7.2 percent for system 1 and 7.7 percent for 

system 2. 
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Table 2. Power Efficiency under Front-lllumrnination 

No Illumination Illumination Experimental 
Losses Losses Results 

Optimal Band Gap 45 36 (80%) 

GaAs Band Gap 37 32 (80%) 

Semiconductor-
Electrolyte 15.3 12.2 (80%) 12.0 
Junction 

Cell Design (1) 10.1 7.2 (55.4%) 

Cell Design (2) 9.8 7.7 (71.6%) 

The calculated power efficiencies are presented in Table 3 for the 

back-illuminated system. Semiconductor effects reduce lhe power e!f.ciency 

from a value of 37 percent, based solely upon band gap, to 17.2 percent. 

Enhanced recombination at the semiconductor-current collector interface 

was not included in these calculations. The effect of cell design was to 

reduce the power efficiency to 13.4 percent. 

The calculated performance could be improved by making distances 

between semiconductor and counterelectrode smaller. reducing the effect of 

electrolyte resistance. The values chosen for this analysis were bdsed 

primarily on mechanical considerations. A spacing of 0.5 em was used 

between all cell elements. A smaller spacing could result in short.ing of 

counterelectrode and semiconductor and/or trapping of gas bubbles. The 
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Table 3. Power Efficiency under Back-Illumination 

No illumination Illumination 
Losses Losses 

Optimal Band Gap 45 36 (80:<:) 

GaAs Band Gap 37 32 ( 80:<:) 

Current Collector and 
Semiconduc tor-Electrolyte 17.2 13.8 (60:<:) 
Junction 

Cell Design (3) 15.4 13.4 (86.5:<:) 

influence of the counterelectrode could be reduced by increasing the flow 

rate or degree of mixing near the counterelectrode. thereby increasing the 

limiting current. Kineti~ limitations at the semiconductor-electrolyte 

interface were not considered here and may greatly reduce the 

performance of some semiconductor systems. 

Current-potential curves are presented in Figure 14 for the front-

illuminated cells. The optimally designed cells of systems 1 and 2 are 

compared to the cell wilhout interfacial kinetic limitations, 

counterelectrode limitaltons. and electrolytic resistance. The cell with a 

slotted semiconductor has a larger power el'f.ciency than the wire-grid 

counterelectrode cell and can be designed for separation of chemical 

products. The analysis of the system designed for separation of chemical 

products would include the electrical resistance of the membrane. 
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Current-potential curves are presented in Figure 15 for the back

illuminated eel!. The optimally designed cell of systems 3 is compared to the 

cell without interfacial kinetic limitations, counterelectrode limitations, and 

electrolytic resistance. The back-illuminated design is appealing because 

'chemical products can be separated and because of reduced losses of 

illumination. 

The following discussion of cell economics is appropriate for all 

photovoltaic devices. The allowable capital investment for the cell is given 

by 

J = 8.76 Pi,. '76 C Y. ' (15) 

where Pi,. is the annual incident illumination intensity averaged over 24 

hours in W 1m2 , T} is the cell effi<.:iency, !:!.c is the difference in selling price 

and operating cost in dollars/kW-hr, and y. is the break-even point in years. 

This equation is presented as a nomogram in Figure 16. The power output of 

the liquid-junction cell is presented in Figure 16a as a function of the 

incident solar illumination with the average efficiency of the device as a 

parameter. The incident solar illumination is averaged over a 24 hour 

period. On this basis, the average insolation of the continental L"nited 

SLates is 200 to 250 W/m2l1 Lenses or mirrors could be used to increase the 

dmount of sunlight striking the semiconductor surface. The annual return 

on investment is presented in Figure 16b as a function of the power output 

wilh power cost as a parameter. The total inilial investmenl is presented in 

Figure 16c as d funcLion of the averaged annual inveslment with cell break-

even period as a parameter. 

Based upon d 7.7 percent power efficiency (averaged over 24 hours), 250 

W/m2 incident illumination (averaged over 24 hours), 0.05 dollars/kW-hr 
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profit. and a break-even period of 5 years. an investment of 42 dollars/m2 is 

justified for the complete cell. Based upon a 13.4 percent power efficiency 

(averaged over 24 hours). an investment of 73 dollars/m2 is justified for the 

complele cell. 

An increase of solar illumination by a factor of five while reducing the 

etf.ciency to 6 percent (system 2 with a porous counterelectrode) yields an 

acceptable initial investment of 164 dollars/m2 . An efficiency of 10.4 

percent (system 3 with a porous counterelectrode) yields an acceptable 

initial investment of 285 dollars/m2 . If the mirrors and lenses needed to 

concentrate sunlight are cheaper than the semiconducting film. the cell 

may be most economical under high illumination. \{ainlenance of a high 

etf.ciency under high illumination is possible only with lhe back-illuminated 

cell of Figure 8 and the fronl-illuminaled cell of Figure 5. both coupled with 

porous cOllnterelectrodes. 

The values presented here can be compared to lhe estimate presented 

by Weaver et at. \03 of 0.34 dollars per peak watt. This estllnate is based on 

materials cost and assumes a cell etf.ciency of 13 percent. Cnder A...\{-2 

ilIurninatlOn. this value corresponds to 39 dollars/m2 . 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The optimization of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell depends upon 

the choice of semiconductor. electrolyte. and cell design. The system 

studied in this work. n-GaAs with a 5e2·2; 5e-2 redox couple. is close to 

optimal wilh respect to utilization of solar irradiation and therefore 

provides a best-case estimate of liquid- junction cell etf.ciency. This system. 

however. exhibits a small rate of corrosion under illumination (a few 

micrometers per year).ICO-10? 
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The performance of the liquid-junclion photovoltaic cell is strongly 

dependent upon the design, surface area, and placement of the 

counterelectrode and current collectors. This system may be economical 

under concentrated illumination or where the power produced has high 

value. 



Chapter 4. Primary Current Distribution and Resistance 

of a Slotted Electrode Cell 
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Primary current and potential distributions apply when the surface 

overpotential can be neglected and the solution adjacent to the dectrode 

can be taken to be an equipotential surface. Calculation of a primary 

current distribution and resistance represents a first step toward analyzing 

and optimizing an electrochemical system. The cell resistance calculated 

can be coupled with calculations including mass-transfer and kinetic effects 

to optimize approximately a given cell configuration. The objective of this 

work is to calculate the primary current distribution and resist.ance of a cell 

containing a slotted electrode. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Calculation of the primary current and poten tial distributions involves 

solution of Laplace's equation, V'2.p = 0, which is not trivial, eV"n for 

relatively slmple geometries. The method of images,,3B'142 separatlOn of 

variables,Io. and superposition 155.156 have been used to solve Laplace's 

equation for a number of systems. A review of analytic solutions has been 

presented by Fleck. 137 

The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation I .... 146 is a powerful Lool for the 

solution of Laplace's equation in systems with planar boundaries. This 

method was used by 1!oulton143 to derive the current distribution for two 

electrodes placed arbitrarily on the boundary of a rectangle. Eine et al l5 ? 

used this method to describe the primary current distribution for two plane 

electrodes of infinite length and finite ,vidth confined between Lwo infinite 

insulating planes, perpendicular Lo but not t.ouching the electrodes. 

Wagner l58 presented the primary and secondary current distribution for a 
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lwo-dimensional slol in a planar electrode. Newman l"9 has presented the 

primary current distribution for two plane electrodes opposite each other in 

the walls of a How channel. These solutions made use of the Schwarz

Christoffel transformation. 

Application of the Schwarz-Christoffel lransformation is generally 

limited by the ability Lo generate solutions to the resulting integrals. 

Analytic solutions allow calculation of the primary current and potential 

distribution throughout the cell but are possible for a limited number of 

system geometries. Numerical evaluation of these integrals allows 

calculation of both the primary current distribution along the electrodes 

and the cell resistance. 

2. CELL GEOIIErRY 

A cell geometry is presented in Figure 1 which may be well suited for 

photoelectrochemicai applications. This cell contains a slolled 

semiconductor with the semiconductor-electrolyte mterface open to 

illumination. A glass cover plate protects the cell. Sunlight passes through 

the eovel' plaLe and the electrolyte to illuminate the semiconductor surface. 

Electrical current passes between the electrolyte and the counterelectrode 

through the slots of the semiconductor. This configuration has the 

advantages that no shadows are cast upon the semiconductor, reaction 

products can be separated, absorption of light by the electrolyte can be 

minimized, and an enhanced-surface-area counterelectrode (perhaps a 

porous electrode) can be used. 

The slolled electrode cell can be sectioned and, under the assumption 

that the cell width W is large as compared to the spacing between slots, has 

the electrochemical characteristics of the two-dimensional cell presented in 
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Figure Za. The electrodes are represented by AB and EF, and aU other 

boundaries of the cell are considered to be insulators. The coordinate 

system of Figure Za is transformed through an intermediate half-plane t 

(see Figure Zb) to a coordinate system (Figure Zc) in which Laplace's 

equation can be solved easily. 

3. THEO~CALDEVELOPMENT 

The primary current distribution along the electrodes and the cell 

resistance can be calculated through application of the Schwarz-Christoffel 

transformation. Complex coordinate systems are used, thus 

z=Zr+jZi_ 

The cell was assumed to be symmetric aboul Zr = O. The approach 

presented below, however, could be easily extended to relax this assumpti on. 

The Z -coordinate system is related to the t-coordinate system of Figure 

2b by 

t 

Z = J (1) 
o 

where a. b, c, and rJ. are the values of t corresponding to Z values of A, B, 

C, and D. respectively. Through the assumption of symmetry abouL zr = 0, 

the values -a, -Il, -c, and -rJ. correspond to z values of H, G, F. and E, 

respectively. The electrodes AB dnd EF correspond to all and -c --r!. in the 

t -plane. Along the electrode AB (ab) this transformation r.an be expressed 

by 

= j f (tr) . (2a) 

where 



I09a 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the sectioned cell with coordinate 
systems: 

a) z = z + i zi' r 

b) t = tr + i t
i

, and 

c) X = Xr + i Xi' 
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(2b) 

These equations will be used to calculate the derivative of the potential at 

the electrodes; zr is the direction normal to the electrode in the z -plane, 

and t, is the direction normal to the electrode in the t -plane. 

The variable X (see Figure 2c) is related to the t-plane by the Schwarz-

Christoffel transformation; 

t 1 
X - J at 

- .. (t -a )J!( b -t )J!( -c -t)J!( -a -t)J! 

Along the electrode ab equation (3) can be expressed as 

where 

ax, I F, •• = g(tr) , 
, I 

1 
g (tr ) = ..,.( t-r---a""')J!;"'(-b---tr"'7)';J!(~C-+-tr-')""l!(~a-+-t-"'r)* 

(3) 

(4a) 

(4c) 

Eq'lations (2) and (4) are also valid at the electrode EF (-c -a). The 

variable X, is normal to the electrode in x-space, and t, is, as above, normal 

to the electrode in t-space. 

The potential in the x-system is 

Xi <1>= ---V 
Xi,rruu: 

(5) 

where V is the cell potential difference and X'.m= is the separation between 

electrodes in x-space. The current density is related to the potential 

derivative at the electrodes. In the X system this derivative is given by 

1 = --'-- V. (6) 
Xi ,mcu 

The potential derivative at the electrode ab in the t-system is 
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a.p I a.p i ax; 
at; .. = ax; \.. at; .. ' 

(7) 

and the potential derivative in the z system is given by 

a.p a.p \ at; I 
az. •• = at; I" az. ..' (8) 

Substitulion of equations (2a). (4a). (6). and (7) into equation (8) and similar 

manipulations for the -0 -d electrode yield the potential derivative "'long 

the electrodes <1b and -0 -d in the original z -coordinate system as 

functions of tr: 

and 

!'~spect.ivety. 

E.i..1 az ab • i 
= 

a.p ! __ I = 
az :-,-< 

• I 

g (t.) V 

f (t.) X; ,,,..., 
(9a) 

g(t.) V 

f (t.) X; ,rna.: 
(9b) 

The current distribution along the electrode AE is therefore given by 

(10) 

A similar expression results for the electrode EF, The primary cell 

resist.ance is 

W /C R = B'-"X:,:,; ::.;.m== __ 

J g (t.) d 
A f (tr) Z, 

( 11) 

The primary current distribution and the cell resistance for this system are 

functions of only three geometric ratios and were obtained numerically, 

Values of A, E, C, and D in the z-plane corresponding to <1, b, C, and d in 

the t -plane were obtained through numerical integration of equation (I), 

The value of XL", ... was obtained through numerical integration of equatIOn 
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(3) between the limits of C1 and -d.. The values of tr corresponding to given 

values of z were calculated through numerical integration of equation (1) 

and were used to calculate the values of I (tr) and g (tr)' 

4. RESULTS 

The calculated primary current distribution is presented below and 

compared to current distributions obtained from asymptotic solutions of 

Laplace's equation. The result most useful for cell design, however. is the 

cell resistance, presented in section 4.2. 

4.1. Primary Current Distribution 

The primary current distributions on the AB and EF electrodes are 

presented in Figures 3 and 4. This distribution is characterized by three 

geometric ratios, chosen here to be t 1 G=4., hi G= 1., and LI h =2.5. where L 

is the length of the AB electrode, t is the thickness of the protruding 

electrode assembly, G is the gap between the front edge of the riB electrode 

ar.d the insulating wa.ll, and h is the separation between the lines AB and CD 

(and, by symmetry. EF and GH) (see Figure 2). The current distributions of 

the two electrodes have been superimposed. The current density is intlnite 

at A and is tlnite at B, E. and F. 

Asymptotic forms of the current distribution can be derived and 

cr,mpared Lo the calculated current distribution. The current distribution 

close to the edge of an electrode adjoining an insulator with an anllie a is 

i(z,} 11' ~--1 -.-- = canst - (Q_z,)Z 
t avg 2a 

(12) 

where Q is the point of intersection of the electrode and insulator. At A, 

where a is 311'/2, the current density is proportional to (A -z, )-213. and at [J, 

E, and F the current density is independenL of (Q-z,). The current density 
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is seen in Figures 3 and 4 to approach a constant value at both edges of the 

E'F electrode and at the far edge of the AB electrode. The current 

distribution along the AB electrode is presented in a log-log format in 

Figure 5. The behavlor close to the edge is emphasized, and the expected 

-2/3 power dependence on (A -Zi) is observed. 

Far from the gap, the asymptotic form for the current distribution is 

where 

i(z;) 
-.-- = canst tI cosh[tI (Zi-Z,.""",)J, 
-aug 

tI= 
IT 

211. 

(13) 

The calculated current distributions for the AB and the EF electrodes are 

presented along with equation (13) in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The 

constant was obtained by matching the asymptotic solution at zi.m= to t.he 

calculated current distribution. The calculated current distributions match 

the asymptotic solutions in the region far from the gap. 

4.2. Primary Cell Resistance 

The primary cell resistance can be expressed as a dimensionless group 

W /CR. The dimensionless primary cell resistance for this system is a function 

of three geometric ratios. as described in the previous section. In the timit 

that the thickness t approaches zero, the resistance approaches a value 

that is mdependent of t I G. The cell resistance can therefore be expressed 

as the sum of the resistance for t I G equal to D, W/CR., and a dimensionless 

correction term /:!.. 

( 14) 

The resistance W/CR. is presented in Figure 8 as a function of LI 11. wiLh hi G 

as a parameter. For all values of h.1 G, the dimensionless resistance in 
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Figure 8 approaches a constant value as LI h becomes greater than 2. The 

additional electrode length is relatively inaccessible and does not contribute 

much to current tlow (see Figures 3 and 4). For all values of hi G and with 

sufficiently small values of LI h, the resistance approaches infinity with 

r 1 1 l- :;; In(LI h) as LI h approaches zero. 

The resistance correction term, 6., can be considered to be the 

additional resistance due to a finite (non-zero) electrode thickness t. 6. is 

presented in Figure 9 as a function of t I G with LI h as a parameter. This 

term is independent of hi G and is only a very weak function of [,1 h. The 

correction term is given by the upper line in Figure 9 for LI h > 1 and by the 

lower line in Figure 9 for LI h <0.01. The slope for t I G>O.S has the value 1. 

as anticipated from the asymptotic solulions for t I G approaching infinity. 

The cell resistance for a given configuration can be obtamed from 

Figures 8 and 9 with equation (14). The cell resistance is smallest when the 

gap (G) is large, the height (h) is small. and the electrode length (L) is 

large. An approximate analytic expression for the cell resistance can be 

obtained by interpolation of asymptotic solutions to Equation (11). The 

correction term for a tinile electrode thickness can be expressed by 

6. = t I G + 6., 

The resistance of the cell with a zero electrode thickness is given by 

where 

r16(1+£.) 
= lin b 

rr c 
( 1 - -) 

ri. 

( 15) 

(16) 
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where 

Z = 

c 
(1--)=2 

Ii cosh(z) 

11" L -!!. ~-
4cos( - ) e 2 L + G 

2 L + G 

cosh(0.3 ; ~) 
+ 

11' G 
__ ~2 h 

cosh2(1.2 ~ h ) 
2 L + G 
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( 17) 

(18a) 

(l8b) 

The error in equation (16) is presented in Figure 10 as a function of LI h. 

The error is less than five percent and approaches a constant value as LI h 

approaches infinity and as LI h approaches zero. The error in equation (15) 

is presented in Figure 11. 

The effect of the cell resistance in the photoelectrochernical cell 

proposed in Section 2 must be balanced with the need for a large 

semiconductor area open to illumination. Optimal design of this cell 

requires a large number of narrow slots (see Chapter 3). The resistance of 

such a cell with hi G = 10, LI h = 0.5, and t I G = 20, can be expressed in 

terms of equations (14). (15), and (16) as 

WieR = WieR. + tlc +tIG+tl l 

WICR = 2.9891 + 0.0148 + 20. + 0.2 

The error in neglecting the correction terms, ~ and tll, is 0.93 percent. 

5. CONCI.USIONS 

(19) 

:\fumerical integration was coupled with the Schwarz-Christoffel 

transformation to calculate primary current distributions and cdl 

resistances. Primary current distributions and resistances were presented 
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for a cell consisting of a slotted electrode over a solid electrode. An 

approximate analytic expression for the cell resistance was presented. 
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Chapter 5. Potentials in Electrochemical Systems 

Potentials char<1cterize the electrical state of a given location relative 

to a reference electrical state. Potentials have meaning only in terms of a 

difference. and this potenlial difference is proportional to the work of 

moving a charged test particle from the reference location to the point of 

interest. The test particle. the physical character of the the locations to 

and from which the particle is moved. and the nature of the work involved 

can be chosen in a number of ways. The potential Cdn therefore be defined 

with a considerable degree of arbitrariness. 

The tn..e or electrostatic potential represents an idealization of charged 

particle interactions 99 This potential is mathematically well defined t.o be 

proportional to the work of moving a point charge against Coulombic forces 

(which do not include specific chemical forces). The work involved is not 

reversible in a thermodynamic sense. The test particle used in caleulalions 

of electrostatic potential differences is imaginary, and therefore the 

electrostatic potential difference cannot be measured. 

The cavity potential, 1{!, • (see \{axwell 161 ) is proportional to the work 

required to move a charged test particle from the reference state into a 

cavity within t.he phase of interest. The cavity is used to elIminate the 

effects of external electric fields. In the absence of external eleelric fields, 

the cavity potentIal is referred to as the potential "just outside" the 

medium. The cavity (also called Volta or outer) potential represents the 

electrical state due to long-range interactions. It is independent of the type 

• :~e :lota~O:1 '..lsed :1e"!"'e :'0 d:s::':1g"..l::S~ :;"e va::-:ous de~'li::o:lS of c:ec::-:ca: po:.e:~r:.:a:s ~s 
cO:lsis:en: wi:.." ::';?AC :oecorr.rr:.endations. 160 :':tc sy~ .. boi tP ~':l oe used wne!1 ::1.e c~oice of 
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of test particle used and is not thermodynamically reversible. The 

magnitude of the necessary separation between the test particle and the 

phase depends upon the conductivity of the phase and is of the order of 1O-~ 

to 10·3 Cm. 

The cavity potential is closely related to the electrostatic potential with 

respect to the types of forces involved and, with the appropriate boundary 

conditions, can be calculated from double integration of Poisson's equation. 

The cavity potential is well defined and is measurable within macroscopic 

regions in which a cavity can be formed. 

The Galvani or inner potential, cp, incorporates the effects of both long 

and short range forces. The Galvani potential difference is proportional to 

the work of moving a given test particle from the reference state to the 

point of interest "inside" the phase. It differs from the electrostatic 

potential in that the test particle is a real species. The Galvani poten tial is 

well defined though generally conceded to be unmeasurable because of the 

experimental difficulty of extracting (or inserting) a real particle from (or 

into) the interior of a phase. 

The Galvani and cavity potentials are related through the surfa.ce 

potential. X' by 

(1) 

The surface potential represents the change in potential observed in moving 

a test particle from a cavity "just outside" a phase to a point '"inside'" the 

phase. It is unmeasurable and is not thermodynamically reversible. 

The electrochemica.l potential of a given species i, J.L;., (or electron 

potential as used by Grahame9~ with electrons as the given species) was 

definition is not specL"'led. 
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rigorously defined by Guggenheimle~ to be proportional to the 

thermodynamically reversible work of moving a test particle of the given 

species from the reference state to the point in question. This term 

includes all chemical and potential interactions between particles. short and 

long range. A consequence of the above definition is that the 

electrochemical potential of a given species at equilibrium is independent of 

position. 

The electrochemical potential can be separated into two terms: one 

incorporating chemical interactions (independent of electrical state) and 

one incorporating the etYect of the electrical st.ale. 

J.L;. = RT In(ct/, a;") + z,F<P. (2) 

The chemical potential has been expressed here in lerms of variables 

characteristic of species i: the concentration Ct. lhe aclivity coefficient I,. 

and a reference state quanlity at~. The potential <P used to characterize the 

electrical state can be arbitrarily chosen; therefore this separation is 

arbilrary and has no physical significance. 

The electrochemical potential in equation (2) is thermodynamically 

defined; the chemical potential and the electrical potential are not. The 

choice of a potenliallherefore specifies a choice of chemical potential and. 

through it. a choice of activity coefficient. This dctivily· coefr.cient is as well 

or as poorly defined as the potential is well or poorly defined. 

The real"" potential. a,. was used by Parsons 9B to identify the chemical 

potential specified by choosing a cavity potentinl in the separation of lhe 

electrochemical potential into chemical and electrical terms . 

•• :'he t.er!Tt ":"ce.! po'..e:1tia~" "'.lsed '.1.ere :5 :Tjs~eat1:'''1g as :t does not diS:':':1g'..lish be':.ween 
e~ec:r:ca: and c!1e!'T'.icai pote:nia2s. A bette:- choice of :er:T'.5 :r"':ght 'Je ":-eal che:r"':ca.i pore:ltial." 
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J.I.. = ex. + z. F1f; . (3) 

The chemical potential so specified is independent of long-range electrical 

interactions. 

The arbitrary nature of the definition of an electrical potential is 

explicitly evident in the following definitions. The potential can be defined 

as the electrochemical potential of a given ionic species, i e., referenced to 

the potential of a suitable reference electrode. This potential is related to a 

common electrochemical measurement but has the disadvantage that the 

potential has a value of minus infinity in a phase in which the reference 

species is absent. The electrochemical potential of electrons, for example, 

is not useful for characterization of electrical state in electrolytic solutions 

in which electrons de net exist. 

The quasi-electrostatic potential introduced by Smyrl and ~ewman'6S 

defines the potential in terms of a reference species n through 

J.Ln = RT In{cn ) + znF!fl. (4) 

The electrochemical potential of any ather species i is expressed as 

z· 
J.I., = RT In{c.) + RT [In{f,) - -'-In{f nl] 

zn 
(5) 

z· 
+ RT [In(ai'l - -'-In(a,;')] . 

zn 

This definition can be used in a solution of vanishing cuncentration of 

species n because of the term RT In(cn ) in equation (4). 

2. PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DEF'INED POTENTIALS 

All the definitions of potential discussed here satisfy the conLiition that 

they reduce to 

z, F( !fl" - !fl") = J.I.t" - J.Lt' , (6) 

where ex and cx' are phases of identical composition, temperatul''', and 
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pressure. The arbitrariness (and the need for careful definition) of the 

pot.ential therefore cancels in thermodynamic calculations of potential 

differences between phases of identical composition. These potentials are 

not equally useful. however. in determining the local electrical state within a 

given system or potential differences between phases of differing 

composition. 

Consider the electrochemical system shown in Figure 1. The cell 

potential measured between leads of identical composition (0. and 0.') is 

related to the difference in electrochemical potential of electrons between 

the two phases (see equation (6)). Because the leads are of the same 

composition. this difference also corresponds to the cavity potential 

difference and the Galvani potential difference (as well as any of the other 

potential differences defined above). 

The electrochemical potential of electrons in the cell at equilibrium is 

independent of position; thus if all the phases (0.. (J. "/, 6. t. and 0.') were 

metallic. the electrochemical potential of electrons would be constant 

throughout the system. and the cell potential would be zero. The cavity 

potential. however. will vary throughout the system due to the different 

chemical environments within each phase. The cavity potential of the phase 

0. and the phase 0.' would be equal. 

If one of the phases. say 6. were electrolytic. a nonzero cell potential 

could ensue. Electrons do not exist within the electrolyte; they must be 

related to the ionic species in the electrolyte by heterogeneous reactions. 

e.g., a metal-dissolution reaction: 

M,=!.!t+e; (7) 

Each equilibrated reaction yields a relationship among the electrochemical 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of an electrochemical cell. 
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potentials of the species involved. For the above reaction. 

(8) 

In this way. the cell potential can be related to the electrochemical 

potentials of the electrolytic species (see section 3 and chapter 2 in 

reference (1)). 

The electrochemical potential of electrons is not a useful measure of 

the local electrical state throughout an electrochemical system containing 

non-metallic phases. The cavity potential is a preferred definition of local 

electrical state because it has meaning in all phases (is not dependent upon 

the existence of a given species) and (in contrast to the Galvani potential) it 

can be measured. Th" cavity potential is not. however. pref"rred to be made 

mandatory because the potential of the cell can be calculated and verified 

without measuring any cavIty poLentials. 

3. CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES 

Consider the system 

Pt (a) : M i soln. (e) j soln. (e') ; Pt (a') . (9) 

where If is a metal electrode and e and e' represent electrolytie solutions. 

The cell potential for this system is defined between metals of the same 

composition in terms of the difference in electrochemical potential of 

electrons (see equation (6)). 

The electrochemical potential of electrons in phase a is equal at 

eqUilibrium to the electrochemical potential of electrons in phase M. 

Electrons in phases M and a' must be related to ionic species in the 

electrolyte by heterogeneous reactions. e.g .. a metal dissolution reaction. 

M+ + e" = M • (10) 

at the M / e interface and a hydrogen-evolution reaction. 



1 H - H' 2" 2=e + , 

at the t'/ ex' interface. The cell potential can be written as 

or 

FU = "a' _ "a ,-.- '-.-' 
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(11) 

( 12) 

(13) 

Separation of the electrochemical potential into chemical and electrical 

contributions (equation (2» yields 

r c' 

t 

11+ 
FU = F~ + RT In --

" Cw 

- F(~<' - ~') , 

where 

r /' 
+ RT In / ;;+ + 2" RT In[PH,l 

t 

11+ 1 

1. , 
+ - iJ.H - iJ.1I . 2 2 

(14) 

(15) 

The potential difference (~" - ~') is referred to as the liquid-junction 

potential and is not a thermodynamic property. Its magnitude is dependent 

upon the arbitrary choice of potential detinitioll. 'S3 ;o.jeglect of the liquid-

junction potential, coupled with assumption of unity activity coetf.cients and 

pressure leads to the ;\Iernst equation.99 

Equation (13) can be rearranged under the aS5umption that liquid-

junction potentials can be neglected to yield 

(16) 

Attempt.s have been made to take advantage of independent calculations 

and measurements of chemical potentials in order to calculate electrode-

electrolyte potential differences via equation (16) for metals in contact with 

an electrolytic solution.'S4.'S5 This approach is related to the attempted 

calculation or measurement of individual ionic activity coetf.cients.'S6-'66 
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Since U can be measured experimentally. the far right-hand term can be 

calculated by applying a Born-Haber cycle to the electrode reaction. and 

the electrochemical potential of electrons in the metal phase can be 

calculated from the electronic theory of metals or obtained from 

metal/vacuum electron emission experiments. it is argued that an absolute 

potential difference across the metal-solution interface can be calculated 

and tabulated. 

Calculations of individual chemical potentials for charged species. 

however. depend upon the choice of individual ionic activity coefficients. 

which are not specified thermodynamically.'Sg This is clear from the 

definition of chemical potential given in equation (2). The calculation of 

potential differences between dissimilar phases therefore cannot have an 

absolute thermodynamic meaning. 

Calculation of Galvani potential differences is especially tenuous. The 

Galvani potential is unmeasurable and must be calculated from assumptions 

or models which are themselves unmeasurable or unverifiable. 

4. MEASUREMENT OF CAVITY POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES 

The definition of cavity potenlials makes measurement of the potential 

wilhin a region of changing potenlial ullcertain. 1!ethods have been 

described. however. to measure the difference in cavity potential between 

phases. characterized by spatially invariant potentials. These phases do not 

have to be of the same composition. The methods presented here rely on 

the use of clean surfaces to aid in proper characterization of the interface. 
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4.1. Gas-Ground Measurements 

Maxwelll?O described a way to measure the potential of a point in air 

relative to ground. A conducting sphere of small radius ct, shown in Figure 

2. is placed at the point in question and connected to ground by a thin wire. 

The sphere is then insulated and carried to an electrometer or an 

electroscope. The charge on the sphere Q is ascertained. The potential Vof 

the sphere relative to ground is given by 

V=.!i-. 
cte 

( 17) 

It is equal in magnitude and opposile in sign to t,he potential of the air. The 

potential measured in this manner is the cavity potential. 

Another method described by Maxwelll70 to measure the potential of air 

relative to ground involves lhe use of an electrode that loses" continuous 

stream of conductive material (electrolyte or metallic chips). The potential 

of the electrode approaches that of the air as the electrode loses its excess 

charge and can be measured. 

4.2. Liquid-Liquid Measurements 

A more sophisticated liquid-jet technique is presented by Llopisl?1 to 

measure the cavity potential difference between two liquid phases. A jet of 

liquid, shown in Figure 3, is directed along the axis of a tube, the inner 

surface of which is covered with a stream of the ot.her liquid. A potentiostat 

is used to adjust the potent.ial of one liquid relative to the other until the 

electric field In the gap between the two liquids has a zero value. This 

condition exists when movement of the liquid jet relative to the outside tube 

results in no current flow. Cnder this condition the cavity potentials in the 

two phases are equal. The cell potential required to achieve an absence of 
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Figure 2. Measurement of cavity potential of a point in air relative 
to ground: 

a) sphere at point connected to ground by wire 

b) sphere in isolation being carried to electroscope 

c) measurement of charge on sphere by electroscope 
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Figure 3. Apparatus for measurement of cavity potential differences 
171 

between liquid phases. 
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an electric field is the original cavity potential difference. 

This lee hnique was developed by Kenrick172 and used by Frumkin 173 and 

RandlesP' Rapid equilibration of the gas-liquid interfaces is essential in 

obtaining meaningful results. 

4.3. Metal-Metal Measurements 

The measurement of cavity poten tial differences between two metals is 

presented by Parsons.96 The experimental setup is presented in Figure 4. 

Metals 0. and {J are connected through a potentiostat and ammeter with 

metals of the same composition, 0. and a'. The region between 0. and {J is 

evacuated or filled with an inert gas, preferably at low pressure. The 

potential difference is adjusted with the potentiostat until the electric field 

E between the two metals is zero. This state exists when a movemenl of lhe 

metal 0. relative to the metal {J produces no currenl as measured at G. The 

cavity potentials of the lwo melals must be equal, and therefore, 

FE == 0."_ - 0. 11_ • • (18) 

If the metals 0. and {J were placed in contact and equilibrated, the cell 

potential would be equal to zero. The electrochemical potential of electrons 

in 0. would be equal to that in {J, and 

(19) 

Thus, 

E == t" - til . (20) 

The cell potential required lo eliminale the electric field belween the two 

metals is equallo the cavily potential difference between the two metals. 
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4.4. Metal-Electrolyte Measurements 

A similar measurement can be made for metal/electrolyte systems.98 

The experimental setup is presented in Figure 5; the gap A between the 

metal of interest 6 and the solution 6 is either evacuated or filled wilh an 

inerl gas. The polentioslal is adjusted lo eliminate lhe electric field in lhe 

gap. The cell potential is generally related to the cavity potential difference 

between the two phases by 

(21) 

".nd when the eleclric field is eliminated wilhin lhe gap, 

(22) 

Thus, under the condition that the electric field is eliminaled within the gap, 

(23) 

If the metals {J and {J' were joined, the cell potential would be zero; theretore 

(24) 

The cell potential required to eliminate the electric field yields the cavity 

potential difference belween the metal 0. and the electrolyte 6 in contact 

with a metal"y. If the immersed electrode were of the same composition as 

a, this experiment would yield the cavIty pOlential difference between the 

electrolyte and" immersed in the eledrolyle. 

This technique differs from the metal/metal technique only in that an 

electrolyte is involved. A similar approach is presented by Bockris and 

Reddy170 in which the gap between the metal and the electrolyte contains 

ionized gas. The use of ionized gasses is also discussed by Llopis.'7l 
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Figure 5. Scheme for measurement of cavity potential differences 

between a metal a and an electrolyte 0. 98 
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4.0. Metal-Vacuum Measurements 

The work of extraction of electrons from metals into vacuum by 

thermionic or photoelectric emission can be measured. I?6 When a metal is 

heated. high energy electrons receive sufficient energy to escape from the 

surface of the metal. The current density of thermionic emission for a clean 

surface with no electric field is given by 

-erp 
i=A(l-r):J"!exp( kT"'). (25) 

where A is a constant. r is the average refiection coefficient for electrons 

incident to the interface. and rp", is the work function of the metal. 

The emitted current density is measured as a function of temperature. 

and the work function is obtained from equation (15). The work function 

presented here is commonly represented to be minus the "real" chemical 

potential of electrons within the metal (see equation (3». The association 

between the work funclion measured in this way and the "real" chemical 

potential is. however. not thermodynamically rigorous. Differences in 

chemical or electrochemical potenlial between phases at different 

lemperatures are not thermodynamically meaningful. This difference 

depends upon the arbitrary choice of a secondary reference state for 

entropy, and lhis reference state does not cancel. Furthermore, the system 

IS not in a condition of equilibrium. 

Photoemission of electrons is an important tool for characterization of 

electronic solids. I?? The results are generally analyzed through a modined 

version of the Einstein equation. 

E_ = h v - rp", - E, ' (26) 

where E_ is lhe measured kinetic energy of the emitted electron, h IJ is lhe 

incident pholon energy. rp", is lhe work function. and E, is the energy of the 
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emitted electron before absorption of the photon energy. Photons with 

energies below the work-function value cannot (in the absence of potential 

gradients) produce electron emission. Measurement of the electron 

emission as a function of photon energy therefore constitutes a means of 

determining the work function. The work function obtained from 

photoernission data is not a thermodynamic quantity; these experiments are 

conducted isothermally but still involve the passage of current. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Electrical potentials are defined in terms of the work of moving a 

charged test particle from a reference location to the point of interest. The 

test particle. the physical character of the locations to and from which the 

particle is moved. and the nature of the work involved can be arbitrarily 

chosen. The potential can therefore be arbitrarily defined. 

The arbilrariness (and the need for careful definition) cancels in 

thermodynamic calculations between phases of identical compositioll. 

Careful definition of potential is needed. however. for characterization of 

local potential dit!erenccs between phases of dissimilar composition. The 

cavity potential is a preferred definition of local electrical state because it 

has meaning in all phases and can be measured. 
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Chapter 6. The Equilibrated Liquid-Junction Photovoltaic Cell 

Statistical-mechanical and macroscopic-transport models have been 

used to characterize the semiconductor electrode in the liquid-junction 

photovoltaic cell. The model of Lhe semiconuuctor (whether statistical or 

macroscopic in approach) can be coupled to models of the semiconductor

electrolyte interface and other parts of the cell to describe the cell 

behavior. Both mathematical approaches relate the electrical pot~ntial to 

concentrations of charged species in the semiconductor through Poisson's 

equation. Statistical-mechanical models yield these concentrations in terms 

of the Fermi energy, a statistical parameter (see, e.g .. Grove20 or Sze21
): 

macroscopic models rely on material balances to generate the nece5~ary 

equations, 

The object of this work is to identify the relationships between 

statistical-mechanical and macroscopic-transport models of the 

serruconduclor in the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. P",rameters 

characteristic of the statistical-mechanical model are be compared to 

parameters characteristic of the macroscopic-transport model. This 

comparison is possible through comparison of the equilibrated cell. 

A mathematical model of the liquid-junction photoYoltdic cell is 

presented in Chapter 2 in which macroscopic-transport equations 

describing the semiconductor and the electrolyte were coupled with a 

kmetic model of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. In this approach, 

interfacial equilibrium constants characterize the equilibrated liquid

junction cell. This model forms the basis of the comparison presented here. 

Calculation of interfacial equilibrium constants in terms of system and 

statistical parameters is presented. 
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A wealth nf information concerning semiconductor, electrolytic, and 

interfacial properties is incorporated within interfacial equilibrium 

constants. The equilibrium (non-illuminated) condition will be examined in 

section 2 to identify the relationships among the interfacial equilibrium 

constiints and these system properties. The equilibrium relationships are 

conveniently studied through a statistical-mechanical approach. 

1. STATISTICAL-MECHANICAL lIODEL 

The distribution of electrons within an equilibrated semiconductor has 

been calculated from statistical considerations.20.21 The most probable 

distribution is assumed to be the one which can be obtained in the greatest 

number of ways subject to the constraints of the system. For electrons in a 

crystal, lhe significant constraints are that the electron~ are 

indistinguishable and that no state can contain more than one electron (the 

Pauli exclusion principle). A systt!m described in this manner is 

characterized by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function: 

(1) 

where n., is the number of electrons within an energy level E; with 

degeneracy gi' The Fermi energy E, is a statistical parameter defined as 

the energy at which the probability of occupancy is one half. Caleulation of 

electron and hole concentrations in terms of the Fermi energy is presented 

in section 2.1. 

1. 1. Fermi Energy 

The Fermi energy has the characteristics of a thermodynamic property, 

the electrochemical potential (see equation (2) in Chapter 2). The 

relationship between the Fermi energy (which appears in the Fermi-Dirac 
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distribution function) and the electrochemical potential of electrons can be 

obtained from statistical-mechanical arguments. 1?8 

The statistical analog of entropy is 

(2) 

where W, is the probability of occupation of a state i. For a Fermi-Dirac 

system, 

(3) 

where n; is the number of particles in the state i with degeneracy g, and 

energy &.. Through application of Stirling's approximation and the Fermi-

Dirac expression for the occupation of state i, the entropy becomes 

(4) 

The total number of electrons in the system and the total energy of the 

system are 

and 

NT = 1: n; , , (5a) 

(5b) 

respectively. The entropy is expressed in terms of t.hese system properties 

as 

r E;-E, I 
S = k ~ 1,lnll + exp( --f--T) - ~ 

E NrE, 
+ r- T . 

g,E; 
--+ )' 

T '"" , 
g,E, 

T 
(6) 

The partial derivative of the entropy with respect to the total electron 

concentration with temperature, system energy, and concentrations of 
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other species held constant is 

(7) 

The electrochemical potential, expressed in terms of the entropy, is given by 

r aG 1 r as 1 
JJ;. = 1 aNT P.T'''I .. r = -1 aNT V.E'''I .. r· 

(8) 

The Fermi energy and the electrochemical potential of electrons are 

therefore related by 

r as 1 r a v I 
E, = J.J..- + l av 8 . .., 1 aN; r.E.ftj .. r ' 

(9) 

where the electrochemical potential and the Fermi energy are given the 

same unit.s of energy, e.g., eV. Under the assumption that the 

semiconductor volume is independent of electron concentration, the Fermi 

energy is equivalent to the electrochemical potential of electrons and can 

be related to the electrochemical potential of conduction electrons by a 

constant. Similar arguments can be used to define individual Fermi energies 

for valence-band and conduction-band electrons. 

1.2. Activity CoefJicients 

The fermi-Dirac distribution function (equation (t)) is frequently 

assumed to be adequalelY represented by a Boltzmann distribution (see 

Grove20 or Sze21 and see equation (30)). Assumption of the Boltzmann 

distribution is consistent with the transport development presented in 

Chapter 2. Use of the more general Fermi-Dirac distribution enters into the 

trdnsport development through introduction of individual ionic activity 

coetEcients: one for electrons and one for holes. 

Through Fenni-Dirac statistics the concentration of conduction 

electrons is given by 
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n - [- N(E) dE 
- .1+exp[(E-E,)/kT] . 

(10) 

and the concentration of holes by 

.&;,r 1 1 
p = £[1 - 1 + exp[(E-E,)1 kT] N(E)dE. ( 11) 

If the distribution of available energy levels is narrow. the valence and 

conduction electrons can be characterized by single-valued energy levels. 

Ev (the highest energy level of the valence band) and E. (the lowest energy 

level of the conduction band). respectively. Thus; 

(12) 

or 

( 13) 

where N. is the concentration of conduction-energy sites for electrons. A 

similar term. Nv • is defined as the concentration of valence-band sites. 

From the definition of the electror.hemical potential. the chemical 

activity. 

t1t = Cit; • (14) 

c an be expressed as 

- [r J.I.; - J.I.;~ - z; Fip 1 
11.; - exp kT . (15) 

In equation (13). the concentration of conduction electrons is given as a 

function of the Fermi energy level. The energy E. in this equation depends 

upon potential as 

E.=E;+z;Fip. (16) 

where E; is a constant. independent of potential. The electrochemical 
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potential of conduction electrons and the Fermi Energy are related by an 

arbitrary constant (see section 2.1); 

iJ..- = E, + iJ.:- . (17) 

Equations (36) through (42) can be combined to yield 

exp[(iJ.:- - iJ.:- + £".")1 kTJ 
f.- = N. 

e 
r 1 1 
ll-1I.INe · 

(16) 

The secondary reference state quantities. E,:. iJ.:-. and iJ.:-. are chosen to 

allow the activity coetll.cient to approach unity as the concentration of 

conduction electrons approaches zero. Thus. the activity coetll.cient is 

obtained as a function of composition; 

1 
f.-= 1-1I.1N. e 

(19) 

The activity coetll.cient of conduction electrons is presented in Figure 1 as a 

function of dimensionless concentration 11.1 Ne . 

A similar activity coetll.cient can be obtained for the holes as 

_ 1 
f h + - 1 _pi N

v 
(20) 

The assumption of unity activity coetll.cients is in harmony with the 

assumption of of the Boltzmann limits to the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Use 

of the Fermi-Dirac distribution results in activity coetll.cients that are 

functions of concentration. 

1.3. Interfacial Energy Levels 

The equilibrium fractional occupation of surface sites at the interface 

is related to the energy of the sites through Fermi- Dirac statistics: 

1 
Eli = (e. E,)/H • 

1 + e 
(21 ) 

where the Fermi energy is that calculated for the bulk of the semiconductor 
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Figure 1. The activity coefficient of conduction electrons as a 
function of dimensionless concentration. 
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(see equation (37)). Selection of energy levels for three separate types of 

surface states (E::. Ef. and ~) and concentration of ISS sites (rv . fl . f.) 

leads to adsorbed electron concentrations as 

9 'Iv 1 
(22a) = = v fv 1 + e(E:-E/)/~T 

9 t 
71 1 

(22b) = = 
fl 1 + e (E(- E/)I ~T 

and 

(22c) 

The energy level~ "resented. here depend on the electrical potential (see 

equation (16)). 

An equivalent formulation cannot be used to describe the distribution 

of adsorbed ior,s at the IEP; the energy levels E;. of different ionic species 

are not clearly related. and an equilibrium Fermi energy E, must be defined 

for each individual sper.ies in the absence of kinetic equilibrium constraints. 

The Fermi energies so defined do not have a clear relationship with the 

Fermi energy established in the semiconductor. 

A kinetic argument is used instead to establish the equilibrium 

distribution of ions adsorbed in the IHP. The rate of adsorption of a species 

i (see Chapter 2) is expressed by 

(23) 

At equilibrium the net reaction rate is Zero. and the concentration of 

species i at the inner Eelmholtz plane is 



or 

where 

/" 
ru.p = 

/" - (1 ,,/'~) -4Ej1 RT -r'- - C, - l.J-- e , 
, "'I' j: r \1\1' 
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(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

The fractional occupation of the IHP by a species i in terms of the 

adsorption energies AEj: is derived from an extension of equation (25) to be 

(27) 

The ~qui:ibrium fractional occupation of the IHP by a single species i, 

/',.(s)' corresponds to that given by the Langmuir adsorption isotherm (see, 

e.g .. DelahaylC2) as 

/',.(s) -6E,.1 RT 
~.!.!..:l:.L._ = C1; e , 
~ihP - "/;. .(s) 

(28) 

where a. is the activity of the ionic species in the bulk of the solution, and , 

(29) 

the "sLar.dard" free energy of adsorption. The "standard" free energy of 

adsorpLion i. dep"nJenL upon the equilibrium potential difference bel.ween 

the IEP and lhe OEP. 

The equilibrium concentration of adsorbed electrons is therefore 

obtained in terms of equiltbrium site energies and the semiconductor Fermi 

energy. The equilibrium concentrations of adsorbed ions are obtained in 

terms of concentrations adjacent to the interface and adsorption energies. 

The coupling between the semiconductor and the electrolyte under 

equilibrium conditions can be expressed in terms of the interfacial 
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equilibrium constants discussed in Chapter 2. The calculation of these 

equilibrium constants in terms of system properties is presented in the 

following section. 

2. CALCUIATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONDmONS 

The condition of equilibrium is defined by the equ ality of the 

electrochemical potential (or equivalently of the Fermi energy) of a given 

species at any point in the system. At equilibrium and in the absence of 

corrosion. the interfacial reactions have a zero net rate. The thermal 

generation of electron-hole pairs in the bulk of the semiconductor is exactly 

balanced by recombination. Potential and concentration variations in the 

system do exist within this framework and are caused by the presence of a 

charge-laden interface. Under the assumption of local equilibration. the 

presence of a countereleclrode Cdn be neglected. The cell can therefore be 

examined in terms of its major components: the semiconductor, the 

solution, and the semiconductor-solution interface. Equilibration with the 

counterelectrode can be considered subsequent.ly. 

2.1. Semiconductor 

The statistical-mechanical approach can be used to calculate the 

equilibrium condition of the semieonductor. The approach presented in this 

section IS described elsewhere20.21.69.178 and is presented here for 

completeness. 

under the assumption that the activity coefficients of electrons e.nd 

holes are given by equations (19) and (20), respectively, the equilibrium 

concentrations of electrons and holes are given by 

n = (No - n )exp[ -(Eo - E, )1 k TJ ' (30) 
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and 

(31) 

respectively. The Fermi energy is a sufflcient indicator of equilibrium 

conditions since the electrons and holes are chemically equilibrated.' 

The product of the electron and hole concentrations is 

np = (Ne -n)(Nv -n)exp(-Eg/kT). (32) 

where Eg is the semiconductor band-gap energy. Under the assumption that 

the ratios n/ Ne and p/ Nv are much less than one (i.e .. the activity 

coefficients for electrons and holes have a value of one). the product np is a 

function of the semiconductor properties. Eg • Ne • and Nv ' For a given 

semiconductor. 

np = 142
• 

where 14 is called the intrinsic concentration. 

(33) 

Consider a region of the semiconductor far from an interface and 

where. therefore. the imposition of electroneutrality is valid. The condilion 

of electro neutrality is that 

pO + (N~ - Nm) - nO = 0 . (34) 

where nO is the bulk electron concentration. (N~ - .111m) represents the 

background charge (doping level). and pO is the bulk hole concentration. 

The donors are assumed to be completely ionized. This assumption is 

consistent with the assumption of unity activity coefficients for electrons 

and holes. 

Substitution of equation (33) into equation (34) leads to the bulk 

electron concentration as a function of the background ebarge and the 

• Unde!" ::lon-equilibrium conditions, a smgie ?e!"~ energy does not sufficien:ly speci!y :,:"e 
se:nico!lduct.or. [nd~vidual ?ermi energies or ~ndlvidual elec:roc:tem~cal potem.:als T.."J.st. :,e 
deftned in this case to characterize each species. !lOieS and elect.rons. 
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intrinsic concentration. 

(35) 

The intrinsic concenlration is determined via equation (32) as a function of 

system properties. 

The Fermi energy in the bulk of the semiconductor referenced to the 

conduction- band energy is 

(36) 

or 

E, = E; - F <I> + kT In( ; ) . 
c 

(37) 

The Fermi energy is the statistical equivalent of the electrochemical 

potential of electrons in the semiconductor (see equation (9», and is 

constant throughout the semiconductor at equilibrium A value for the 

Fermi energy, valid throughout the semiconductor, can be calculat.ed 

through equation (37) for the semiconductor far from an interface where 

the electron concentration is n' and the potential <I> is zero. This value is 

useful for evaluating equilibrium conditions at the interface (see equation 

(22) ). 

From equation (2) of Chapter 2 (or equivalently from equations (16), 

(30), and (31» the equilibrium concentrations of electrons and holes are 

given as functions of potential by 

N = n exp( -<I>F I RT) = constant, (38) 

and 

p = p exp( <P F I RT) = constant . (39) 

The potential distribution in the semiconductor is related to the charge 

distribution by Poisson's equation. Upon incorporation of equations (38) 
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and (39), Poisson's equation can be written as 

d2~ = _ L[ Fe-tIRT _ Ne.IRT + (N,,-Na)J, 
dysc esc 

(40) 

A boundary condition in the bulk is 

(41) 

an d then' tore 

d<p 
---~O as y ->~, 
dy"" sc 

(42) 

These cor.ditions allow Nand P to be determined in the bulk of the 

semiconductor, At t:1e interface (ysc = y..,.), an electric tield is present due 

to ~~arge 'Idsorbeti onto the semiconductor-solution interface, This electric 

tield can be rel'1ted to system variables as 

E. 
__ (<p ••• -<Pi •• ) 

os. - 6, (43) 

Integratio'1 of Poisson's equation yields 

Eo .. _ {' 2RT r v( .... FI RT 1} p( -.... FI RT 1} -"--lie - + e -
esc 

- (N" - Na ) l} , 
(44) 

wh2re the potent""i at the ass is given as a function of the electric tield at 

the 0'3<;, An iterative solution to equation (44) can be obtained via Newton's 

method. 

The relationships developed in this section are coupled with those 

developed for the solution and the interface to specify concentration and 

potential variables in the bulk of the semiconductor. the bulk of the 

solution. Mnd at the interface, Evaluation of these variables in the region 

between the bulk of the semiconductor and the interface is not a necessary 

part of thiS analysis and can be accomplished by numerical solution of the 

equalions presented in Chapter 2. 
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2.2. Electrolyte 

The equatiuns governing the solution are. as in the semiconductor, 

Poisson's equation and material balances (equations (14) and (13) 

respectively in Chapter 2). Under equilibrium conditions, the material 

balance equations can be replaced by the equality of electrochemical 

potential of species i throughout the solution. This condition can be 

ex!'ressed as 

(45) 

The boun ;ary condition for Poisson's equation states that the potential 

tends to zero far from the interface. The potential defined in this manner 

d;t'fers by a constant from the potential used to define the electrical state in 

the semiconductor. The constant in equation (45) is equal to the bulk ion 

concentration, therefore 

_ -.,tFl RT 
ct. - Ct ,buU: e . (46) 

Th i~ r"st'lt is in harmony with assumption of the Boltzmann concentration 

dist.ribution. 

Poisson'. equation can be integrated to obtain the electric field at the 

OEr in terms af the potential at the OHP. The electric field is given by 

(47) 

Ther~forc: 

(48) 

where the root chosen has the same sign as the potential at the OEP (see 

chapter 7 in reference (99)). 
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2.3. Interfacial Reaction-Rate Constants 

The p:>tential is related to the charge adsorbed at the inner surface 

states and the inner Helmholtz plane by Gauss's law, presented in equations 

(26) and (27) of Chapter 2. The concentrations of electrons at the inner 

surface states are given in terms of the Fermi energy by equation (22) and 

the concentrations of ions at the inner Helmholtz plane by equation (25). 

The remaining parameter needed to solve the equations presented for 

the equilibrated "ystem is the OSS potential. One could choose a parameter 

subject t.o l"xperimental measurement, such as the difference between the 

cavity potential in the bulk of the electrolytic solution and in t.he bulk of the 

semiconductor (or between <Puc and <Pig). The choice of parameter is 

"rbitrary, "oG. such measurements can be used with either choice for 

comparison to the w tlOle model. 

The equ"tions "resented for the equilibrated liquid-junction cell can be 

solved by systematic and consecutive calculations to obtain equilibrium 

concentrations a1l1 potentials. The interfacial equilibrium constants can be 

calculated subsequently as functions of the· equilibrium interfacial 

concentrations a..,d potentials from 

[ F lI1 -'" K, = exp - RT tl<P, _ c, " , (49) 

as presented in the steady·state development (Chapter 2). 

2.4. Counterelectrode 

The distributlOn of potential within an electrochemical system cannot 

be delermined from thermodynamic equilibrium considerations alone. The 

cell potential (ao measured with leads of identical composilion) can be 

calculaled for an equilibrated system, but the potential distribuliun within 
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the cell requires additional experimental characterization. The microscopic 

model of the cell must yield the same equilibrium cell voltage as obtained 

from thermodynamics; therefore, for a given model of the semiconductor

electrolyte interface, the equilibrium potential drop across the 

counterclectrode-electrolyte interface is given by 

v:'oU CI = V:.u - ~/sc - V:c/ sol - Vci'1 rn . (50) 

where v"oou is the equilibrium cell voltage obtained from thermodynamic 

calculations and YJ/- are the equilibrium potential drops obtained from the 

m~del for each interface j/k in lhe system. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Statistical-mechanical and macroscopic-transport models of a 

semicondu:::tor are reldted through equilibrium parameters. The Fermi 

energy of a semiconductor, for example. is equivalent to t.he electrochemical 

potential of electrons. The assumption of Boltzmann distributions for 

electron and hole concentrations in the statistical model is in harmony with 

the assumption of unity activity coefficients for electrons and holes in the 

macroscopic model. Use of the more general Fermi-Dirac concentration 

distribution leads to activity coefficients for electrons and holes that are 

functions of concentration .. 

The semiconductor and electrolyte of a liquid-junction photovoltaic cell 

are related under equilibrium conditions by in terfacidl eqUilibrium 

constants (see Chapter 2), and their values can be delermined in terms of 

system and statistical parameters. The Fermi energy and interfacial energy 

levels enter into the calculation of these interfacial equilibrium constants 

through lhe calculation of concentrations of adsorbed electrons. The 

concentrations of adsorbed ionic species are related to adsorption energies 
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(which are dependent upon the equilibrium potential difference between the 

semiconductor and the electrolyte) and concentrations of ionic species 

adjacent to the interface. 

The equilibrium condition for a semiconductor in contact with an 

electrolytic solution can be determined in terms of the coupled 

macroscopic-transport and statistical-mechanical models. The equilibrium 

potentials and concentrations are obtained in the bulk of the 

semiconductor, the semiconductor-electrolyte interface, and in the bulk of 

the solution in terms of the semiconductor band gap, dopant concentration, 

permittivity, and concentrations of conduction and valence-band sites: the 

solution permittivity, bulk ionic concentrations, and energies of adsorption: 

the concentrations and energies of interfacial sites: the distance between 

the planes of charge at the interface (aSS, ISS, IHP, and UhP); and the 

potential of the solution side of the interface (ORP). This equilibrium 

information is incorporated within the equilibrium constants for interfacial 

reactions used in the macroscopic-transport model of the liquid-junction 

photovoltaic cell. 
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A mathematical model of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell has been 

presented in Chapter 2. This model incorporates a microscopic model of the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface coupled with macroscopic models of 

the other elements of the cell. The parameters that characterize the system 

have well-defined physical meaning, but some interfacial parameters are not 

directly measurable. A measure of the validity of the microscopic model of 

the semiconductor-electrolyte interface can be obtained by comparison to 

carefully chosen experiments. These experiments are designed to 

characterize the electrochemical system and to verify the applicability of 

the mathematical model. 

Characterization of electrochemical systems is carried out through 

"in-situ" methods and "ex-situ" methods, where the parameters measured 

are considered to be independent of environment (or dependent in a known 

way). "In-situ" methods are used to obtain characteristic potential 

differences, current-potential curves, and capacitance data. "Ex-situ" 

methods are used to measure bulk transport and kinetic properties. This 

paper describes some of these experimental methods. 

1. IN-SITU METHODS 

This section describes some of the experimental approaches used to 

characterize the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. 

1.1. Polentials 

Potentials characterize the electrical state of a given location relative 

to a reference electrical state. Potenlials have meaning only in terms of a 
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dil!erence, and this potential dil!erence is proportional to the work of 

moving a charged test particle from the reference location to the point of 

interest. The test particle, the physical character of the locations to and 

from which the particle is moved, and the nature of the work involved can be 

arbitrarily chosen. The potential can therefore be arbitrarily defined. 

The arbitrariness (and the need for careful definition) of the potential 

cancels in thermodynamic calculations of potential differences between 

phases of identical composition. The cell potential under equilibrium 

conditions can be calculated and measured directly.9g 

The distribution of potential within an electrochemical system cannot 

be determined from thermodynamic equilibrium considerations alone. The 

equilibrium cavity-potential drop across each interface can be measured 

(see Chapter 5) or calculated from malhematical models (see Chapter 6) 

under the constraint that the sum of equilibrium potential drops through 

the cell equal the appropriate thermodynamic quantity. 

1.2. Current-Voltage Characteristics 

Measurement of current-potential curves42.105.17B.179 for the liquid

junction photovoltaic cell provides a means of comparison of mathematical 

model and experiment.B7-90.1BO.IBI Species in the semiconductor frequently 

Limit the electrochemical reaction. and this makes characterization of ionic 

mass transfer less crucial. Use of the rotating disk is still recommended to 

aid in the characterization of the experimental system and to eliminate 

spurious effects. The equations governing mass transfer in a rotating disk 

system have been developed and are presented elsewhere.lB2-1B4 
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1.3. Capacitance 

Capacitance experiments yield an over-all impedance for the 

electrochemical cell. The experimental impedance for solid electrodes has 

been observed to depend upon frequency.l02 The details of such 

measuremenls are presenled elsewhere.18~ Electrochemical 

Photocapacilance Spectroscopyl88.187 has been used to determine energy 

levels for deep lraps and surface siles for electrons. The capacilance at a 

given frequency is measured as a funclion of incident photon energy. 

Disconlinuilies in lhe capacilance curve indicale the energy of the sileo 

Quantitative interpretation of experimental impedance results depends 

upon a postulated malhematical model of lhe cell. Two models are 

presented below. 

1.3.1. Mott-Schottky Model. Molll88 and Schotlky l89 used an idealized view 

of the semiconduclor-eleclrolyte interface to derive a relationship between 

the capacilance of the space charge region and system parameters (see also 

Gerischer69 ); 

(1) 

Given e. the permiltivity of the semiconductor. and A. the surface area of 

the inlerface. the dat-band potential. V,b' and the effective donor or 

acceptor density. (Nd - N~). can be found. 

The Mott-Schottky model is based upon the assumptions l90 that: 

1. there is no resistance in the semiconductor or electrolyte bulk. 

2. no faradaic charge transfer occurs at the inlerface (the electrode is 

ideally polarizable). 

3. there are no surface sites for electrons. 
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4. no spec ific adsorption occurs at the inner Helmholtz plane. 

5. the semiconductor permittivity is constant. 

6. only one kind of donor is present. and that donor is completely ionized 

(uniform background charge). 

7. any defect distribution in the semiconductor is homogeneous. and 

8. the interface can be represented by a one-dimensional model. 

Experimental results for a system that follows the Mott-Schottky 

relationship are presented in Figure 1 (data from Horowitz191 ). Under the 

assumption that the term. kT Ie. can be neglected (kT / e = 0.026 Vat room 

temperatures). the tlat-band potential is obtained from the intercept at 

infinite capacity. and the doping level is obtained from the slope. Further 

discussion of the Mott-Schottky model is presented by Pleskov. 192 

1.4. Microscopic Models. A microscopic model of the semiconductor· 

electrolyte interface, or of the entire liquid-junction cell (see Chapter 2), 

can yield values of the cell impedance which can be compared to lhe 

experimental results. This approach depends upon numerical computations 

and lacks the si mple elegance of the model discussed above, but it "Iso can 

be free of the restrictive assumptions which limit the Mott-Schottky model. 

The ditIerential capacitance of a given component of the cell is given by 

- ( £!l...) c - - acl> ,,' (2) 

A circuit analog of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface in the liquid-

junction photovoltaic cell is presented in Figure 2. Each interface generates 

a contnbution to the cell impedance, although some can be neglected. 

From a model of this sort, an etIective system capacity can be calculated 

and compared to experiment. 
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Figure 1. Matt-Schottky plot of p-type GaP in buffered solution at 
191 pH=2, 7, and 9. 
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Figure 2. Circuit analog to a semiconductor-electrolyte interface. 
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2. EX-SITU MEASUREMENTS 

Bulk transport and kinetic properties can be assessed outside of the 

electrochemical cell Such measurements are dependent upon the ability to 

isolate phenomena which can be described by equations incorporating the 

desired physical property. The accuracy of the measured property is 

dependent upon both the validity (and generality) of the governing 

equations and the experimental design. 

2.1. Semiconductor Properties 

The semiconductor properties of interest in the model of the liquid

junction cell (see Chapter 2) are the electron and hole mobilities. 1L and u+ 

respectively, the bulk electron and hole concentrations, n· and p. 

respectively, the dopant concentration (Nd - Nm), the band gap (E.: - Ev), 

the homogeneous recombination rate constant k"c ( or the lifetime 1'.), the 

dielectric permittivity e, and the optical absorption coefficient Ct. The 

measuremenls described below are relaled to the determination of these 

parameters. 

2.1.1. Electrical Conductivity. In the limit of infinite dilution, the 

conductivity of the semiconductor is relaled lo the concentrations and 

mobilities of the charge carrying species by 

(3) 

where. is the electronic charge, and nand p are the concentrations of 

electrons and holes, respectively. Direct measurements of the conductivity 

can be made. The main sources of error are contact resistances, which can 

be reduced by inducing currenls with alternating or rotating magnetic fields 

or by measuring the potential drop across a sample with high impedance 
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probes. 19S Completely contactless measurement schemes can be limited, 

however, by sensitivity, linearity, or geometrical constraints. 194 

The conductivity varies significantly with temperature. The mobility is 

constanl from 0 to 100 K, and conductivity increases in this range are due 

to increases in the carrier concentrations. Above 100 K and below the onset 

of intrinsic conduction (300 to 400 K), the conductivity decreases with 

temperature due to a decrease in the carrier mobility.195 The value of the 

forbidden energy gap can be determined from the variation of the 

conductivity with temperature within an intrinsic semiconductor. IOI The 

value obtained in this manner is subject to errors due lo the uncertainty of 

having an intrinsic condition and the variation of the mobility and band gap 

with temperature. 

Conductivity measurements at a given temperaLure yield information 

about the product of mobility and concentration. Additional experiments 

are needed to separate these quantities. 

2.1.2. Hall Meet. The interaction of magnetic and electrical fields ailows 

an experimental characterization of the semiconductor (or metal) bulk. An 

electric field is used to drive a current through a sample, as shown in Figure 

3, and a magnetic field is applied in the direction normal to tl.ow. A 

transverse potential develops, counteracting a carrier concentration 

gradient in that direction. (The current and the electric field vectors are 

not in the same direction in the presence of a transverse magnetic 

tl.eld.) 100.198 This phenomenon is called the Eall Effect. 19S and the 

proportionality constant relating the transverse potential VH • the current 

density i, the sample width W, and the magnetic field H is the Eall 

c oetr.cient RH . 
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(4) 

If the Hall constant is negative, electrons are the majority carriers en-type); 

if positive, holes are the majority carriers (p-type). 

The Hall coefficient is related to carrier concentrations by 

1 
RH-= -ne 

if electrons are the only mobile species present and by 

1 
Rf{+ = -pe 

(5a) 

(5b) 

if holes are the only mobile species present. The expression for the Hall 

coefficient when both are present is given by21.19? 

1 r u~p - U~1!. 1 
Rf{ = -l e {u_1!. +u+p)2 . 

(6) 

Measurement of the Hall coefficient and the conductivity gives the 

mobility of the major carrier species. The temperature dependence of the 

Hall coefficient provides information about the energy and concentrations of 

acceptor and/or donor ions and trap states. The interpretation of Hall 

measurements in terms of dopant parameters, however, is not unique. '9B 

Donor addition can be used to verify an interpretation of Hall 

measurements. 

2.1.3. Drilt and Photodecay lIeasurem.enls. The direct measurement of the 

response of a semiconductor to a pulse of light provides information about 

the mobility and the recombination rate. A typical apparatus is presented 

in Figure 4. A long filament of the semiconducting material has an electric 

field applied to it. A local increase in carrier concentration (above the 

equilibrium values) is caused by a short burst of illumination. The carriers 

are separated by the electric field. As the pulse of cdrriers moves, it is 

diminished by recombination, and it spreads due to diffusion processes. The 
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Figure 4. Scheme for measurement of drift mobilities and recombination 
196 
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arrival of the pulse at the cross arm increases the current at this arm. The 

time for the pulse to move a known distance in the known electric field is a 

direct measure of the mobility. and the rate of decrease of the signal area 

with time (obtained by varying the distance between light source and 

collector) gives the lifetime. 

The mobility measured in drift experiments does not agree at high 

temperatures with the mobility measured in Hall experiments. This 

difference is due to inconsistencies in the assumptions made concerning 

recombination. 

Direct measure of the change in photoconductivity with time after a 

homogeneously distributed pulse of light is also used to measure the 

lifetime. 19S The conductivity of the sample as a function of time t is related 

to the lifetime l' by 

t 
a = ad4rl; + (a,ll ..... - a=r~) exp(- -) 

l' 
(7) 

The conductivity in the dark adrsr~ and under illumination am"", are 

measured. and the conductivity in the dark after an extended period of 

illumination is measured as a function of time to get the time constant 1'. 

2.1.4. Seebeck Mect. Thermoelectric characteristics of semiconductors 

are used to provide information on the energy of majority carriers. and. 

indirectly. the electron or hole concentrations. A temperature difference 

between the two ends of a semiconductor gives rise to a poten tial difference 

Q !:J. T. where Q is called the thermoelectric power. ISS The thermoelectric 

power measured in this way in an n-type semiconductor is related to the 

energy barrier overcome by the carriers by 

(8) 

where Eo is the conduction band energy and E, is the Fermi energy. The 
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analysis of the Seebeck effect (or the related Peltier effect in which a 

temperature difference is caused by a potential difference) is not 

straightforward. There is no thermodynamic basis for the interpretation of 

this effect. 

2.1.5. Dielectric Permittivity The dielectric permittivity t relates the 

displacement vector in Maxwell's theory of electromagnetisml70.200 to the 

electric field. It is a real quantity (see Appendix A). The complex 

permittivity, used in the study of optics, is related to the permittivity by 

t' = t - i.!!..., 
(.J 

(9) 

where i IS ...r=r and (.J is the angular frequency associated with the 

electromagnetic radiation. 

The index of refraction, the ratio of the speed of light in a given 

medium to the speed of light in vacuum, is a real number. A complex index 

of refraction n' is given by 

n'=n(1-jk), (10) 

where k is the absorption index (equal to zero in vacuum). Through 

Maxwell's equations, the complex index of refraction is related to the 

complex permittivity by 

r t']I/ 2 
n'= [-

t. 
( 11) 

where t. is the permittivity of vacuum, t. = 8.8542xl0-14 e/V-cm. The 

matching of real and imaginary parts yields 

( 12a) 

and 
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11. 2 = -2._ (12b) 
r.;k 1:. . 

The dielectric constant ( 1:/1:0 ) is typically obtained from equation (12a) 

under the assumption t.hat k «1.69.101.201 

The absorption of light also provides a convenient measure of the 

band-gap energy of a semiconductor. Semiconductors are transparent to 

light below the band-gap energy. A sharp increase in the absorption 

coetflcient is therefore observed for photons greater than the band-gap 

energy. 

2.1.6. Surface Techniques Surface analysis techniques such as el"ctron 

microscopy. LEED. Auger. and ESCA2 02 can provide clues to the structure of 

the semiconductor surface. and thus allow estimates :>f interfacial 

parameLers. (See also ~any et al. 203) Interfaces are in general strongly 

dependent upon environment; a semiconductor-vacuum interface is vastly 

different from a semiconductor-electrolyte interface. Use of ex-situ surface 

analysis techniques provilles a guide. however. in estimating interfacial 

parameters. 

2.2. Electrolytic Properties 

The propertieR of interest in the electrolytic solution arp the bulk-

solution ionic concentrations and diffusion co"ftkients and the solution 

permittivity. Solution concentrations can be obtained from standard 

analytical chemistry techniques.204.2oo and the permittivity of the solution 

can be measured in the manner discussed above. 

Ionic diffusion coetflcients are related to ionic mobilities by the :-iernst-

Einstein relationship. 
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D; = RT 11.; . (13) 

Ionic diffusion coefficients are not generally reported in the literature. but 

they can be obtained from values of the equivalent ionic conductance which 

are reported (see Newman99 ). 

The equivalent ionic conductance is related to ionic mobility by 

(14) 

The ionic diffusion coefficients can be calculated from the equivalent ionic 

conductance by 

(15) 

Equivalent ionic conductances are determined by measuring the equivalent 

conducta::lce 

(16) 

and the transference number t + for solutions of single salts and 

extrapolating the values so obtained to infinite dilution. The transference 

number is related to the ionic conductances by 

A+ 
t + = .,......-'-.,-

A_ + A+ 

Equations (16) and (17) yield A+ and A_. 

(17) 

Discussion of mass transfer and diffusion coefficients is presented by 

Bird et al. 2C8 and Reid et al.2C7 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The mathematical modeling of the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell must 

depend upon a model of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. 

Experiments can be designed to obtain information for comparison to the 

model; this comparison serves to verify the dPplicability of the model of the 

interface. 
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"Ex situ" measurements are used to obtain bulk transport and kinetic 

properties, and "in situ" measurements are used to verify the applicability 

of an interfacial model. Current-potential and capacitance characteristics 

can be coupled with measurement of cavity potential dit!erences between 

bulk phases. 



Notation 

1. Roman Characters 

!1 

E 

Ii 

F 

G 

G~ 

i 

k 

m 

radius of sphere, cm 

relative activity of species i, mol/cm3 

molar concentration of species i, mol/cm3 

ditIusivity of species i, cm2/s 

photon energy, eV 

Fermi energy, eV 

energy of species or site i, eV 

ionic adsorption energy, J / mol 

molar activity coetf.cient of species i 

faraday's constant, 96,487 C/equiv 

degeneracy of energy i, mol/cms 

Gibbs free energy, J 

rate of thermal electron-hole pair generation, 
mol/s-cm3 

rate of photo electron-hole pair generation, 
mol/s-cm3 

current density, mA/cm2 

exchange current density, mA/cm2 

Boltzmann constant, 1.3805xlO-23 J/K 

forward reaction rate constant for reaction I 

backward reaction rate constant for reaction I 

rate constants for homogeneous reaction k 

equilibrium constant for reaction I 

solar absorption coefficient, l/cm 
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11. 

N; 

p 

Pi.! 

p 

q, 

R 

S; 

s 

T 

1.1.; 

v 

W 

W; 

symbol for chemical formula of species i 

number of electrons involved in electrode reaction 

electron concentration, mol/ cms 

intrinsic electron concentration, mol/cm3 

total site concentration, rnol/ cm3 

total bulk electron-acceptor concentration, 
mol/cm3 

total bulk electron-donor concentration, 
mol/cm3 

ftux of species i, mol/ cm2s 

hole concentration, mol/cms 

heterogeneous reaction order 

pres~ure. bar 

heterogeneous reaction order 

incident solar tiux, mol/s-cm2 

heterogeneous reaction rate. mol/s-cm2 

universal gas constant, 8.3143 J/mol-K 

net rate of production of species i, 
mol/ s-cm3 

net rate of electron-hole recombination. 
mol/s-cm3 

stoichiometric coefficient of species i in an electrode 
reaction 

entropy. J/K 

absolute temperature. K 

mobility of species i, cm2mol/ Js 

potential drop across depletion layer. V 

depletion layer thickness, cm 

probability of occupation of state i 
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y distance variable. cm 

z, charge number of species i 

2. Greek Characters 

a 

(3 

"real" chemical potential J/mol 

symmetry factor 

surface concentration of energy or species k. 
mol/cm2 

total surface-site concentration of energy or species k, 
mol/cm2 

distance between interfacial planes (gap denoted by k). 
cm 

& permittivity. e/V-cm 

Ti photon efficiency 

Tit total overpotential at interface k, V 

a fractional occupation of surface sites 

" conductivity. mho/cm 

A Debye length. em 

IJ.t electrochemical potential of species i. J/mol 

Pj-t reflectance associated with interface j-k 

ip Galvani (inner) electrical potential. V 

ip", work function. V 

cjI electrical potential. V 

X surface potential. V 

'" cavity (Volta or outer) potential. V 

3. Superscripts 

a equilibrium 
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secondary reference state at infinite dilution 

secondary reference state in semiconductor 

4. Subscripts 

bUlk 

c 

CE 

cell 

e 

h+ 

ihp 

iss 

k 

l 

o 

ohp 

oss 

sc 

sol 

t 

v 

1 

2 

3 

associated with the bulk 

associated with conduction band in semiconductor 

associated with the counterelectrode 

associated with the cell 

relating to electrons 

relating to holes 

associated with inner Helmholtz plane 

associated with inner surface states 

dummy subscript 

associated with reaction l 

equilibrium value or initial value 

associated with outer Helmholtz plane 

associated with outer surface states 

associated with semiconductor 

associated with solution 

associated with trap band in semiconductor 

associated with valence band in semiconductor 

associated with the region between the ass and the ISS 

associated with the region between the ISS and the IHP 

associated with the region between the IHP and the OHP 
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Appendix A. Application of IIlll1:well's Equations 

to Electrochemical Systems 

The electromagnetic principles presented by Maxwell170.200 are a 

foundation for the characterization of electrical systems. The object of this 

section is to present the relationship bet.ween Maxwell's equations and the 

macroscopic transport equations used in electrochemical systems 

analysis.99 The relationships among the complex permittivity, the complex 

index of refraction, and the permeability used in Poisson's equation will also 

be presented. 

1. lIacroscopic Transport EquatiOns 

Maxwell's equations are used here as d starting point. In differential 

form, 

and 

VE = e..., 
e 

V·B = 0, 

aB 
VxE = - lit' 

aE 
VxB = J.Li + J.Lt at ' 

(A-I) 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

where E is the electric field (related to the electric potential by E = - V"'), p 

is the charge density, e is the permittivity (defined by D = eE where D is the 

displacement vector), B is the magnetic field, J.L is the permeability, and i is 

the electrical current density. The magnetic pole density was assumed to be 

zero. 

Equation (A-l) is Poisson's equation, which is used directly in the 

macroscopic development. Under the assumption that the permittivity and 



the permeability are constant, the divergence of equation (A-4) yields 

V-(VxB) = J.l.V-i + J.l.e ~t(V-E) , 
which may be rewritten as 

199 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 

where the electric current was expressed in terms of the individual ionic 

fluxes N, as 

(A-7) 

and the charge density was introduced from equation (A-l) in terms of 

individual ion concentrations as 

p = FL: z,e, -, 
A material balance for a species i yields 

Be-
VoN, + Bt \ = R;, 

(A-B) 

(A-9) 

where R;, is the homogeneous generation term for species i. Conservation of 

charge provides that L z,R;, = 0; thus equation (A-6) follows from , 
multiplying equation (A-9) by z, and summing over all species i. The 

development presented above does not involve assumptions conr.:erning th" 

magnetic field. In the presence of a magnetic field. macroscopic equations 

may be used in conjunction with equations (A-2) and (A-3). 

Macroscopic transport equations are therefore consistent with 

Maxwell's equations. Equations (A-l) and (A-g) are used frequently in the 

macroscopic analysis of electrochemical systems. The total fiux of a species 

i in a dilute solution is given 9g in terms of migrational, diffusional. and 

convective contributions by 



IV; = - z,1LjFc, Vip - Dl VC, + C,V , 

where v is the bulk phase velocity. 

2. Complex Permittivity 

The curl of equation (A-3) yields 

or 

aB 
Vx(VxE) = - Vx( at ) , 

a 
V(VE) - V2 E = - a;(VxB) . 

The time derivative of equation (A-4) is 

200 

(A-IO) 

(A-lla) 

(A-lib) 

(A-12) 

Equations (A-llb) and (A-12) can be combined to eliminate the magnetic 

field B; 

(A-13) 

In the absence of concentration gradients and with p = 0, the electric 

current is related to the electric field by the conductivity, i.e .. 

i = aE, (A-14) 

thus equation (A-13) becomes 

(A- 15) 

A general form for the electric tield associated with electromagnetic 

radiation is 

(A-16) 

where Em. is the maximum value of the electric tield, j is v-=r, and ~ is the 

angular frequency associated with the radiation. Introduction of equation 

(A-16) into equation (A-15) yields 
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V2 E". = - JJ.C}(t - i: )E", (A-17) 

It is convenient to define a complex permittivity t' such that 

t' = t - i.2... . 
Col 

(A-1S) 

The imaginary term disappears in vacuum (a = 0), and the right hand term 

of equation (A-17) becomes zero in a stationary electric field «(.) = 0). 

3. Complex Index of Refraction 

The velocity of the electromagnetic radiation is a constant given by 

v = (JJ.t )'-11 2 , (A-19) 

or in vacuum, 

(A-2Q) 

The index of refraction is defined as the ratio of the velocity of light in 

vacuum t.o the velocity of light in the given medium: 

c n= 
v 

SUbstitution of equation (A-21) into equation (A-I7) results in 

or, with JJ. = JJ.., 

where 

(A-21) 

(A-22) 

(A-23) 

(A-24) 

The complex permittivity is related to the complex index of refraction 

by equation (A-23), and to the permittivity by equation (A-IS). The complex 

index of refraction is related to the index of refraction by equation (A-24), 

which is frequently written as 
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n' = n (1 - jk) , (A-25) 

where k is the absorption index (equal to zero in vacuum). 
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Appendix B. Computer Program Documentation 

Brief descriptions. program listings. and data input files are presented 

for the computer programs presented in this dissertation. Program LlCllPY 

performs the calculations for the modeling and optimization of the liquid

junction photovoltaic cell. and program ReALe performs the calculations for 

the primary current distribution and resistance of a slotted-electrode cell. 
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1. PROGRA1I I.JCIIPY 

The following program was written to solve the coupled equations (see 

Chapter 2) which govern the liquid-junction photovoltaic cell. The program 

also allows calculation of cell performance by coupling the one-dimensional 

model with primary resistance calculations (see Chapters 3 and 4). The 

input data include parameters for the semiconductor, the serniconductor-

electrolyte interface, the electrolyte, and the counterelectrode. These 

parameters and their units are defined within comments in the subroutine 

READ. The cell characteristics are calculated for input values of 

illumination and current density. Output control parameters are defined 

within comments in the main program listing. A sample input file is 

presented after the program listing. 

The governing equations were written in finite-difference form and 

properly linearized. The equations are written in dimensionless form. 

Numerical accuracy was enhanced by definition of concentration variables 

that are uniform under eqUilibrium conditions. The concentration and 

potential variables in the semiconductor are 

Ft 

AN(J) = n -Elf 
Nd - Nm 

e 

Ft 

P(J) = E e RT , 
Nd - Nm 

and 

Fif! 
PHI(J) = RT ' 

where the index J marks the location. The corresponding variables in the 

electrolyte are 



and 

CSOL(I,J) = 

F~ 
PHJ(J) = RT . 
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Under equilibrium conditions, the dimensionless potential varies in the 

semiconductor from zero to around 40. 

Numerical accuracy was further improved by partial decoupling of the 

three equations governing the semiconductor. Separate variables were 

defined for the charge density, RHO(J), the electron !lux, FN(J), and the hole 

!lux, FP(J). Five equations govern the solution with four ionic species. These 

were written as seven equations, with separate variables de!lned for the !lux 

of species 3, F3(J), and the flux of species 4, F4(J). Twenty eight equations 

are written for the semiconductor-electrolyte interface, involving 21 

variables that appear only at that location. These are decomposed to seven 

equations involving the bulk phase variables in a local inversion routine, 

LOCINV. A general method for local inversion is presented by White.2oB 

A description of the routines BAND and MATINY is presented by 

Newman 104 and by White et al. 209 
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PROGRAM LJCMPY (INPUT ,OUTPUT) 
C 
C PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING POTENTIAL AND CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS 
C OF THE LIQUID-JUNCTION PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL. 
C PROGRAM INCLUDES 13 REACTION STEPS AT THE SEMICONDUCTOR-
C SOLUTION INTERFACE. 
C 

DIMENSION ERR(9),RMOD(13) 
COHMON/BA/ N,NJ,A(7,7),B(7,7),C(7,2S0),D(7,lS),G(7),X(7,7),Y(7,7) 
COHMON/LI/ AA(28,28),BB(28,28),CC(28,l),DD(28,28),GG(28) 
COHMON/LI2/ AM(28,28),BM(28,28),DM(28,28),GM(28) 
COMMON/SC/ PHI(2S0),P(2S0),AN(2S0),DFN(2S0),DFP(2S0),FN(2S0), 

1 FP(2S0),RHO(2S0),D2(2S0) 
COHMON/RUN/ EX,H,H2,HD2,EXH,NJJ,INDEX(7,2S0),KERR,ERRSUB,IJ 
COHMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2,DSC,DSOL,MSOL 
COHMON/IN2/ BE,B3,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN,GV,GT,GC,SI,DEL1,DEL3 
COHMON/SOL/ CBULK(4),Z(4),CSOL(4,2S0),F(4),HS,DC(4,2S0),XP(4) 
COHMON/FLUX/ F3(2S0),F4(2S0) 
COHMON/IFC/ RATE(13),EQUIL(13),S(13,13),CONC(13),RXN(13),RXS(13) 

1 ,CIF(S) 
COHMON/IFC2/ PHISS,PHISC,PHIHP,BKISS 
COHMON/SMQ/ SMQ,QI,QSL,SMQL 
COHMON/CHG/ SQL(2S0) 
COHMON/STOP/ NSTOP 
COMMON/H/ MODE,MRPRNT,MREAL,MERROR,MPARAM 
COHMON/CONV/ CL,CPOT,CCHG,COND 
COHMON/CE/ DIST,EXCOB,NREACT,CLIMJ,CLIM4 
COHMON/OPT/ MOPT,SFLUX,ACE,RESIR 
COHMON/INIT/ PHIOSS,PHIOHP,CELECQ,CHOLEQ,MDIM,DPOT1,DPOT2,DPOT3 

1 ,FRACVQ,FRACTQ,FRACCQ, FRAC3Q, FRAC4Q,FUOV,FUOT, FUOC, FUOIHP 
COHMON/END/ CURAN(40),VOLT(40),VNOT(40),VWIR(40),VWCE(40) 

1 ,CHGISS(40),CHGIHP(40),CHG(40) 
2 ,POWERl(40),POWER2(40),POWER3(40),POWER4(40) 

C TRACE SUBPROGRAM TIME 

C 

200 FORMAT( * J-*,I3,* G -*,7(EI0.2» 
400 FORMAT( * INDEX:*,7(II0» 
100 FORMAT( 4(13» 
101 FORMAT( 4(FI0.S» 
102 FORMAT( 13) 
103 FORMAT( 2(13» 

C ERREQN LIMITING VALUE FOR THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FORWARD AND 
C BACKWARD REACTION RATES. NET REACTION RATES LESS THAN ERREQN 
C ARE SET EQUAL TO ZERO. 
C ERRSUB LIMITING VALUE FOR G(I) RELATIVE TO THE BIGGEST TERM 
C IN THE EQUATION. 
C 

C 
C 

ERREQN - O. 
ERRSUB - 1.0E-09 

H,HS MESH INTERVALS FOR THE SEMICONDUCTOR AND THE SOLUTION 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

RESPECTIVELY. 
DSC,DSOL DISTANCE FROM THE INTERFACE TO THE 

AND INTO THE SOLUTION RESPECTIVELY. 

(DEBYE LENGTHS) 
CURRENT-COLLECTOR 

(DEBYE LENGTHS) 

C 

READ 101,H,HS,DSC,DSOL 
IJ - DSOL/HS + 2.1 
NJ - DSC/H + FLOAT(IJ) + 0.1 
N - 7 
NJJ - NJ - 1 
IJJ - IJ-l 
H2 • H**2 

C DIST DISTANCE FROM COUNTERELECTRODE TO OUTER POINT OF 
C SOLUTION. (CM) 
C EXCOB BUTLER-VOLMER EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITY FOR COUNTER-
C ELECTRODE REACTION WITH NO MASS-TRANSFER LIMITATIONS. 
C (MA/CM2) 
C CLIM3,CLIM4 MASS-TRANSFER LIMITING CURRENTS FOR SPECIES 3 AN 
C AND 4 AT COUNTERELECTRODE. (MA/CM2) 
C NREACT ELECTRON-TRANSFER NUMBER FOR COUNTERELECTRODE 
C REACTION (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C 

C 

READ 101,DIST,EXCOB,CLIMJ,CLIM4 
READ l02,NREACT 

C ERRMAX MAXIMUM CONVERGENCE ERROR ALLOWED. 
C NDATA NUMBER OF DATA SETS. 
C NPRINT ITERATION AFTER WHICH ALL G(I) ARE TO BE PRINTED. 
C JPRINT ITERATION AFTER WHICH ALL INTERMEDIATE RESULTS ARE TO 
C BE PRINTED. 
C JCMAX MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED. 
C NCOUNT,JCOUNT DUMMY COUNTERS. 
C 

ERRMAX - 1. OE-06 
READ 100,NDATA,NPRINT,JPRINT,JCMAX 

C 
C MRPRNT - 0 SUPPRESSES PRINTING OF RESULTS AT EACH MESH POINT. 
C MERROR - 0 SUPPRESSES PRINTING OF CONVERGENCE CRITERIA. 
C MPARAM - 0 SUPPRESSES PRINTING OF INPUT PARAMETERS AFTER THE 
C FIRST DATA SET AND LIMITS THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS READ FOR 
C EACH SUCCESSIVE DATA SET. 
C MPARAM - 1 ALLOWS READING AND PRINTING OF A COMPLETE SET OF 
C PARAMETERS FOR EACH NEW DATA SET. 
C MREAL - 0 YIELDS PRINTING OF COMPUTER VARIABLES FOR 
C SEMICONDUCTOR CONCENTRATIONS. 
C MREAL - 1 YIELDS PRINTING OF REAL CONCENTRATIONS, NORMALIZED 
C TO THE BACKGROUND CHARGE. 
C 

READ 100 ,MRPRNT ,MERROR,MPARAM,MREAL 
C 
C MSOL - 0; ILLUMINATION AT ELECTROLYTE-SEMICONDUCTOR INTERFACE 
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C MSOL - 1; ILLUMINATION AT SEMICONDUCTOR-CURRENT COLLECTOR 
C INTERFACE 
C MOPT - 0; DO NOT CALL OPTIMIZATION ROUTINES 
C MOPT - 1; CALL OPTIMl 
C MOPT - 2; CALL OPTIM2 
C MOPT - 3; CALL OPTIM3 
C 

C 

C 

C 

READ 103,MSOL,MOPT 

DLIM1 - 5.0 
DLIM2 - 1.0 
UP1 - EXP(DLIM1)-1.0 
DN1 - 1.0-EXP(-DLIM1) 
UP2 - EXP(DLIM2)-1.0 
DN2 - 1.0-EXP(-DLIM2) 
NCOUNT - 0 
NSTOP - 0 

1 CALL READ(NCOUNT) 

DSC - 1689.*DELl 
NJ - DSC/K + FLOAT(IJ) + 0.1 
NJJ - NJ - 1 

NCOUNT - NCOUNT + 1 
C MRPRNT - 0 
C IF(NCOUNT.EQ.1) MRPRNT - 1 
C IF(NCOUNT.EQ.2) MRPRNT - 1 
C IF(NCOUNT.EQ.31) MRPRNT - 1 
C IF(NCOUNT.EQ.17) MRP~~T - 1 

EXK - EXP(-ALM*H) 
KD2 - (H*DELT)**2 
SMQ - O. 

C 
C INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES 
C 

IF(NCOUNT.GT.2) GO TO 10 
QS - 3.0*SO - 1.OE-06 
QG - 32.0*EXP(-5.*SO) 
ANQ - .5E-27 
PQ - ANI2/ ANQ 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) QS - PKIOHP 
EXSO - EXP(-5.6*SO) 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) QG - -PHIOSS*EXSO 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) ANQ - CELECQ 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) PQ - CHOLEQ 

DO 5 J - 1,IJ 
PHI(J) - QS*(1.0 - EXP(-(J-l)*HS» 
F3(J) - o. 
F4(J) - O. 

0051-1,4 
CSOL(I,J) - CBULK(I) 



C 

OC(I,J) - O. 
5 CONTINUE 

LCT - 0 
DO 6 J - IJ,NJ 
PHI(J) - QG*(l.O - EXP(-LCT*H» 
P(J) - PQ + 1.0*80 
AN(J) - ANQ + 80*0.lE-07 
OFN(J) - O. 
OFP(J) - O. 
FN(J) - O. 
FP(J) - O. 
RHO(J) - -1.0 
02(J) - O. 
LCT - LCT+l 

6 CONTINUE 
CIF(l) - 0.0005 + 0.0025*80 
CONC(4) - GV - CIF(l) 
CIF(2) - 0.00005 + 0.00025*80 
CONC(6) - GT - CIF(2) 
CIF(3) - 0.00005 + 0.00025*80 
CONC(8) - GC - CIF(3) 
CIF(4) - 0.01193 - 0.016*80 
CIF(5) - 0.01193 - 0.016*SO 
CONC(11) - 1. - CIF(4) - CIF(5) 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CIF(l) - FRACVQ*GV 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CIF(2) - FRACTQ*GT 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CIF(3) - FRACCQ*GC 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CIF(4) - FRAC3Q 

. IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CIF(5) - FRAC4Q 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CONC(4) - FUOV*GV 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CONC(6) - FUOT*GT 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CONC(8) - FUOC*GC 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) CONC(11) - FUOIHP 
OPl - 0.04 
OP2 - 0.0 
OP3 - 0.8*PHI(IJ-1) 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) OPl - OPOT1 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) OP2 - OPOT2 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) OP3 - OPOT3 
PHISC - PHI(IJ) - OP1 
PHIHP - PHI(IJ-1) + DP3 
PHI8S - PHIHP + DP2 

DO 7 L-1,13 
RXN(L) - O. 

7 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATION OF EQUATION COEFFICIENTS AT EACH MESH POINT 
C 

10 JCOUNT - 0 
MERROR - 0 
KERR - 0 
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C 

15 IF(JCOUNT.GE.JCMAX) GO TO 65 
JCOUNT - JCOUNT + 1 
PHI(NJ+l) - 2.*PHI(NJ) - PHI(NJ-l) 
IF(JCOUNT.GE.NPRINT) KERR - 1 
IF(JCOUNT.GE.JPRINT) CALL PRINT(NCOUNT) 
IF(JCOUNT.GE.(NPRINT-2» MERROR - 1 

DO 20 I-l,N 
DO 20 K-1,N 
X( I,K) - o. 
Y(I,K) - o. 

20 CONTINUE 
J - 0 

30 J - J + 1 
DO 35 I-1,N 
G(I) - O. 
INDEX( I,J) - 0 

DO 35 K-l,N 
A( I ,K) - O. 
B( I,K) - o. 
D( I,K) - O. 

35 CONTINUE 
IF(J.GT.1) GO TO 40 
CALL BC1(J) 
GO TO 50 

40 IF(J.GT.IJ) GO TO 45 
IF(J.LT.IJJ) CALL SOLN(J) 
IF(J.EQ.IJJ) CALL INTRFC(J) 
GO TO 50 

45 IF(J.LT.NJ) CALL SC(J) 
IF(J.EQ.NJ) CALL BCNJ(J) 

50 KERRR - 0 
DO 48 L-1,7 

48 IF(G(L).NE.O.O) KERRR - 1 
KERR - 0 
IF(KERRR.EQ.1 .AND. JCOUNT.GT.NPRINT) KERR - 1 
IF(J.LT.(NJ-4) .AND. J.GT.(IJ+5» KERR - 0 
IF(J.GT.S .AND. J.LT.(IJ-S» KERR - 0 
IF(KERR.GT.O) PRINT 200,J,G(l),G(2),G(3),G(4),G(S),G(6),G(7) 
IF(KERR.GT.O) PRINT 400,(INDEX(I,J), 1-1,7) 
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IF(KERR.GT.O .AND. J.GE.IJ) PRINT 2001,PHI(J),AN(J),P(J),FN(J), 
1 FP(J),RHO(J) 

IF(KERR.GT.O .AND. J.LT.IJ) PRINT 2001,PHI(J),(CSOL(I,J), 1-1,4) 
1 ,DC(4,J) 

2001 FORMAT( 3X,6(E12.4» 
CALL BAND(J) 
IF(J.LT.NJ) GO TO 30 

C CALCULATION OF NEW VALUES FOR VARIABLES 
C 

LOC - 1 
NE - N+1 



NP - 28 
J - IJ 

DO 49 I-NE,NP 
CC(I,l) - GG(I) 

DO 49 K-l,N 
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CC(I,l) - CC(I,l) - AA(I,K)*C(K,J-l) - BB(I,K)*C(K,J) 
49 CONTINUE 

51 

55 

CC(7,1) - C(7,IJ) 
DO 51 J-l,IJJ 
IF(C(l,J).LT.-DLIM2) C(l,J) - -DLIM2 
IF(C(l,J).GT.DLIM2) C(l,J) - DLIM2 
PHI(J) - PHI(J) + C(l,J) 
F3(J) - F3(J) + C(6,J) 
F4(J) - F4(J) + C(7,J) 

DO 51 1-1,4 
IF(C(I+l,J).LT.-DN2*CSOL(I,J» C(I+l,J) - -DN2*CSOL(I,J) 
IF(C(I+l,J).GT. UP2*CSOL(I,J» C(I+1,J) - UP2*CSOL(I,J) 
CSOL(I,J) - CSOL(I,J) + C(I+1,J) 
IF(J.EQ.l) GO TO 51 
DC(I,J-l) - DC(I,J-l) + C(I+l,J) - C(I+l,J-l) 

CONTINUE 
DO 55 J-IJ,NJ 
FP(J) - FP(J) + C(4,J) 
FN(J) - FN(J) + C(5,J) 
IF(C(6,J).LT.-0.2) C(6,J 
IF(C(6,J).GT.0.2) C(6,J) 
RHO(J) - RHO(J) + C(6,J) 
D2(J) - D2(J) + C(7,J) 
IF(C(1,J).LT.-DLIM1) C(l 
IF(C(1,J).GT.DLIM1) C(l, 
LF(C(2,J).GT.UP1*AN(J» 
IF(C(2,J).LT.O.) C(2,J) 
IF(C(2,J).LT.-DN1*AN(J» 
IF(C(3,J).GT.UP1*P(J» C 
IF(C(3,J).LT.-DN1*P(J» 
PHI(J) - PHI(J) + C(l,J) 
AN(J) - AN(J) + C(2,J) 
P(J) - P(J) + C(3,J) 
IF(J.EQ.IJ) GO TO 55 

I 
l 

DFN(J) - DFN(J) + C(2,J) - C(2,J-l) 
DFP(J) - DFP(J) + C(3,J) - C(3,J-l) 
CONTINUE 

IF(CC(27,l).GT.DLIM2) CC(27,l) - DLIM2 
IF(CC(27,1).LT.-DLIM2) CC(27,1) • -DLIM2 
IF(CC(7,1).GT.DLIM2) CC(7,l) - DLIM2 
IF(CC(7,l).LT.-DLIM2) CC(7,1) - -DLIM2 
IF(CC( 8,l).GT.DN2*CONC(4» CC( 8,1) • DN2*CONC(4) 
IF(CC( 9,1).GT.DN2*CONC(6» CC( 9,1) • DN2*CONC(6) 
IF(CC(10,l).GT.DN2*CONC(8» CC(lO,l) - DN2*CONC(8) 
IF(CC(28,l).LT.-DN2*CONC(1l» CC(28,l) - -DN2*CONC(1l) 
IF(CC(28,l).GT.UP2*CONC(11» CC(28,1) • UP2*CONC(11) 



C 

IF(CC(13,1).LT.-DLIH2) CC(13,1) - -DLIH2 
IF(CC(13,1).GT.DLIM2) CC(13,1) - DLIH2 
PRISS - PRISS + CC(27,1) 
PHIHP - PHIHP + CC(7,l) 

DO 56 I - 1,5 
IF(CC(I+7,l).LT.-DN2*CIF(I» CC(I+7,1) - -DN2*CIF(I) 
IF(CC(I+7,l).GT.UP2*CIF(I» CC(I+7,l) - UP2*CIF(I) 
CIF(I) - CIF(I) + CC(I+7,l) 

56 CONTINUE 
CONC(4) - CONC(4) - CC(8,l) 
CONC(6) - CONC(6) - CC(9,1) 
CONC(8) - CONC(8) - CC(IO,I) 
PRISC - PHISC + CC(13,1) 
RXN(6) - RXN(6) + CC(14,1) 
RXN(8) - RXN(8) + CC(15,1) 
RXN(9) - RXN(9) + CC(16,1) 
RXN(I) - RXN(I) + CC(17,1) 
RXN(2) - RXN(2) + CC(18,1) 
RXN(3) - RXN(3) + CC(19,1) 
RXN(4) - RXN(4) + CC(20,1) 
RXN(5) - RXN(S) + CC(21,I) 
RXN(7) - RXN(7) + CC(22,1) 
RXN(lO) - RXN(IO) + CC(23,1) 
RXN(II) - RXN(II) + CC(24,1) 
RXN(12) - RXN(12) + CC(25,1) 
RXN(13) - ~~(13) + CC(26,l) 
CONC(II) - CONC(II) + CC(28,l) 

C EVALUATION OF ITERATION ERRORS 
C 

ERRSOL - O. 
IF(ABS(PRI(IJJ».GT.O.IE-06) ERRSOL - C(I,IJJ)/PRI(IJJ) 
ERPNJ - C(3,NJ)/P(NJ) 
ERRC4 - C(5,IJJ)/CSOL(4,IJJ) 
ERRPHI - C(l,NJ)/PHI(NJ) 
ERRAN - C(2,IJ)/AN(IJ) 
ERRP - C(3,IJ)/P(IJ) 

DO 57 L-I,13 
IF(ABS(RXN(L».LT.ERREQN*RXS(L)/2.) RXN(L) - o. 
ERR(L) - o. 

57 CONTINUE 
IF(RXS(I).NE.O.) ERR(I) - CC(17,1)/RXS(I) 
IF(RXS(2).NE.O.) ERR(2) - CC(18,1)/RXS(2) 
IF(RXS(6).NE.O.) ERR(6) - CC(14,1)/RXS(6) 
IF(RXS(8).NE.O.) ERR(8) - CC(15,1)/RXS(8) 
IF(RXS(9).NE.O.) ERR(9) - CC(16,1)/RXS(9) 
IF(RXS(3).NE.O.) ERR(3) - CC(19,I)/RXS(3) 
IF(RXS(4).NE.O.) ERR(4) - CC(20,I)/RXS(4) 
IF(RXS(5).NE.O.) ERR(S) - CC(21,I)/RXS(5) 
IF(RXS(7).NE.O.) ERR(7) - CC(22,I)/RXS(l) 
~~OO(l) • RXN(I) 
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RMOD(2) - RXN(2)/BD 
RHOD(3) - RXN(3)/BD 
RMOD(4) - RXN(4) 
RHOD(5) - RXN(5)/BD 
RHOD(6) - RXN(6) 
RHOD(7) - RXN(7) 
RHOD(8) - RXN(8)/BE 
RHOD(9) - RXN(9)/BE/B3 
RHOD(10) - RXN(10) 
RHOD(11) - RXN(ll) 
RHOD(12) - RXN(12)/BD 
RHOD(13) - RXN(13)/BD 
IF(MERROR.EQ.O) GO TO 60 
PRINT 202,JCOUNT,ERRPHI,ERRAN,ERRP,ERRSOL,ERPNJ,ERRC4 

202 FORMAT( * JCOUNT - *,13,* ERRPHI - *,EIO.3,* ERRAN - *, 
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1 EIO.3,* ERRP - *,EIO.3,/,13X,* ERRSOL - *EIO.3* ERPNJ - * 
2 EIO.3* ERRC4 - *EI0.3) 

PRINT 201,(L,ERR(L), L-l,9) 
201 FORMAT( 3(13X,3(* ERR(*,I2,*) - *EIO.3)/» 

PRINT 204,(L,RHOD(L), L-1,12) 
PRINT 207,RHOD(13) 

204 FORMAT( 3(* RXN(*,I2,*) -*E13.6,1X» 
207 FORMAT( * RXN(13) -*E13.6,1X/) 
206 FO~~T( 3(* RXS(*,I2,*) -*E13.6,1X» 
208 FORMAT( * RXS(13) -*E13.6,1X/) 

PRINT 203,PHI(NJ) ,AN(IJ),P(IJ) ,PHI(IJ-l) ,FN(IJ) ,FP(IJ) 
203 FORMAT( * PHI(NJ) -*E13.6* AN(IJ) -*E13.6* P(IJ) -* 

1 E13.6,/* PHI(SL) -*E13.6* FN(IJ) -*E13.6* FP(IJ) -* 
2 E13.6/) 

PRINT 210,PHISC,PHISS,PHIHP 
PRINT 211,(CIF(L), L-l,5) 
PRINT 212,CONC(4) ,CONC(6) ,CONC(8) ,CONC(11) 

210 FORMAT( * PHISC,SS,HP - *,8X,3(E13.6,1X» 
211 FORMAT( * CIF(I) -*,5(E13.6,1X» 
212 FORMAT( * CONC(I)-*,4(E13.6,1X)/) 

60 IF(ABS(ERRPHI).GT.ERRMAX) GO TO 15 
IF(ABS(ERRSOL).GT.ERRMAX) GO TO 15 
IF(ABS(ERPNJ).GT.ERRMAX) GO TO 15 
IF(ABS(ERRC4).GT.ERRMAX) GO TO 15 
IF(ABS(ERRAN).GT.ERRMAX) GO TO 15 
IF(ABS(ERRP).GT.ERRMAX) GO TO 15 

DO 64 L-l,9 
ERR2 - ERRMAX*1.0E-03 
IF(ABS(RXN(L»/RXS(L).GT.1.0E-03) ERR2 - ERRMAX 
IF(ABS(ERR(L».GT.ERR2) GO TO 15 

64 CONTINUE 
GO TO 90 

65 PRINT 205,JCOUNT 
205 FORMAT( * SYSTEM DID NOT CONVERGE IN *13* ITERATIONS*) 
90 IF(JCOUNT.LT.JCMAX) PRINT 221,JCOUNT 

221 FORMAT( /* CONVERGENCE OBTAINED IN *13* ITERATIONS*/) 



C 

CALL PRINT(NCOUNT) 
IF(JCOUNT.GE.JCMAX .OR. NSTOP.EQ.l) NCOUNT - NCOUNT-1 
IF(JCOUNT.GE.JCMAX .OR. NSTOP.EQ.1) GO TO 99 
IF(NCOUNT.LT.NDATA) GO TO 1 

99 CONTINUE 
PRINT 600,NCOUNT-l 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),VNOT(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 601,NCOUNT-1 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),VWIR(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 602,NCOUNT-1 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),VWCE(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 603,NCOUNT-2 
PRINT 620,(CURAN{K),VOLT(K),K-3,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 604,NCOUNT-1 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),CHGISS(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 605,NCOUNT-l 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),CHGIHP(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 606,NCOUNT-1 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),CHG(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 607,NCOUNT-1 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),POWERl(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 608,NCOUNT-1 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),POWER2(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 609,NCOUNT-1 
PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),POWER3(K),K-2,NCOUNT) 
PRINT 610,NCOUNT-2 
IF(MOPT.EQ.4) PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),ACE*POWER4(K),K-3,NCOUNT) 
IF(MOPT.NE.4) PRINT 620,(CURAN(K),POWER4(K),K-3,NCOUNT) 

600 FO~~T( * POTENTIAL; NO CE OR IR*,/,I4) 
601 FORMAT( * POTENTIAL; WITH IR*,/,I4) 
602 FORMAT( * POTENTIAL; WITH CE*,/,I4) 
603 FORMAT( * POTENTIAL; WITH CE AND IR*,/,I4) 
604 FORMAT( * CHARGE ON ISS*,/,I4) 
605 FORMAT( * CHARGE ON IHP*,/,I4) 
606 FORMAT( * CHARGE ON INTERFACE*,/,I4) 
607 FORMAT( * POWER DENSITY; NO CE OR IR*,/,I4) 
608 FORMAT( * POWER DENSITY; WITH IR*,I,I4) 
609 FORMAT( * POWER DENSITY; WITH CE*,I,I4) 
610 FORMAT( * POWER DENSITY; WITH CE AND IR*,I,I4) 
620 FORMAT( 2E1S.7) 

STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE READ(NCOUNT) 
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C SUBROUTINE FOR INPUT OF DATA AND CALCULATION OF DIMENSIONLESS 
C PARAMETERS. 
C 
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COMMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2,DSC,DSOL,MSOL 
COMMON/IN2/ BE,B3,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN,GV,GT,GC,SI,DEL1,DEL3 
COMMON/RUN/ EX,H 

C 

COMMON/SOL/ CBULK(4),Z(4),CSOL(4,250),F(4),HS 
COMMON/IFC/ RATE(13),EQUIL(13),S(13,13) 
COHHON/IFC2/ PHISS,PHISC,PHIHP,BKISS 
COMMON/M/ HODE,MPRINT,KREAL,MERROR,MPARAM 
COHHON/CONV/ CL,CPOT,CCHG,COND 
COMMON/CE/ DIST 
COMMON/OPT/ HOPT,SFLUX,ACE,RESIR 
COMMON/INIT/ PHIOSS,PHIOHP,CELECQ,CHOLEQ,MDIM,DPOT1,DPOT2,DPOT3 

1 ,FRACVQ,FRACTQ,FRACCQ,FRAC3Q,FRAC4Q,FUOV,FUOT,FUOC,FUOIHP 
DIMENSION DIFF(4),RDIM(13),RHOD(13) 

100 FORHAT( 13(F5.1» 
102 FORHAT( 12) 
103 FORHAT( F20.15) 
104 FORHAT( E10.3,F20.15) 
105 FORMAT( 2(F20.15» 
106 FORHAT( 3(F20.15» 
107 FORHAT( 4(EIO.3» 
108 FORHAT( 3(EIO.3» 
109 FORHAT( 2(EIO.3» 
110 FORHAT( 4(F20.15» 
111 FORHAT( EIO.3) 

C FOR SET CURRENT AT BCNJ(J) (AS CURRNT) ••••. MODE-l 
C FOR SET POTENTIAL AT BCNJ(J) (AS CURRNT) ••• HODE-2 
C TO READ DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS •••••••••••• MDIM-l 
C TO READ DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS ••••••••.•..•• MDIM-2 
C TO READ DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS AND CALCULATE 
C INTERFACIAL EQUILIBRIUM PARAMETERS •••••••. MDIH-3 
C TO READ DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS AND CALCULATE 
C PARAMETERS FROM BAND GAP AND INTERFACIAL 
C ISS SITE ENERGIES ••••••••••••••..••••.•••• MDIM-4 
C 

C 
C 
C 

IF(NCOUNT.EQ.O) GO TO 3 
IF(MPARAM.EQ.O) GO TO 6 
IF(MPARAM.EQ.l) GO TO 5 

3 CONTINUE 
READ 102,MODE 
READ 102,MDIM 
SPOSN - 100.0 
TET - 2.57E-06 
ANI2 - 2.25E-20 

NR-13 
NC - 13 

STOCHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS 

DO 4 L-l,NR 
READ 100,(S(I,L), I-l,NC) 



C 

4 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE 

IF(MDIM.GT.l) GO TO 7 
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C ****************************************************************** 
C 
C REACTION PARAMETERS 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

READ 105,(RATE(L),EQUIL(L), L-l,NR) 
EQUIL(4) - EQUIL(3)/EQUIL(1)/EQUIL(2)/ANI2 
EQUIL(6) - EQUIL(5)/EQUIL(3) 
EQUIL(7) - EQUIL(6)*EQUIL(4) 
EQUIL(lO) - EQUIL(1)*EQUIL(4) 
EQUIL(ll) - EQUIL(lO)/EQUIL(3) 
EQUIL(12) - EQUIL(2)/EQUIL(3) 
EQUIL(13) - EQUIL(12)*EQUIL(4) 
READ 107,GV,GT,GC,SI 

SOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS 

READ 105,(CBULK(I),Z(I), 1-1,4) 
READ 105,BE,B3 

SEMICONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

READ 110,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN 
READ 106,DEL1,DEL3,BKISS 
GSC - GSC*DELl $ GSOLN - GSOLN*DEL3 
RSC - RSC*DELl $ RSOLN - RSOLN*DEL3 
SI - O. 
READ 110,ALM,DELT,BD,QII 
GO TO 6 

C **************************************.*************************** 
C 

7 CONTINUE 
C 
C RATE CONSTANTS 
C 
C RDIM(l AND 2) INTERFACIAL RATE CONSTANTS (CMJ/MOLE-SEC) 
C ROIM(J, 4, 5, 6, AND 7) INTERFACIAL RATE CONSTANTS 
C (CM2/MOLE-SEC) 
C ROIH(S AND 9) INTERFACIAL RATE CONSTANTS (l/SEC) 
C ROIH(lO, 11, 12, AND 13) INTERFACIAL RATE CONSTANTS 
C (CMJ/MOLE-SEC) 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

READ 104, (ROm( L) ,EQUIL( L), L-l, NR) 

GENERAL PARAMETERS 

FARAD FARADAYS CONSTANT (C/EQUIV. ) 



C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

8 

R 
T 

IDEAL GAS CONSTANT 
TEMPERATURE 

FARAD - 96487. 
R - 8.3143 
READ 104,T 

CBULK(I) 
DIFF( I) 
EPSOL 
COND 

SOLUTION PARAMETERS 

BULK ION CONCENTRATION 
DIFFUSIVITY 

PERMITIVITY 
BULK CONDUCTIVITY 

READ 106,(CBULK(I),Z(I),DIFF(I), 1-1,4) 
READ 109,EPSOL,COND 
CTOT - CBULK(1)+CBULK(2)+CBULK(3)+CBULK(4) 

DO 8 1-1,4 
CBULK(I) - CBULK(I)/CTOT 

SEMICONDUCTOR PARAMETERS 

DIFFE, DIFFH ELECTRON AND HOLE DIFFUSIVITIES 

PERMITIVITY 
BACKGROUND CHARGE 

PHOTON ABSOPTIVITY 
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(J/MOLE-K) 
(DEGREES K) 

(MOLES/CM) 
(CM2/SEC) 
(C/V-CM) 
(l/OHM-CM) 

( CM2/SEC) 
( CN-CM) 
(EQUIV/CM3) 
(l/CM) 
(DIMENSIONLESS) 
(MOLES/ CM2 -SEC) 

EPSC 
BKCHG 
ADS 
EF 
QINC 
STK2 
SPOSN 
TKT 
CINT 
QII 
SO 

PHOTON EFFICIENCY FACTOR 
INCIDENT PHOTON FLUX 
HOMOGENEOUS RECOMBINATION RATE CONSTANT (l/SEC) 
HOMOGENEOUS RECOMBINATION RATE CONSTANT 

HOMOGENEOUS RECOMBINATION RATE CONSTANT 
INTRINSIC CONCENTRATION 

( DIMENSIONLESS) 
(MOLES/CM3) 
(MOLES/CM) ) 

CHARGE ADSORBED AT CURRENT COLLECTOR (MICRO-C/CM2) 
FRACTION OF INCIDENT RADIATION STRKING SURFACE 

(DIMENSIONLESS) 

READ 105,DIFFE,DIFFH 
READ 109,EPSC,BKCHG 
READ 108,ADS,EF,QINC 
READ 107,STK2,SPOSN,TKT,CINT 
READ 104,QII 

C INTERFACIAL PARAMETERS 
C 
C GISS DENSITY OF SITES AT INNER SURFACE STATES 
C (MOLES/CM2) 
C BKINT DENSITY OF POSITIVE CHARGE AT INNER SURFACE STATES 
C (EQUIV./CM2) 
C GIHP DENSITY OF SITES AT INNER HELMHOLTZ PLANE 
C (MOLES/CM2) 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

GC FRACTION OF HIGH ENERGY ISS SITES 
GT FRACTION OF INTERMEDIATE ENERGY SITES 
GV FRACTION OF LOW ENERGY SITES 
DL1 DISTANCE BETWEEN OSS AND ISS 
DL2 DISTANCE BETWEEN ISS AND IHP 
DL3 DISTANCE BETWEEN IHP AND OHP 

READ 108,GISS,GIHP,BKINT 
READ 107,GV,GT,GC,SI 
READ 108,DL1,DL2,DL3 
IF(HDIM.LT.3) GO TO 9 
IF(HDIM.EQ.4) GO TO 11 
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(DIMENSIONLESS) 
(DIMENSIONLESS) 
( D lMENS IONLESS) 
(CM) 
(CM) 
(CM) 

C ****************************************************************** 
C 
C EQUILIBRIUM INTERFACIAL PARAMETERS 
C 
C FRACVQ,FRACTQ,FRACCQ FRACTIONAL OCCUPATION OF LOW, INTERMED-
C lATE, AND HIGH ENERGY SITES AT THE ISS (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C FUOV,FUOT,FUOC FRACTION OF UNOCCUPIED SITES (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C DPOT1,DPOT2,DPOT3 POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE OSS AND 
C THE ISS, THE ISS AND THE IHP AND THE IHP AND THE OHP 
C (V) 
C SUHQ TOTAL CHARGE SET AT THE INTERFACE (t1ICRo-C/CM2) 
C CELECQ,CHOLEQ CONCENTRATIONS OF ELECTRONS AND HOLES AT THE 
C OSS NORMALIZED TO THE BACKGROUND CHARGE (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C FRAC3Q,FRAC4Q FRACTIONAL OCCUPATION OF IHP BY SPECIES 
C 3, 4 AND 5 (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C C3Q,C4Q CONCENTRATION OF IONIC SPECIES 3 AND 4 AT THE 
C OHP (MOLES/CM) 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

READ 108,FRACVQ,FRACTQ,FRACCQ 
READ 109,FRAC3Q,FRAC4Q 
READ 109,DPOT3,SUMQ 
READ 108,CELECQ,C3Q,C4Q 
FUOV • 1.-FRACVQ 
FUOT • l.-FRACTQ 
FUOC • 1.-FRACCQ 
FU03 • 1.-FRAC3Q 
FU04 • 1.-FRAC4Q 
GO TO 12 

********************.****************** •• *************** •• ******** 

CALCULATION OF PARAMETERS FROM ENERGY VALUES 

EGAP SEMICONDUCTOR BAND GAP 
EV,ET,EC ISS SITE ENERGIES 
EFERMI FERMI LEVEL 
DGADS3,DGADS4 FREE ENERGIES OF ADSORPTION TO 

IHP 

(V) 
(V) 
(V) 

THE 
(J/MOLE) 
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C EREDOX REDOX REACTION HALF-CELL POTENTIALS (REFERENCED TO 
C THE NORMAL HYDROGEN ELECTRODE) (V) 
C VALN.CONDN SEMICONDUCTOR VALENCE AND CONDUCTION ENERGY SITE 
C CONCENTRATION (MOLES/CMJ) 
C ANEQ ELECTRON CONCENTRATION IN ABSENCE OF POTENTIAL GRADIENT 
C (MOLES/CM3) 
C 

C 

11 READ l08.EGAP.VALN.CONDN 
READ l08.EV.ET.EC 
READ l09.DGADS3.DGADS4 
READ l09.PHIOHP.EHMV 
READ l09.SUMQ.CELECQ 
CIN! - SQRT(VALN*CONDN*EXP(-EGAP*FARAD/R/T» 
ANEQ • (BKCHG + SQRT(BKCHG**2 + 4.*CINT**2»/2. 
EFERMI • EGAP + R*T/FARAD*ALOG(ANEQ/CONDN) 
FRACVQ - 1./(1.+EXP«EV-EFERMI)*FARAD/R/T» 
FRACTQ - 1./(1.+EXP«ET-EFERMI)*FARAD/R/T» 
FRACCQ - 1./(1.+EXP«EC-EFERMI)*FARAD/R/T» 
FRAC3Q - CBULK(3)*EXP(-DGADS3/R/T)/ 

1 (1.+CBULK(3)*EXP(-DGADS3/R/T» 
FRAC4Q - CBULK(4)*EXP(-DGADS4/R/T)/ 

1 (1.+CBULK(4)*EXP(-DGADS4/R/T» 
FU03 • 1./(1.+CBULK(3)*EXP(-DGADS3/R/T» 
FU04 • 1./(1.+CBULK(4)*EXP(-DGADS4/R/T» 
FUOV • FRACVQ*EXP«EV-EFERMI)*FARAD/R/T) 
FUOT • FRACTQ*EXP«ET-EFERMI)*FARAD/R/T) 
FUOC - FRACCQ*EXP«EC-EFERMI)*FARAD/R/T) 
PHID - PHIOHP*FARAD/R/T 
C3Q - CBULK(3)*CTOT*EXP(-Z(3)*PHIOHP*FARAD/R/T) 
C4Q • CBULK(4)*CTOT*EXP(-Z(4)*PHIOHP*FARAD/R/T) 
TKSL - SQRT(2.*R*T*CTOT/EPSOL*(CBULK(1)*(EXP(-Z(1)*PHID)-1.) 

1 +CBULK(2)*(EXP(-Z(2)*PHID)-1.) 
2 +CBULK(3)*(EXP(-Z(3)*PHID)-1.) 
3 +CBULK(4)*(EXP(-Z(4)*PHID)-1.») 

IF(PHIOHP.LE.O.) DPOT3 - -TKSL*DL3 
IF(PHIOHP.GT.O.) DPOT3 - TKSL*DL3 

c ••• *********.****.*****************.***************.*.************ 
C 

12 CONTINUE 
EX3 - EXP(DPOT3*FARAD/R/T) 
EPSTR - EPSOL 
RAT3 - FRAC3Q/FU03 
RAT4 - FRAC4Q/FU04 
FRAC3Q • RAT3/(1.+RAT3+RAT4) 
FRAC4Q· RAT4/(1.+RAT3+RAT4) 
FUOIHP • 1./(1.+RAT3+RAT4) 
BKMIN • (GV*FRACVQ+GT*FRACTQ+GC*FRACCQ)*GISS + SUMQ*1.OE-06/FARAD 

1 - (Z(3)*FRAC3Q+Z(4)*FRAC4Q)*GIHP 
GISS • -(SUMQ*1.OE-06/FARAD - (Z(3)*FRAC3Q+Z(4)*FRAC4Q)*GIHP) 

1 /(GV*FRACVQ+GT*FRACTQ+GC*FRACCQ) 



C 
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DPOT2 - (DPOT3*EPSOL/DL3 - FARAD*GIHP*(Z(3)*FRAC3Q + Z(4)*FRAC4Q» 
1 *DL2/EPSTR 

DPOn - (FARAD*( GISS*( GV*FRACVQ+GT*FRACTQ+GC*FRACCQ) - BKINT) 
1 + DPOT2*EPSTR*SQRT(BKCRG*EPSOL/EPSC/CTOT)/DL2)*DL1/EPSC 
IF(DPOT1.GE.0.) PRIOSS - -1.5 
IF(DPOT1.LT.0.) PRIOSS - 1.5 
PEQ - CINT**2/ANEQ 

DO 52 KPOT-l,100 
PRIOLO - PRIOSS 
FOFPOT - EPSC*DPOT1**2/2./R/T/DL1**2/BKCRG - ANEQ/BKCRG*(EXP( 

1 PRIOLD*FARAD/R/T)-l.)- PEQ/BKCRG*(EXP(-PRIOLD*FARAD/R/T)-l.) 
2 + PRIOLD*FARAD/R/T 

DFDPOT - FARAD/R/T*(l.-ANEQ/BKCRG*EXP(PRIOLD*FARAD/R/T) 
1 +PEQ/BKCRG*EXP(-PRIOLD*FARAD/R/T» 

PRIOSS - PRIOLD - FOFPOT/DFDPOT 
IF(ABS«PRIOSS-PRIOLD)/PRIOSS).LT.1.0E-08) GO TO 54 

52 CONTINUE 
PRINT 53,KPOT 

53 FORMAT(* CONVERGENCE NOT OBTAINED FOR PRIOSS IN*,I4,* ITERATIONS*) 
PRINT 55,PRIOSS,PRIOLD 

55 FORMAT(* PRIOSS, PRIOLO -*,2(E20.10» 
STOP 

54 CONTINUE 
CELECQ - ANEQ/BKCRG*EXP(PRIOSS*FARAD/R/T) 
CROLEQ - CINT**2/CELECQ/BKCRG**2 
EXl - EXP(DPOT1*FARAD/R/T) 
EX2 - EXP(DPOT2*FARAD/R/T) 
EQUIL(l) - FRACCQ*EX1/FUOC/CELECQ 
EQUIL(2) - FUOV/CROLEQ/FRACVQ/EXl 
EQUIL(3) - FRACTQ*FUOV/FRACVQ/FUOT 
EQUIL(5) - FRAC4Q*FUOV/FRACVQ/FRAC3Q*EX2 
EQUIL(8) - C3Q*FUOIHP*EX3**(-Z(3»/FRAC3Q/CTOT 
EQUIL(9) - C4Q*FUOIRP*EX3**(-Z(4»/FRAC4Q/CTOT 
PRIOSS - PRIOSS*FARAD/R/T 
PRIOHP - PRIOHP*FARAD/R/T 
DPOTl - DPOT1*FARAD/R/T 
DPOT2 - DPOT2*FARAD/R/T 
DPOT3 - DPOT3*FARAD/R/T 

C ****************************************************************** 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

9 CONTINUE 

CALCULATION OF DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS 

SOLUTION 
DEBSOL DEBYE LENGTR 
B3 RATIO OF SPECIES 3 AND 4 DIFFUSIVITIES 

SEMICONDUCTOR 

(eM) 
(DIMENSIONLESS) 
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C ANI2 SQUARE OF INTRINSIC CONCENTRATION (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C TET HOMOGENEOUS RECOMBINATION RATE CONSTANT (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C DEBSC DEBYE LENGTH (CM) 
C DIFFL MINORITY CARRIER DIFFUSION LENGTH (CM) 
C DELT RATIO OF DEBYE TO DIFFUSION LENGTH (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C ALM RATIO OF DEBYE LENGTH TO SOLAR ABSORPTION LENGTH 
C (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C SFLUX SOLAR FLUX (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C BD RATIO OF ELECTRON AND HOLE DIFFUSIVITIES (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C 
C INTERFACE 
C BE RATIO OF CHARACTERISTIC TRANSPORT RATES FOR SEMICONDUCTOR 
C TO SOLUTION (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C DEL1,DEL3 DISTANCE BETWEEN OSS AND ISS AND BETWEEN IHP AND 
C OHP (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C EPSTR PERMITTIVITY CHARACTERISTIC OF REGION BETWEEN ISS AND 
C OHP (C/V-CM) 
C DEBSTR DEBYE LENGTH CHARACTERISTIC OF REGION BETWEEN ISS AND 
C OHP (CM) 
C GSC,RSC,GSOLN,RSOLN PARAMETERS RELATING CHARGE ADSORBED ON 
C INTERFACE TO POTENTIAL CHANGES ACROSS INTERFACE 
C (DUIENSIONLESS) 
C BKISS FIXED POSITIVE CHARGE AT ISS (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C 

ANI2 - (CINT/BKCHG)**2 
EQUIL(4) - EQUIL(3)/EQUIL(1)/EQUIL(2)/ANI2 
EQUIL(6) - EQUIL(5)/EQUIL(3) 
EQUIL(7) - EQUIL(6)*EQUIL(4) 
EQUIL(10) - EQUIL(1)*EQUIL(4) 
EQUIL(ll) - EQUIL(10)/EQUIL(3) 
EQUIL(12) - EQUIL(2)/EQUIL(3) 
EQUIL(13) - EQUIL(12)*EQUIL(4) 
TET - TKT/BKCHG 
DEBSC - SQRT(R*T*EPSC/FARAD**2/BKCHG) 
DEBSOL - SQRT(R*T*EPSOL/FARAD**2/CTOT) 
IF(MDIM.NE.4) GO TO 13 
RDIM(2) - VALN*RDIM(1)/CONDN/EQUIL(2) 
RDIM(12) - VALN*RDIM(1)/CONDN/EQUIL(12) 
RDIM(13) - VALN*RDIM(1)/CONDN/EQUIL(13) 

DO 16 L-1,NR 
RMOD(L) - RDIM(L)/SQRT(EQUIL(L» 

16 CONTINUE 
RATE(l) - RMOD(l)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFE 
RATE(2) - RMOD(2)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFH 
RATE(3) - RMOD(3)*GISS**2*DEBSC/DIFFH/BKCHG 
RATE(4) - RMOD(4)*GISS**2*DEBSC/DIFFE/BKCHG 
RATE(5) - RMOD(5)*GISS*GIHP*DEBSC/DIFFH/BKCHG 
RATE(6) - RMOD(6)*GISS*GIHP*DEBSC/DIFFE/BKCHG 
RATE( 7) - RMOD( 7)*GISS*GIHP*DEBSC/DIFFE/BKCHG 
RATE(S) - RMOD(S)*GIHP*DEBSOL/DIFF(3)/CTOT 
RATE(9) - RMOD(9)*GIHP*DEBSOL/DIFF(4)/CTOT 



C 
C 
C 

RATE(lO) - RMOD(lO)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFE 
RATE(ll) - RMOD(ll)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFE 
RATE(12) • RMOD(12)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFH 
RATE(13) - RMOD(13)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFH 
GO TO 14 

13 CONTINUE 
RATE(l) - RDIM(l)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFE 
RATE(2) - RDIM(2)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFH 
RATE(3) • RDIM(3)*GISS**2*DEBSC/DIFFH/BKCHG 
RATE(4) - RDIM(4)*GISS**2*DEBSC/DIFFE/BKCHG 
RATE(5) - RDIM(5)*GISS*GIHP*DEBSC/DIFFH/BKCHG 
RATE(6) - RDIM(6)*GISS*GIHP*DEBSC/DIFFE/BKCHG 
RATE(7) - RDIM(7)*GISS*GIHP*DEBSC/DIFFE/BKCHG 
RATE(8) • RDIM(8)*GIHP*DEBSOL/DIFF(3)/CTOT 
RATE(9) - RDIM(9)*GIHP*DEBSOL/DIFF(4)/CTOT 
RATE(lO) • RDIM(lO)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFE 
RATE(ll) - RDIM(ll)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFE 
RATE(12) - RDIM(12)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFH 
RATE(13) • RDIM(13)*GISS*DEBSC/DIFFH 

14 B3 - DIFF(3)/DIFF(4) 
BE • DIFFE*BKCHG*DEBSOL/DIFF(3)/CTOT/DEBSC 
BD - DIFFE/DIFFH 
SFLUX • EF*ADS*QINC/BKCHG/STK2 
DIFFL - SQRT(DIFFH/STK2) 
DELT • DEBSC/DIFFL 
ALM • DEBSC*ADS 
DELl - DL1/DEBSC 
DEL3 - DL3/DEBSOL 
EPSTR - EPSOL 
DEBSTR - DEBSOL 
GSC • FARAD**2*GISS*DEBSC/R/T/EPSC*DEL1 
RSC • EPSTR*DEBSTR/EPSC/DL2*DELl 
GSOLN - FARAD**2*DEBSOL*GIHP/R/T/EPSOL*DEL3 
RSOLN - EPSTR*DEBSTR/EPSOL/DL2*DEL3 
BKISS - BKINT/GISS 

CONVERSION FACTORS 
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C CL CONVERTS DIMENSIONLESS ELECTRON FLUX TO UNITS OF (MA/CM2) 
C CPOT CONVERTS DIMENSIONLESS POTENTIAL TO UNITS OF (MV) 
C CCHG CONVERTS DIMENSIONLESS CHARGE TO UNITS OF (MICRD-C/CM2) 
C 

C 

CL - lOOO.*FARAD*BKCHG*DIFFE/DEBSC 
CPOT - lOOO./(FARAD/R/T) 
CCHG - 1.OE+06/(FARAD*DEBSC/R/T/EPSC) 
QII • QII/CCHG 

C ****************************************************************** 
C 

6 CONTINUE 
IF(MDIM.EQ.1) CL - 1.263E+09 



C 

IF(MDIM.EQ.1) CPOT - 25.85 
IF(MDIM.EQ.1) CCHG - 1.621E-02 
IF(MDIM.EQ.1) CONn - 0.1214 
IF(NCOUNT.EQ.O .AND. KOPT.EQ.1) CALL OPTIK1 
IF(NCOUNT.EQ.O .AND. KOPT.EQ.2) CALL OPTIK2 
IF(NCOUNT.EQ.O .AND. KOPT.EQ.3) CALL OPTIK3 
READ 105,SO,CURRNT 
IF(MDIK.GT.1) SO - SO*SFLUX 
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C PRINT INPUT PARAMETERS 
C 

PRINT 195 
195 FORMAT(lH1//) 

PRINT 200 
200 FORMAT( 20X,* LIQUID-JUNCTION PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL */) 

IF(MODE.EQ.1) PRINT 201 
IF(MODE.EQ.2) PRINT 202 
IF(MSOL.EQ.O) PRINT 196 
IF(MSOL.EQ.1) PRINT 197 

196 FORMAT( * MSOL - 0 ILLUMINATION AT SEMICONDUCTOR-ELECTROLYTE 1 
1NTERFACE*) 

197 FORMAT( * MSOL - 1 ILLUMINATION AT SEMICONDUCTOR-CURRENT COLLE 
1CTOR INTERFACE*) 

201 FO~~T( * MODE - 1 CURRENT SET AT BCNJ(J)*) 
202 FORMAT( * MODE - 2 POTENTIAL SET AT BCNJ(J)*) 

PRINT 203,HS,H,DSOL,DSC 
203 FORMAT( * MESH SIZE; HS -*,F6.4,* H -*,F6.4,/, 

1 * DEPTH; DSOL -*,F6.2,* DSC -*,F6.2) 
IF(SO.GT.O.) GO TO 10 
PRINT 205 

205 FORMAT( * SEMICONDUCTOR IN THE DARK*) 
10 IF(MODE.EQ.2) GO TO 20 

IF(CURRNT) 20,15,20 
15 PRINT 210 

210 FORMAT( * CELL AT OPEN CIRCUIT*) 
20 CONTINUE 

PRINT 211 
211 FORMAT( /,28X,* INPUT PARAMETERS*) 

IF(NCOUNT.EQ.O) GO TO 19 
IF(MPARAM.EQ.O) GO TO 24 

19 IF(MOIM.EQ.1) GO TO 24 
IF(MOIM.NE.4) GO TO 21 
PRINT 410 
PRINT 415,EV,ET,EC 
PRINT 416,VALN,CONDN 
PRINT 417,EGAP,EFERMI 
PRINT 411,DGADS3,DGADS4,PHIOHP,PHIOSS 

410 FORMAT( * MOIM - 4*17X* INPUT ENERGY LEVELS*/) 
411 FORMAT(* FREE ENERGY OF ADSORPTION OF SPECIES 3 AND 4 ONTO THE lHP 

1 IN J/MOLE*/* AND PHlOHP AND PHIOSS (DIMENSIONLESS)* 
2 /4(El5.4» 
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415 FORMAT( * LOW, INTERMEDIATE, AND HIGH ISS SITE ENERGY LEVELS IN V 
1*/3(E15.4» 

416 FORMAT( * VALENCE AND CONDUCTION BAND SITE CONCENTRATIONS IN MOLES 
1/CM3*/2(E15.4» 

417 FORMAT( * BAND GAP AND FERMI LEVEL IN V*/2(E15.4)/) 
21 IF(MOIM.LE.2) GO TO 22 

IF(MDIM.EQ.3) PRINT 498 
IF(MOIH.EQ.4) PRINT 499 
PRINT 500,FRACVQ,FRACTQ,FRACCQ,GV,GT,GC,GISS,GIHP,FRAC3Q,FRAC4Q, 

1 FUOIHP,SUMQ,BKINT,BKMIN 
PRINT 502,DPOT1,DPOT2,DPOT3,EX1,EX2,EX3 
PRINT 503,CELECQ,CHOLEQ,C3Q,C4Q 

498 FO~~T( * MOIH - 3*13X* INPUT EQUILIBRIUM PARAMETERS*/) 
499 FORMAT( /23X* EQUILIBRIUM PARAMETERS*/) 
500 FORMAT( * FRACTIONAL ISS SITE CONCENTRATIONS (V, T, C)*/3(E15.4)/ 

1 * DISTRIBUTION OF SITES (V, T, C)*/3(E15.4)/ 
2 * TOTAL ISS AND IHP SITE CONCENTRATION (MOLES/CM2)*/2(E15.4)/ 
3 * COMPUTED FRACTIONAL OCCUPATION OF IHP (3, 4, AND VACANT)* 
4 /3(E15.4)/ 
5 * TOTAL CHARGE SET AT INTERFACE (HICRO-C/CM2)*/E15.4/ 
6 * FIXED POSITIVE CHARGE AT ISS AND MINIMUM FIXED CHARGE (EQUIV/ 
7CM2)*/2(E15.4)/) 

501 FORMAT( * PROGRAM ABORTED; SURFACE CONCENTRATIONS AT IHP < ZERO*/) 
502 FORMAT( * INTERFACIAL POTENTIAL DRIVING FORCES (V)*/3(E15.4)/ 

1 * EXP(DPOT(l, 2, 3)FARAD/R/T)*/3(E15.4» 
503 FORMAT( * OSS ELECTRON AND HOLE CONCENTRATIONS (DIMENSIONLESS)*/ 

1 2(E15.4)/ 
2 * OHP CONCENTRATIONS 3 AND 4 (MOLES/CM3)*/2(E15.4)/) 
IF(FRAC4Q.LE.0.) PRINT 501 
IF(FRAC4Q.LE.0.) STOP 

22 IF(NCOUNT.EQ.O) GO TO 23 
IF(MPARAM.EQ.O) GO TO 24 

23 CONTINUE 
PRINT 299 
PRINT 300 
PRINT 301,RDIM(l),RDIM(2) 
PRINT 302,RDIM(3),RDIM(4),RDIM(5),RDIM(6),RDIM(7) 
PRINT 303,RDIM(8),RDIM(9) 
PRINT 298,RDIM(10) ,RDIM(11) ,RDIM(12) ,RDIM(13) 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) PRINT 297 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) PRINT 301,RMOD(1),RMOD(2) 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) PRINT 302,RMOD(3),RMOD(4),RMOD(5),RMOD(6),RMOD(7) 
IF(MDIM.EQ.4) PRINT 303,RMOD(8),RMOD(9) 
IF(MOIM.EQ.4) PRINT 298,RMOD(10) ,RMOD(11) ,RMOD(12) ,RMOD(13) 
PRINT 304 
PRINT 305,FARAD,R,T 
PRINT 306 
PRINT 307,CTOT,EPSOL,COND 
PRINT 308,(DIFF(I), 1-1,4) 
PRINT 309 
PRINT 310,DIFFE,DIFFH 



PRINT 311,EPSC,BKCHG 
PRINT 312,ADS,EF,QINC 
PRINT 313,STK2,SPOSN,TKT,CINT 
PRINT 314 
PRINT 315,GIHP,GISS,BKINT 
PRINT 316,DL1,DL2,DL3 
PRINT 317 
PRINT 318,EPSTR,DEBSTR 
PRINT 319,DEBSOL,DEBSC,DIFFL 
PRINT 320 
PRINT 321,CL,CPOT,CCHG 
PRINT 322 

297 FORMAT( /* RATE CONSTANTS MODIFIED BY ENERGY DIFFERENCES*) 
298 FORMAT( * RATE CONSTANTS 10,11,12 AND 13 IN CM3/MOLE-SEC* 

1 /4(E15.4» 
299 FORMAT( * MDIM > 1*15X* DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS*) 
300 FORMAT( /* HETEROGENEOUS REACTION RATE CONSTANTS*) 
301 FORMAT( * RATE CONSTANTS 1 AND 2 IN CM3/MOLE-SEC*/ 2(E15.4» 
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302 FORMAT( * RATE CONSTANTS 3,4,5,6, AND 7 IN CM2/MOLE-SEC*/5(E15.4» 
303 FORMAT( * RATE CONSTANTS 8 AND 9 IN 1/SEC*/2(E15.4» 
304 FORMAT( /* GENERAL PARAMETERS*) 
305 FORMAT( * FARADAYS CONSTANT IN C/EQUIV, IDEAL GAS CONSTANT IN J/MO 

1LE-K, AND TEMPERATURE*/* IN DEGREES K*/3(E15.4» 
306 FORMAT( /* SOLUTION PARAMETERS*) 
307 FORMAT( * TOTAL ION CONCENTRATION IN MOLES/CM3, PERMITTIVITY IN C/ 

lV-CM, AND CONDUCTIVITY*/* IN 1/0HM-CM*/3(E15.4» 
308 FORMAT( * DIFFUSIVITIES OF ION (I) IN CM2/SEC*/4(E15.4» 
309 FORMAT( /* SEMICONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS*) 
310 FORMAT( * ELECTRON AND HOLE DIFFUSIVITIES IN CM2/SEC*/2(E15.4» 
311 FORMAT( * PERMITTIVITY IN C/V-CH AND BACKGROUND CHARGE IN EQUIV/CM 

13*/2(E15.4» 
312 FORMAT( * ABSORPTION COEFF. IN l/CH, PHOTON EFFICIENCY, AND INCIDE 

lNT FLUX IN*/* MOLES/CM2-SEC*/3(E15.4» 
313 FORMAT( * HOMOGENEOUS RECOMB. RATE CONSTANTS IN l/SEC, DIMENSIONLE 

1SS, AND MOLES/CM3*/3(E15.4)/* INTRINSIC CONCENTRATION IN MOLES/CM3 
2*/E15.4) 

314 FORMAT( /* INTERFACIAL PARAMETERS*) 
315 FORMAT( * DENSITY OF SITES AT IHP AND ISS IN MOLES/CM2*/2(E15.4)/ 

1 * FIXED POSITIVE CHARGE AT ISS IN EQUIV/CM2*/E15.4) 
316 FORMAT( * DISTANCE BETWEEN OSS AND ISS, ISS AND IHP, AND IHP AND 0 

lHP IN CM*/3(E15.4» 
317 FORMAT( /* CALCULATED PARAMETERS*) 
318 FORMAT( * PERMITTIVITY (C/V-CM) AND DEBYE LENGTH (CM) CHARACTERIST 

lIC OF REGION */* FROM ISS TO IHP*/2(E15.4» 
319 FORMAT( * DEBYE LENGTH IN SOLUTION AND SEMICONDUCTOR, AND MINORITY 

1 CARRIER DIFFUSION*/* LENGTH IN CM*/3(E15.4» 
320 FORMAT( /* CONVERSION FACTORS*) 
321 FORMAT( * MULTIPLY DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLE BY FACTOR TO GET CURRENT 

1 IN MA/CM2, POTENTIAL*/* IN MV AND CHARGE IN MICRo-C/CM2*/3(E15.4) 
2) 

322 FO~~T( /25X* DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS*) 



24 PRINT 240 
240 FORMAT( 1* SEMICONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS*) 

IF(MODE.EQ.1) PRINT 215, ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT 
IF(MODE.EQ.2) PRINT 216, ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT 

215 FORMAT( 1* ALM -*,E10.3,*, DELT -*,E10.3,*, BD -*,E10.3, 
1 *, so -*,E10.3,I,* CURRNT -*,F6.2,* MA/CM2*) 

216 FORMAT( 1* ALM -*,E10.3,*, DELT -*,E10.3,*, BD -*,E10.3, 

226 

1 *, SO -*,E10.3,I,* CURRNT -*,F6.2,* (POTENTIAL SET AT BCNJ(J) 
2)*) 

IF(MODE.EQ.l) CURRNT - CURRNT/CL 
IF(NCOUNT.EQ.O) GO TO 25 
IF(MPARAM.EQ.O) GO TO 35 

25 CONTINUE 
PRINT 225, SPOSN, TET, ANI2 

225 FORMAT( 1* SPOSN - *,EIO.3,*, TET - *,E10.3,*, &~I2 - *,EIO.3) 
PRINT 250 

250 FORMAT( 1* INTERFACIAL CHARACTERISTICS*/) 
DO 30 L-l,NR 

30 PRINT 255,L,(S(I,L), I-1,NC) 
255 FORMAT( * L - *12* S(I,L) - *,13(F4.1» 

PRINT 260,(L,RATE(L),L,EQUILCL), L-l,NR) 
260 FORMAT( * RATE(*I2*)- *EIO.3* EQUIL(*I2*)- *E14.7) 

IF(MDIM.EQ.4) PRINT 261,MDIM 
IFCMDIM.EQ.3) PRINT 261,MDIM 
IF(MDIM.EQ.2) PRINT 262 

261 FORMAT( * MDIM -*12* EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS CALCULATED FROM INPUT 
1 EQUILIBRIUM PARAMETERS*/) 

262 FORMAT( * MDIM - 2 EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS ARE INPUT*) 
PRINT 265,GV,GT,GC,SI 

265 FORMATC* GV - *EIO.3* GT - *E10.3* GC - *E10.3* SI - *EIO.3) 
PRINT 270,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN 

270 FORMAT( * RSC - *EIO.3* GSC - *EIO.3* RSOLN - *EIO.3* GSOLN 
1- *ElO.3) 

PRINT 275, DEL1,DELJ,BKISS 
275 FORMATC * DELl - *EIO.3* DEL3 - *EIO.3* BKISS ·*EIO.3) 

PRINT 280 
280 FORMAT( 1* SOLUTION CHARACTERISTICS*/) 

PRINT 285,(I,CBULK(I),I,Z(I), 1-1,4) 
285 FORMAT( * CBULKC*I2*) - *EIO.3* Z(*I2*) - *F3.0) 

PRINT 290,BE,B3 
290 FORMAT( * BE -*EIO.3* B3 - *EIO.3) 

35 CONTINUE 
PRINT 230 

230 FORMAT( 11* CONVERGENCE CRITERIA *) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BC1(J) 
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C 
C SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF EQUATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN THE SOLUTION (OUTSIDE THE DIFFUSE 
C REGION). 
C 

C 

COHMON/BA/ N,NJ,A(7,7),B(7,7),C(7,2S0),D(7,lS),G(7),X(7,7),Y(7,7) 
COHMON/SC/ PHI(2S0) 
COMMON/RUN/ EX,H,H2,HD2,EXH,NJJ,INDEX(7,2S0),KERR,ERRSUB 
COHMON/SOL/ CBULK(4),Z(4),CSOL(4,2S0),F(4),HS,DC(4,2S0),XP(4) 
COMMON/FLUX/ F3(2S0),F4(2S0) 
COHMON/SMQ/ SMQ,QI,QSL,SMQL 
COHMON/CHG/ SQL(2S0) 

C POTENTIAL SET TO ZERO 
C 

C 

G(l) - PHI(J) 
B(l,l) - -1.0 
SQL(J) - O. 

C CONCENTRATIONS FOR SPECIES 1 THROUGH 4 SET TO BULK VALUES 
C 

C 

DO 5 1-1,4 
SQL(J) - SQL(J) + Z(I)*CSOL(I,J)*EXP(-Z(I)*PHI(J»*HS/3. 
XP(I) - EXP(-Z(I)*(PHI(J)+PHI(J+l»/2.) 
F(I) - -DC(I,J)*XP(I) 
G(I+l) - CSOL(I,J) - CBULK(I)*EXP(Z(I)*PHI(J» 
B(I+l,l) - CBULK(I)*Z(I)*EXP(Z(I)*PHI(J» 
8(1+1,1+1) - -1. 

5 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATION OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 3 
C 

C 

G(6) - F3(J) + DC(3,J)*XP(3) 
B(6,l) - Z(3)*DC(3,J)*XP(3)*0.5 
D(6,l) - Z(3)*DC(3,J)*XP(3)*0.S 
B(6,4) - XP(3) 
D(6,4) - -XP(3) 
B(6,6) - -1.0 

C CALCULATION OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 4 
C 

C 

G(7) - F4(J) + DC(4,J)*XP(4) 
8(7,1) - Z(4)*DC(4,J)*XP(4)*0.5 
D(7,l) - Z(4)*DC(4,J)*XP(4)*0.5 
B(7,5) - XP(4) 
D(7,5) - -XP(4) 
8(7,7) - -1.0 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SOLN(J) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS 
C GOVERNING THE SOLUTION (POISSON#S EQUATION AND MATERIAL 
C BALANCES). 
C 

C 

DIMENSION FM(4),XM(4) 
COMMON/BA/ N,NJ,A(7,7),B(7,7),C(7,2S0),D(7,1S),G(7),X(7,7),Y(7,7) 
COMMON/Sci PHI(2S0) 
COMMON/RUN/ EX,H,H2,HD2,EXH,NJJ,INDEX(7,2S0),KERR,ERRSUB 
COMMON/SOLI CBULK(4),Z(4),CSOL(4,2S0),F(4),HS,DC(4,2S0),XP(4) 
COMMON/FLUX/ F3(2S0),F4(2S0) 
COMMON/SMQ/ SMQ,QI,QSL,SMQL 
COMMON/CHG/ SQL(2S0) 

C POISSON#S EQUATION 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
10 

G(1) - PHI(J+1) - 2.*PHI(J) + PHI(J-1) 
A(1,1) - -1. 
B(l,1) - 2. 
D(1,l) - -1. 
SIG - ABS(2.*PHI(J» 
SQL(J) - O. 

DO 10 1-1,4 
GCON - (HS**2)*Z(I)*CSOL(I,J)*EXP(-Z(I)*PHI(J» 
SQL(J) - SQL(J) + GCON/HS/3. 
G(l) - G(l) + GCON 
IF(ABS(GCON).GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(GCON) 
B(l,1) - B(1,l) + (HS**2)*CSOL(I,J)*EXP(-Z(I)*PHI(J»*Z(I)**2 
S(l,I+1) - -(HS**2)*Z(I)*EXP(-Z(I)*PHI(J» 
XM( I) - XP( I) 
XP(I) - EXP(-Z(I)*«PHI(J)+PHI(J+1»/2. 

1 - (PHI(J+l) - 2.*PHI(J) + PHI(J-l»/8.» 
IF(I.GE.3) GO TO 10 
FM(I) - F(I) 
F(I) - -DC(I,J)*XP(I) 

CONTINUITY OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 1 AN ~ / 

G(I+l) - FM(I) - F(I) 
A(I+1,1) - Z(I)*FM(I)*0.7S0 + Z(I)* s: 
B(I+1,1) - Z(I)*FM(I)*0.375 - Z(I)* tt 1-
0(1+1,1) - -Z(I)*F(I)*0.375 
A(I+1,I+1) - -XM(I) "1--1 \ 
B(I+1,I+1) - XP(I) - A(I+1,I+1) 
D(I+1,I+1) - -XP(I) 
CONTINUE 

C CONTINUITY OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 3 
C 

G(4) - F3(J-1) - F3(J) 



C 

A(4,6) - -1.0 
B(4,6) - 1.0 
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C CONTINUITY OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 4 
C 

C 

G(S) - F4(J-1) - F4(J) 
A(S,7) - -LO 
B(S,7) - 1.0 

C CALCULATION OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 3 
C 

C 

G(6) - F3(J) + DC(3,J)*XP(3) 
A(6,1) - -Z(3)*DC(3,J)*XP(3)*0.125 
B(6,1) - Z(3)*DC(3,J)*XP(3)*0.750 
D(6,1) - Z(3)*DC(3,J)*XP(3)*0.375 
B(6,4) - XP(3) 
D(6,4) - -XP(3) 
B(6,6) - -1.0 

C CALCULATION OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 4 
C 

C 

C 

G(7) - F4(J) + DC(4,J)*XP(4) 
A(7,1) - -Z(4)*DC(4,J)*XP(4)*0.125 
B(7,1) - Z(4)*DC(4,J)*XP(4)*0.750 
D(7,1) - Z(4)*DC(4,J)*XP(4)*0.375 
B(7,5) - XP(4) 
D(7,5) - -XP(4) 
B(7,7) - -1.0 

IF(ABS(G(l».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) G(l) - o. 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE INTRFC(J) 

C SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS 
C GOVERNING THE SEMICONDUCTOR-SOLUTION INTERFACE. THE EQUATIONS 
C GOVERNING THE INNER HELMHOLTZ PLANE, THE INNER SURFACE STATES, 
C AND THE OUTER SURFACE STATES ARE WRITTEN HERE. 
C 

DIMENSION IE(28) 
COMMON/BA/ N,NJ,A(7,7),B(7,7),C(7,250),D(7,15),G(7),X(7,7),Y(7,7) 
COMMON/LI/ AA(28,28),BB(28,28),CC(28,1),DD(28,28),GG(28) 
COMMON/LI2/ AM(28,28) ,BM(28,28) ,DM(28,28) ,GM(28) 
COMMON/SCi PHI(250),P(250),AN(250),DFN(250),DFP(250),FN(250), 

1 FP(250) ,RHO(250) ,D2(250) 
COMMON/RUN/ EX,H,H2,HD2,EXH,NJJ,INDEX(7,250),KERR,ERRSUB 
COMMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2,DSC,DSOL,MSOL 
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COMMON/IN2/ BE,B3,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN,GV,GT,GC,SI,DEL1,DEL3 
COMMON/SOLI CBULK(4),Z(4),CSOL(4,250),F(4),HS,DC(4,250),XP(4) 
COMMON/FLUX/ F3(250),F4(250) 
COMMON/IFC/ RATE(13),EQUIL(13),S(13,13),CONC(13),RXN(13),RXS(13) 

1 ,CIF(S) 
COMMON/IFC2/ PHISS,PHISC,PHIHP,BKISS 
COMMON/CHG/ SQL(2S0) 
COMMON/SMQ/ SMQ,QI,QSL,SMQL 
ERRSUB - 1.OE-09 
NR - 13 
NC - 13 
NP - 28 
NE - N+l 
J • J+l 
EXDIFl - EXP«PHI(J)-PHISC)/2.) 
EXDIF2 • EXP«PHISS-PHIHP)/2.) 
EXDIF3 - EXP«PHIHP-PHI(J-l»/2.) 
CONC(l) - AN(J)*EXP(PHI(J» 
CONC(2) • P(J)*EXP(-PHI(J» 
CONC(3) • CIF(l) 
CONC(S) • CIF(2) 
CONC( 7) - CIF( 3) 
CONC(9) - CIF(4) 
CONC(lO) • CIF(5) 
CONC(12) - CSOL(3,J-l)*EXP(-Z(3)*PHI(J-l» 
CONC(13) - CSOL(4,J-l)*EXP(-Z(4)*PHI(J-l» 

DO 50 L-l,NR 
RLB - RATE(L) 
RLF - RLS*EQUIL(L) 

DO 25 I-l,NC 
IF(S(I,L» 5,25,15 

5 IF(CONC(I).GT.O.) GO TO 10 
RLB • O. 
GO TO 25 

10 RLB • RLB*CONC(I)**(-S(I,L» 
GO TO 25 

15 IF(CONC(I).GT.O.) GO TO 20 
RLF • o. 
GO TO 25 

20 RLF • RLF*CONC(I)**(S(I,L» 
25 CONTINUE 

IF(L.GT.l) GO TO 27 
RLB • RLB*EXDIFl 
RLF • RLF/EXDIFl 
GO TO 45 

27 IF(L.GT.2) GO TO 30 
RLB - RLB/EXDIFl 
RLF - RLF*EXDIFl 
GO TO 45 

30 IF(L.LE.4) GO TO 45 
IF(L.GT.7) GO TO 35 



C 

RLB - RLB*EXDIF2 
RLF - RLF /EXDIF2 
GO TO 45 

35 IF(L.EQ.8) I - 3 
IF(L.EQ.9) I - 4 
IF(L.GT.9) GO TO 37 
RLB - RLB*EXDIF3**(-Z(I» 
RLF - RLF/EXDIF3**(-Z(I» 
GO TO 45 

37 IF(L.GT.ll) GO TO 38 
RLB - RLB*EXDIFl 
RLF - RLF /EXDIFl 
GO TO 45 

38 RLB - RLB/EXDIFl 
RLF - RLF*EXDIFl 

45 RXS(L) - RLF + RLB 
50 CONTINUE 

IF(MSOL.EQ.O) EX - SO*EXP(-ALM*H/4.) 
IF(MSOL.EQ.l) EX - SO*EXP(-ALM*H*(FLOAT(NJ)-FLOAT(J)+o.25» 
ANQ - (3.*AN(J) + AN(J+l»/4. 
PQ - (3.*P(J) + P(J+l»/4. 
EXJ - EXP(-(3.*PHI(J) + PHI(J+l»/4.) 
DEN - ANQ/EXJ + SPOSN*PQ*EXJ + TET 
HDZ - H02/2. 
REC - (ANQ*PQ - ANI2)/DEN 

DO 60 I-l,NP 
IE(I)-O 
GG(I) - O. 

DO 60 K-l,NP 
AA(I,K) - o. 
BB( I,K) - o. 
DD(I,K) - o. 

60 CONTINUE 
FLJ - P(J)*EXP(-PHI(J» 
FLJPl - P(J+l)*EXP(-PHI(J+l» 
FLJPH - SQRT(FLJ*FLJP1) 
GLJ - AN(J)*EXP(PHI(J» 
GLJPl - AN(J+l)*EXP(PHI(J+l» 
GLJPH - SQRT(GLJ*GLJP1) 
BANQ - (GLJPH-GLJ)/ALOG(GLJPH/GLJ) 
BPQ - (FLJPH-FLJ)/ALOG(FLJPH/FLJ) 
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QI - (PHI(J)-PHISC)/DELl 
SMQ-H*(1.-(GLJPI-GLJ)/ALOG(GLJPl/GLJ)+(FLJPl-FLJ)/ALOG(FLJP1/FLJ» 

C POISSON'S EQUATION EVALUATED AT QUARTER-MESH POINT BETWEEN OSS 
C AND ISS 
C 

GG(l) - RHO(J+l)/4. + 3.*RHO(J)/4. - 2.*«PHI(J+l)-PHI(J»/H-QI)/H 
BB(l,l) - -2./H2 - 2./H/DELl 
00(1,1) - 2./H2 
BB(1,6) - -3./4. 



C 

00(1,6) - -1./4. 
BB(l,13) - 2./H/OEL1 

C CONTINUITY OF ELECTICAL CURRENT 
C 

C 

GG(2) - (FP(J)-FP(J+1»/BO - FN(J)+FN(J+1) 
BB(2,4) - -l./BO $ 00(2,4) - 1./BD 
BB(2,5) - 1. $ DD(2,5) - -1. 
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C MATERIAL BALANCE OF HOLES AT QUARTER-MESH POINT BETWEEN OSS AND 
C ISS 
C 

EPS - DEN*(EX-(FP(J+1)-FP(J»/HD2)/ANI2 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2100 
REM - ALOG(l+EPS) 
GG(3) - ALOG(ANQ*PQ/ANI2) - REM 
IE(3) - 1 
BB(3,l) - 3.*EPS/(1.+EPS)/OEN*(ANQ/EXJ-SPOSN*PQ*EXJ)/4. 
DO(3,l) - EPS/(1.+EPS)/OEN*(ANQ/EXJ-SPOSN*PQ*EXJ)/4. 
BB(3,2) - -3./ANQ/4. + 3.*EPS/(1.+EPS)/OEN/EXJ/4. 
DD(3,2) - -1./ANQ/4. + EPS/(1.+EPS)/OEN/EXJ/4. 
8B(3,3) - -3./PQ/4. + 3.*EPS/(1.+EPS)/DEN*SPOSN*EXJ/4. 
00(3,3) - -1./PQ/4. + EPS/(1.+EPS)/DEN*SPOSN*EXJ/4. 
8B(3,4) - DEN/(1.+EPS)/ANI2/HD2 
DD(3,4) - -DEN/(1.+EPS)/ANI2/HD2 
GO TO 2101 

2100 GG(3) - HD2*(EX-REC) + FP(J) - FP(J+1) 
8B(3,l) - -3.*HD2*REC*(ANQ/EXJ-SPOSN*PQ*EXJ)/(OEN*4.) 
00(3,1) - -H02*REC*(ANQ/EXJ - SPOSN*PQ*EXJ)/(OEN*4.) 
8B(3,2) - 3.*HD2*(PQ - REC/EXJ)/(OEN*4.) 
OD(3,2) - B8(3,2)/3. 
8B(3,3) - 3.*HD2*(ANQ - REC*SPOSN*EXJ)/(OEN*4.) 
00(3,3) - HD2*(ANQ - REC*SPOSN*EXJ)/(OEN*4.) 
8B(3,4) - -1. $ 00(3,4) - 1. 

2101 CONTINUE 
C 
C RXN(l) TRANSFER OF CONDUCTION-BAND ELECTRONS TO HIGH-ENERGY 
C ISS SITES 
C 

EPS - RXN(1)/CONC(7)/EXOIF1/RATE(1) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.01) GO TO 2015 
REM - ALOG(1.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.1.0E-09) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(4) - ALOG(EQUIL(1)*CONC(1)*CONC(8)/CONC(7)/EXOIF1**2) 

1 -REM 
1E(4) - 1 
8B(4,l) - -1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
B8(4,2) - -l./AN(J) 
B8(4,10) - 1./CONC(7)+1./CONC(8)-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(7) 
8B(4,13) - -1.0+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
8B(4,17) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(7)/EXOIF1/RATE(1) 
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GO TO 2014 
2015 GG(4) - RXN(l) - RATE(1)*(EQUIL(1)*CONC(1)*CONC(8)/EXDIFl 

1 -CONC(7)*EXDIF1) 
BB(4,l) - -RXS(1)/2. + RATE(1)*EQUIL(1)*CONC(8)*CONC(1)/EXDIFl 
BB(4,2) - RATE(1)*EQUIL(1)*CONC(8)/EXDIF1*EXP(PHI(J» 
BB(4,10) - -RATE(l)*(EQUIL(l)*CONC(l)/EXDIFl + EXDIF1) 
BB(4,13) - RXS(1)/2. 
BB(4,17) - -1.0 

2014 CONTINUE 
C 
C POTENTIAL SET TO ZERO 
C 

GG(5) - PHI(J) $ BB(5,l) - -1.0 
C 
C CALCULATION OF CHARGE DENSITY 
C 

EXG - EXP(-PHI(J» 
EPS - RHO(J) + P(J)*EXG 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2310 
REM - ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.0E-09) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(6) - PHI(J) + ALOG(AN(J» - REM 
IE(6) - 1 
BB(6,l) - -1. - P(J)*EXG/(l.+EPS) 
BB(6,2) - -l./AN(J) 
BB(6,3) - 1./(1.+EPS)*EXG 
BB(6,6) - 1./(1.+EPS) 
GO TO 2311 

2310 GG(6) - 1.-AN(J)/EXG+P(J)*EXG + RHO(J) 
BB(6,l) - P(J)*EXG+AN(J)/EXG 
BB(6,2) - 1.0/EXG 
BB(6,3) - -EXG 
BB(6,6) - -l.0 

2311 CONTINUE 
C 
C POISSON'S EQUATION EVALUATED AT IHP 
C 

C 

GG(7) - RSOLN*(PHISS-PHIHP) - PHIHP+PHI(J-l) 
1 +GSOLN*(CONC( 9)*Z(3) + CONC(10)*Z(4» 
AA(7,l) - -l. 
BB(7,7) - 1.+RSOLN 
BB(7,11) - -GSOLN*Z(3) 
BB(7,12) - -GSOLN*Z(4) 
BB(7,27) - -RSOLN 

C CONTINUITY OF HOLE FLUX 
C 

GG(8) - FP(J)/H + RXN(2) + RXN(12) + RXN(13) 
BB(8,4) - -1./H 
BB(8,18) - -1.0 
BB(8,25) - -1.0 
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BB(8,26) - -1.0 
C 
C MATERIAL BALANCE FOR INTERMEDIATE ENERGY LEVEL ISS ELECTRONS 
C 

C 

GG(9) - (-RXN(12) + RXN(3»/BD + RXN(4) + RXN(10) - RXN(6) 
BB(9,14) - 1.0 
BB(9,19) - -1.0/BD 
BB(9,20) - -1.0 
BB(9,23) - -1.0 
BB(9,25) - 1.0/BD 

C MATERIAL BALANCE FOR HIGH ENERGY LEVEL ISS ELECTRONS 
C 

C 

GG(10) - -RXN(13)/BD + RXN(l) + SI*SO - RXN(4) - RXN(7) 
BB(10,17) - -1.0 
BB(10,20) - 1.0 
BB(10,22) - 1.0 
BB(10,26) - 1.0/BD 

C MATERIAL BALANCE FOR ADSORBED SPECIES 3 AT IHP 
C 

C 

GG(ll) - ~~~(8) + S(9,5)*BE*(RXN(5)/BD + RXN(6) + RXN(7» 
BB(11,14) - -S(9,5)*BE 
BB(11,15) - -1.0 
BB(11,21) - -S(9,5)*BE/BD 
BB(11,22) - -S(9,5)*BE 

C MATERIAL BALANCE FOR ADSORBED SPECIES 4 AT IHP 
C 

C 

GG(12) - RXN(9) - B3*BE*(RXN(5)/BD + RXN(6) + RXN(7» 
8B(12,14) - B3*BE· 
BB(12,16) - -1.0 
8B(12,21) ~ 83*8E/BD 
88(12,22) - B3*BE 

C CONTINUITY OF ELECTRON FLUX 
C 

C 

GG(13) - FN(J)/H + RXN(1) + RXN(10) + RXN(11) 
88(13,5) - -1./H 
B8(13,17) - -1.0 
8B(13,23) - -1.0 
BB(13,24) - -1.0 

C RXN(6) CHARGE-TRANSFER WITH INTERMEDIATE ENERGY ISS ELECTRONS 
C 

EPS - RXN(6)/CONC(10)/CONC(6)/EXDIF2/RATE(6) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2013 
REM • ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.0E-09) REM-EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(14) - ALOG(EQUIL(6)*CONC(5)*S(9,6)*CONC(9)/CONC(10)/CONC(6)/ 

1 EXDIF2**2) - REM 



C 

IE(14) - 1 
BB(14,27) - 1.0-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
BB(14,7) - -1.0+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
BB(14,9) - -1./CONC(5)-1./CONC(6)+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(6) 
BB(14,ll) - -1./CONC(9) 
BB(14,12) - 1./CONC(10)-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(10) 
BB(14,14) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(10)/CONC(6)/EXDIF2/RATE(6) 
GO TO 2012 
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2013 GG(14) - RXN(6) - RATE(6)*(EQUIL(6)*CONC(5)*S(9,6)*CONC(9)/EXDIF2 
1 - CONC(10)*CONC(6)*EXDIF2) 
BB(14,7) - RXS(6)/2. 
BB(14,9) - RATE(6)*(EQUIL(6)*S(9,6)*CONC(9)/EXDIF2 + 

1 CONC(10)*EXDIF2) 
BB(14,ll) - RATE(6)*EQUIL(6)*S(9,6)*CONC(5)/EXDIF2 
BB(14,12) - -RATE(6)*CONC(6)*EXDIF2 
BB(14,14) - -1.0 
BB(14,27) - -RXS(6)/2. 

2012 CONTINUE 

C RXN(8) ADSORPTION OF SPECIES 3 TO IHP 
C 

C 

EPS - RXN(8)*EXDIF3**(Z(3»/RATE(8)/CONC(11)/CONC(12) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2001 $ REM - ALOG(1.0+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.1.0E-9) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(15)- ALOG(EQUIL(8)*CONC(9)*EXDIF3**(2.*Z(3»/CONC(11)/CONC(12» 

1 -REM 
IE(15) - 1 
AA(15,l) - 1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS*Z(3)/2.0 
8B(15,7) - -Z(3) + 1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS*Z(3)/2.0 
8B(15,11) - -1.0/CONC(9) 
8B(15,28) - 1.0/CONC(11)-1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS/CONC(11) 
AA(15,4) - 1.0/CSOL(3,J-l)-1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS/CSOL(3,J-1) 
BB(15,15) - 1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EXDIF3**(Z(3»/RATE(8)/CONC(11)/CONC(12) 
GO TO 2000 

2001 GG(15) - RXN(8) - RATE(8)*(EQUIL(8)*CONC(9)/EXDIF3**(-Z(3» 
1 - CONC(11)*CONC(12)*EXDIF3**(-Z(3») 
AA(15,l) - -Z(3)*(RXS(8)/2. - RATE(8)*CONC(11)*CONC(12)*EXDIF3** 

1 (-Z(3») 
AA(15,4) - -RATE(8)*CONC(11)*EXP(-Z(3)*PHI(J-1»*EXDIF3**(-Z(3» 
BB(15,7) - Z(3)*RXS(8)/2. 
BB(15,ll) - RATE(8)*EQUIL(8)/EXDIF3**(-Z(3» 
BB(15,15) - -1.0 
8B(15,28) - -RATE(8)*CONC(12)*EXDIF3**(-Z(3» 

2000 CONTINUE 

C RXN(9) ADSORPTION OF SPECIES 4 TO IHP 
C 

EPS - RXN(9)*EXDIF3**(Z(4»/RATE(9)/CONC(11)/CONC(13) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2007 
REM - ALOG(l'o+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.1.0E-09) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
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GG(16)-ALOG(EQUIL(9)*CONC(10)*EXDIF3**(2.*Z(4»/CONC(11)/CONC(13» 
1 -REM 
IE(16) - 1 
AA(16,l) - 1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS*Z(4)/2.0 
BB(16,7) - -Z(4) + 1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS*Z(4)/2.0 
BB(16,28) • 1.0/CONC(11)-1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS/CONC(11) 
BB(16,12) - -1.0/CONC(10) 
BB(16,16) - 1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EXDIF3**(Z(4»/RATE(9)/CONC(11)/CONC(13) 
AA(16,5) - 1.0/CSOL(4,J-l)-1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS/CSOL(4,J-1) 
GO TO 2006 

2007 GG(16) - RL~(9) - RATE(9)*(EQUIL(9)*CONC(10)/EXDIF3**(-Z(4» 

C 

1 - CONC(11)*CONC(13)*EXDIF3**(-Z(4») 
AA(16,l) - -Z(4)*(RXS(9)/2. - RATE(9)*CONC(11)*CONC(13)*EXDIF3** 

1 (-Z(4») 
AA(16,5) - -RATE(9)*CONC(11)*EXP(-Z(4)*PHI(J-1»*EXDIF3**(-Z(4» 
BB(16,7) - Z(4)*RXS(9)/2. 
BB(16,12) - RATE(9)*EQUIL(9)/EXDIF3**(-Z(4» 
BB(16,16) - -1.0 
BB(16,28) - -RATE(9)*CONC(13)*EXDIF3**(-Z(4» 

2006 CONTINUE 

C MATERIAL BALANCE FOR LOW ENERGY ISS ELECTRONS 
C 

C 

GG(17) - ~~N(2) + SI*SO*BD + RXN(3) + RXN(5) - RXN(ll)*BD 
8B(17,18) • -1.0 
BB(17,19) • -1.0 
8B(17,21) - -1.0 
8B(17,24) - BD 

C RXN(2) TRANSFER OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS FROM THE ISS TO THE 
C VALENCE BAND 
C 

EPS - RXN(2)/CONC(4)*EXDIF1/RATE(2) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2021 
REM - ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.1.0E-09) REM· EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(18) - ALOG(EQUIL(2)*CONC(2)*CONC(3)/CONC(4)*EXDIF1**2) 

1 -REM 
IE(18) • 1 
8B(18,1) - 1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
B8(18,3) - -l./P(J) 
8B(18,8) - -1./CONC(3)-1./CONC(4)+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(4) 
BB(18,13) - 1.0-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
8B(18,18) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(4)*EXDIF1/RATE(2) 
GO TO 2020 

2021 IF(EPS.LT.0.8) GO TO 2026 
REM - ALOG(1.0+1.0/EPS) 
IF(EPS.GT.1.E9) REM - (1.-1./EPS*(.5-1./EPS*(1./3.-.25/EPS»)/EPS 
GG(18) - ALOG(EQUIL(2)*CONC(2)*CONC(3)*RATE(2)*EXDIF1/RXN(2»-REM 
IE(18) - 2 
88(18,1) - 0.5-0.5/(1.O+EPS) 



BB(18,3) - -l.O/P(J) 
BB(18,8) - -1.0/CONC(3)-1.0/(1.O+EPS)/CONC(4) 
BB(18,13) - 0.5+0.5/(1.O+EPS) 
BB(18,18) - 1.0/RXN(2)-1.0/RXN(2)/(1.O+EPS) 
GO TO 2020 
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2026 GG(18) - RXN(2) - RATE(2)*(EQUIL(2)*CONC(2)*CONC(3)*EXDIFl 
1 - CONC(4)/EXDIF1) 
BB(18,1) - RXS(2)/2. - RATE(2)*EQUIL(2)*CONC(2)*CONC(3)*EXDIFl 
BB(18,3) - RATE(2)*EQUIL(2)*CONC(3)*EXP(-PHI(J»*EXDIFl 
BB(18,8) - RATE(2)*(EQUIL(2)*CONC(2)*EXDIFl + 1.0/EXDIF1) 
BB(18,13) - -RXS(2)/2. 
BB(18,18) - -1.0 

2020 CONTINUE 
C 
C RXN(3) TRANSFER OF ELECTRONS FROM LOW TO INTERMEDIATE ENERGY 
C ISS SITES 
C 

EPS - RXN(3)/RATE(3)/CONC(5)/CONC(4) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2003 $ REM - ALOG(l.O+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.OE-9) REM- EPS*(1.0-EPS*(0.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(19) - ALOG(EQUIL(3)*CONC(3)*CONC(6)/CONC(5)/CONC(4»-REM 
IE(19) - 1 
BB(19,8) - -1.0/CONC(3)-1.0/CONC(4)+1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS/CONC(4) 
BB(19,9) - 1.0/CONC(5)+1.0/CONC(6)-1.0/(1.0+EPS)*EPS/CONC(5) 
BB(19,19) - 1.0/(1.0+EPS)/RATE(3)/CONC(5)/CONC(4) 
GO TO 2002 

2003 GG(19) - RXN(3) - RATE(3)*(EQUIL(3)*CONC(3)*CONC(6) 
1 - CONC(5)*CONC(4» 

BB(19,8) - RATE(3)*(EQUIL(3)*CONC(6) + CONC(5» 
BB(19,9) - -RATE(3)*(EQUIL(3)*CONC(3) + CONC(4» 
BB(19,19) - -1.0 

2002 CONTINUE 
C 
C RXN(4) TRANSFER OF ELECTRONS FROM HIGH TO INTERMEDIATE ENERGY 
C ISS SITES 
C 

EPS - RXN(4)/RATE(4)/CONC(5)/CONC(8) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2005 $ REM - ALOG(l.O+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.OE-09) REM-EPS*(1.0-EPS*(0.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(20) - ALOG(EQUIL(4)*CONC(7)*CONC(6)/CONC(5)/CONC(8» - REM 
IE(20) - 1 
8B(20,9) - 1.0/CONC(5)+1.0/CONC(6)-1.0/(1.O+EPS)*EPS/CONC(5) 
BB(20,10) - -1.0/CONC(7)-1.0/CONC(8)+1.0/(1.0+EPS)*EPS/CONC(7) 
BB(20,20) - 1.0/(1.O+EPS)/RATE(4)/CONC(5)/CONC(8) 
GO TO 2004 

2005 GG(20) - RXN(4) - RATE(4)*(EQUIL(4)*CONC(7)*CONC(6) 
1 - CONC(5)*CONC(8» 

BB(20,9) - -RATE(4)*(EQUIL(4)*CONC(7) + CONC(8» 
BB(20,10) - RATE(4)*(EQUIL(4)*CONC(6) + CONC(S» 
BB(20,20) - -1.0 

2004 CONTINUE 
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C 
C RXN(5) CHARGE-TRANSFER WITH LOW-ENERGY ISS ELECTRONS 
C 

EPS - RXN(5)/CONC(10)/CONC(4)/EXDIF2/RATE(5) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2009 
REM - ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.0E-09) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(21) - ALOG(EQUIL(5)*CONC(3)*S(9,5)*CONC(9)/CONC(10)/CONC(4)/ 

1 EXD1F2**2) - REM 
1E(21) - 1 
88(21,27) - 1.0-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
88(21,7) - -1.0+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
8B(21,8) - -1./CONC(3)-1./CONC(4)+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(4) 
8B(21,11) - -1./CONC(9) 
B8(21,12) - 1./CONC(10)-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(10) 
8B(21,21) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(10)/CONC(4)/EXD1F2/RATE(5) 
GO TO 2008 

2009 GG(21) - RXN(5) - RATE(5)*(EQUIL(5)*CONC(3)*S(9,5)*CONC(9)/EXDIF2 
1 - CONC(10)*CONC(4)*EXDIF2) 
8B(21,27) - -RXS(5)/2. 
88(21,7) - RXS(6)/2. 
88(21,8) - RATE(5)*(EQUIL(5)*S(9,5)*CONC(9)/EXDIF2 + 

1 CONC(10)*EXDIF2) 
88(21,11) - RATE(5)*EQUIL(5)*S(9,5)*CONC(3)/EXDIF2 
88(21,12) - -RATE(5)*CONC(4)*EXDIF2 
88(21,21) - -1.0 

2008 CO!lTINUE 
C 
C RXN(7) CHARGE-TRANSFER WITH HIGH-ENERGY ISS ELECTRONS 
C 

EPS - RXN(7)/CONC(10)/CONC(8)/EXDIF2/RATE(7) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2011 
REM - ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.0E-09) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(l./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(22) - ALOG(EQUIL(7)*CONC(7)*S(9,7)*CONC(9)/CONC(10)/CONC(8)/ 

1 EXDIF2**2) - REM 
IE(22) - 1 
88(22,27) - 1.0-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
88(22,7) - -1.0+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
88(22,10) - -1./CO!lC(7)-1./CO!lC(8)+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(8) 
88(22,11) - -1./CONC(9) 
88(22,12) - 1./CONC(10)-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(10) 
88(22,22) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(10)/CONC(8)/EXDIF2/RATE(7) 
GO TO 2010 

2011 GG(22) - RXN(7) - RATE(7)*(EQUIL(7)*CONC(7)*S(9,7)*CONC(9)/EXDIF2 
1 - CONC(10)*CONC(8)*EXDIF2) 
88(22,27) - -RXS(7)/2. 
88(22,7) - RXS(7)/2. 
88(22,10) - RATE(7)*(EQUIL(7)*S(9,7)*CONC(9)/EXDIF2 + 

1 CONC(10)*EXDIF2) 
88(22,11) - RATE(7)*EQUIL(7)*S(9,7)*CONC(7)/EXDIF2 



SS(22,12) - -RATE(7)*CONC(8)*EXDIF2 
BB(22,22) - -1.0 
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2010 CONTINUE 
C 
C RXN(10) TRANSFER OF CONDUCTION-SAND ELECTRONS TO INTERMEDIATE 
C ENERGY ISS SITES 
C 

EPS - RXN(10)/CONC(S)/EXDIF1/RATE(10) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2017 
REM - ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.0E-09) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.S-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(23) - ALOG(EQUIL(10)*CONC(1)*CONC(6)/CONC(S)/EXDIF1**2) 

1 -REM 
IE(23} - 1 
SB(23,l} - -1./(1.+EPS}*EPS/2. 
SB(23,2} - -l./AN(J} 
SB(23,9} - 1./CONC(S)+1./CONC(6}-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(S) 
SS(23,13} - -1.0+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
SS(23,23) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(S}/EXDIF1/RATE(10) 
GO TO 2016 

2017 GG(23} - RXN(lO) - RATE(10}*(EQUIL(lO)*CONC(1}*CONC(6)/EXDIFl 
1 - CONC(5}*EXDIF1) 
SB(23,l) - -RXS(10)/2. + RATE(10)*EQUIL(10}*CONC(1)*CONC(6)/EXDIFl 
SS(23,2) - RATE(10)*EQUIL(10)*CONC(6)/EXDIF1*EXP(PHI(J» 
SB(23,9) - -RATE(10)*(EQUIL(10)*CONC(1)/EXDIF1 + EXDIF1) 
SB(23,13) - RXS(10)/2. 
SB(23,23) - -1.0 

2016 CONTINUE 
C 
C RXN(ll) TRANSFER OF CONDUCTION-SAND ELECTRONS TO LOW-ENERGY 
C ISS SITES 
C 

EPS - RXN(11)/CONC(3)/EXDIF1/RATE(11) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2019 
REM - ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.0E-09) REM-EPS*(1.-EPS*(.S-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(24) - ALOG(EQUIL(11)*CONC(1)*CONC(4)/CONC(3)/EXDIF1**2) 

1 -REM 
IE(24) - 1 
SS(24,l) - -1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
SB(24,2) - -l./AN(J) 
SB(24,8) - 1./CONC(3)+1./CONC(4)-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(3) 
SB(24,13) - -1.0+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
SB(24,24) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(3)/EXDIF1/RATE(11) 
GO TO 2018 

2019 GG(24) - RXN(ll) - RATE(11)*(EQUIL(11)*CONC(1)*CONC(4)/EXDIFl 
1 - CONC(3)*EXDIF1) 
SS(24,l) - -RXS(11)/2. + RATE(11)*EQUIL(11)*CONC(1)*CONC(4)/EXDIFl 
SS(24,2) - RATE(11)*EQUIL(11)*CONC(4)/EXDIF1*EXP(PHI(J» 
SS(24,8) - -RATE(11)*(EQUIL(11)*CONC(1)/EXDIFl + EXDIF1) 
SS(24,13) - RXS(11)/2. 
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BB(24,24) - -1.0 
2018 CONTINUE 

C 
C RXN(12) TRANSFER OF INTERMEDIATE-ENERGY ELECTRONS FROM THE 
C ISS TO THE VALENCE BAND 
C 

EPS - RXN(12)/CONC(6)*EXDIF1/RATE(12) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2023 
REM - ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.OE-09) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(25) - ALOG(EQUIL(12)*CONC(2)*CONC(5)/CONC(6)*EXDIF1**2) 

1 -REM 
IE(25) - 1 
BB(25,l) - 1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
B8(25,3) - -l./P(J) 
B8(25,9) - -1./CONC(5)-1./CONC(6)+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(5) 
88(25,13) - 1.D-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
BB(25,25) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(6)*EXDIF1/RATE(12) 
GO TO 2022 

2023 IF(EPS.LT.0.8) GO TO 2027 
REM - ALOG(1.0+1.0/EPS) 
IF(EPS.GT.1.E9) REM - (1.-1./EPS*(.5-1./EPS*(1./3.-.25/EPS»)/EPS 
GG(25)-ALOG(EQUIL(12)*CONC(2)*CONC(5)*RATE(12)*EXDIF1/~~N(12»-REM 
IE(25) - 2 
BB(25,l) - 0.5-0.5/(1.0+EPS) 
88(25,3) - -l.O/P(J) 
BB(25,9) - -1.0/CONC(5)-1.0/(1.O+EPS)/CONC(6) 
88(25,13) - 0.5+O.5/(1.O+EPS) 
88(25,25) - 1.0/RXN(12)-1.0/RXN(12)/(1.O+EPS) 
GO TO 2022 

2027 GG(25) - RXN(12) - RATE(12)*(EQUIL(12)*CONC(2)*CONC(5)*EXDIFl 
1 - CONC(6)/EXDIF1) 
BB(25,l) - RXS(12)/2. - RATE(12)*EQUIL(12)*CONC(2)*CONC(5)*EXDIFI 
8B(25,3) - RATE(12)*EQUIL(12)*CONC(5)*EXDIFI*EXP(-PHI(J» 
BB(25,9) - RATE(12)*(EQUIL(12)*CONC(2)*EXDIF1 + 1.0/EXDIF1) 
88(25,13) - -RXS(12)/2. 
88(25,25) - -1.0 

2022 CONTINUE 
C 
C RXN(13) TRANSFER OF HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRONS FROM THE ISS TO THE 
C VALENCE BAND 
C 

EPS - RXN(13)/CONC(8)*EXDIF1/RATE(13) 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 2025 
REM - ALOG(l.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.OE-09) REM - EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
GG(26) - ALOG(EQUIL(13)*CONC(2)*CONC(7)/CONC(8)*EXDIF1**2) 

1 -REM 
IE(26) - 1 
B8(26,l) - 1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
BB(26,3) - -I./P(J) 



BB(26,10) - -1./CONC(7)-1./CONC(8)+1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/CONC(7) 
BB(26,13) - 1.0-1./(1.+EPS)*EPS/2. 
BB(26,26) - 1./(1.+EPS)/CONC(8)*EXDIF1/RATE(13) 
GO TO 2024 
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2025 IF(EPS.LT.0.8) GO TO 2028 
REM - ALOG(l.O+l.O/EPS) 
IF(EPS.GT.l.E9) REM - (1.-1./EPS*(.5-1./EPS*(1./3.-.25/EPS»)/EPS 
GG(26)-ALOG(EQUIL(13)*CONC(2)*CONC(7)*RATE(13)*EXDIF1/RXN(13))-REM 
IE(26) - 2 
BB(26,1) - 0.5-o.5/(1.O+EPS) 
BB(26,3) - -l.O/P(J) 
BB(26,10) - -1.0/CONC(7)-1.0/(1.O+EPS)/CONC(8) 
BB(26,13) - 0.5+O.5/(1.O+EPS) 
BB(26,26) - 1.0/RXN(13)-1.0/RXN(13)/(1.O+EPS) 
GO TO 2024 

2028 GG(26) - RXN(13) - RATE(13)*(EQUIL(13)*CONC(2)*CONC(7)*EXDIFl 
1 - CONC(8)/EXDIF1) 

BB(26,1) - RXS(13)/2. - RATE(13)*EQUIL(13)*CONC(2)*CONC(7)*EXDIFl 
BB(26,3) - RATE(13)*EQUIL(13)*CONC(7)*EXDIF1*EXP(-PHI(J» 
BB(26,10) - RATE(13)*(EQUIL(13)*CONC(2)*EXDIFl + 1.0/EXDIF1) 
BB(26,13) - -RXS(13)/2. 
BB(26,26) - -1.0 

2024 CONTINUE 
C 
C POISSON'S EQUATION EVALUATED AT ISS 
C 

C 

GG(27) - PHI(J)-PHISC - RSC*(PHISS-PHIHP) - GSC*(CONC(3)+CONC(5) 
1 +CONC(7)-BKISS) 

BB(27,1) --1. 
BB( 27,7) - -RSC 
BB(27,8) - GSC 
BB(27,9) - GSC 
BB(27,10) - GSC 
BB(27,13) - 1. 
BB(27,27) - RSC 

C CALCULATION OF VACANT IHP SITES 
C 

C 
C 

C 

GG(28) - 1.0 - CONC(ll) - CIF(4) - CIF(S) 
BB(28,l1) - 1.0 
BB(28,12) - l.0 
BB(28,28) - l.0 

BIG - ABS(2.*PHI(J+l)/H/H) 
IF(ABS(RHO(J+l)/4.).GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RHO(J+l)/4.) 
IF(ABS(RHO(J)*3./4.).GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RHO(J)*3./4.) 
IF(ABS(QI/H*2.).GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(QI/H*2.) 
IF(ABS(GG(l».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GG(l) - O. 

BIG - ABS(FP(J)/H) 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

IF(ABS(RXN(2».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(2» 
IF(ABS(RXN(12».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(12» 
IF(ABS(RXN(13».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(13» 
IF(ABS(GG(8».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GG(8) - O. 

BIG - ABS«-RXN(12)+~~(3»/BD) 
IF(ABS(RXN(4».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(4» 
IF(ABS(RXN(lO».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(lO» 
IF(ABS(RXN(6».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(6» 
IF(ABS(GG(9».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GG(9) - O. 

BIG - ABS(RXN(13)/BD) 
IF(ABS(RXN(l».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(l» 
IF(ABS(SI*SO).GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(SI*SO) 
IF(ABS(RXN(4».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(4» 
IF(ABS(RXN(7».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(7» 
IF(ABS(GG(lO».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GG(lO) - O. 

BIG - ABS(BE*(RXN(5)/BD+RXN(6)+RXN(7») 
IF(ABS(RXN(8».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(B» 
IF(ABS(GG(ll».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GG(ll) - O. 

BIG - ABS(B3*BE*(RXN(5)/BD+RXN(6)+RXN(7») 
IF(ABS(RXN(9».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(9» 
IF(ABS(GG( 12» .LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GG( 12) - O. 

BIG - ABS(FN(J)/H) 
IF(ABS(RXN(l».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(l» 
IF(ABS(RXN(lO».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(lO» 
IF(ABS(RXN(ll».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(ll» 
IF(ABS(GG(l3».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GG(l3) - O. 

BIG - ABS(SI*SO*BD) 
IF(ABS(RXN(2».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(2» 
IF(ABS(RXN(3».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(3» 
IF(ABS(RXN(5».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(5» 
IF(ABS(RXN(ll)*BD).GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(RXN(ll)*BD) 
IF(ABS(GG(l7».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GG(l7) - o. 

HDZ - (H*DELT)**2 
J - J-l 

DO 1 I-l,NP 
GM(I) - O. 

DO 1 K-l,NP 
AM( I.K) - O. 
BM(I.K) - O. 
DM(I.K) - O. 

1 CONTINUE 
QSL - (PHIHP-PHI(J»/DEL3 
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C POISSON'S EQUATION EVALUATED AT QUARTER-MESH POINT BE'mEEN IIlP 



C 
C 

AND OHP 

GM(l) - HS*QSL-PHI(J)+PHI(J-1) 
AM(l,l) - -1. 
BM(l,l) - 1. + HS/DEL3 
BIG - ABS(HS*QSL) 
IF(ABS(PHI(J».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(PHI(J» 
HS2 - HS**2 
SQL(J) - O. 

DO 62 1-1,4 
SQL(J) - SQL(J) + HS*Z(I)*CSOL(I,J)*EXP(-Z(I)*PHI(J»/3. 
EXJ - EXP(-Z(I)*(3.*PHI(J)+PHI(J-1»/4.) 
CQ - (3.*CSOL(I,J) + CSOL(I,J-l»/4. 
GM(l) - GM(l) + Z(I)*CQ*EXJ*(HS2)/2.0 
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IF( ABS( Z( I)*CQ*EXJ*HS2/2. ) .GT. BIG) BIG- ABS( Z( I)*CQ*EXJ*HS2/2.) 
AM(l,l) - AM(l,l) + (Z(I)**2)*CQ*EXJ/8.*(HS2) 
BM(l,l) - BM(l,l) + (Z(I)**2)*CQ*EXJ/8.*3.*(HS2) 
AM(l,I+1) - -Z(I)*EXJ/8.*(HS2) 
BM(l,I+1) - -Z(I)*EXJ/8.*3.*(HS2) 

62 CONTINUE 
DM(l,7) - -HS/DEL3 

C 
C FLUX OF SPECIES 1 SET EQUAL TO ZERO 
C 

C 

GM(2) - F(l) 
AM(2,l) - Z(1)*F(1)*0.750 
BM(2,l) - Z(1)*F(1)*0.375 
AM(2,2) - -XP(l) 
BM(2,2) - XP(l) 

C FLUX OF SPECIES 2 SET EQUAL TO ZERO 
C 

C 

GM(3) - F(2) 
AM(3,l) - Z(2)*F(2)*0.750 
BM(3,l) - Z(2)*F(2)*0.375 
AM(3,3) - -XP(2) 
BM(3,3) - XP(2) 

C FLUX OF SPECIES 3 SET EQUAL TO THE RATE OF ADSORPTION TO IHP 
C 

C 

GM(4) - F3(J)/HS + RXN(8) 
BM(4,6) - -l.O/HS 
DM(4,15) - -LO 

C FLUX OF SPECIES 4 SET EQUAL TO THE RATE OF ADSORPTION TO I~P 

C 

C 

GM(5) - F4(J)/HS + RXN(9) 
BM(5,7) - -l.O/HS 
DM(5,l6) - -LO 

C CONTINUITY OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 3 



C 

C 

GM(6) - F3(J-l) - F3(J) 
AM(6,6) - -1.0 
BM(6,6) - 1.0 

C CONTINUITY OF FLUX FOR SPECIES 4 
C 

C 

C 

GM(7) - F4(J-l) - F4(J) 
AM(7,7) - -1.0 
BM(7,7) - 1.0 

IF(ABS(GM(l».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) GM(l) - O. 

IF(KERR.EQ.O) GO TO 1000 
PRINT 205, (I,I-l,NP) 
PRINT 205, (IE(I),I-l,NP) 

205 FORMAT (2812) 
PRINT 204,NP,N 
PRINT 202,(1,1-1,10) 
PRINT 201,(GG(I),I-l,NP) 
PRINT 203 
PRINT 201,(GM(I),I-l,N) 
PRINT 203 
PRINT 206,PHI(J),(CSOL(I,J),I-1,4),DC(4,J) 

206 FORMAT( 2X,6(El2.4» 
201 FORMAT( 10E8.l) 
202 FORMAT( 10(3X,I3,2X» 
203 FORMAT( I) 
204 FORMAT( 1,18X,* GG(I), 1- 1,*,13,* I GM(I), I - 1,*,12,/) 

1000 CONTINUE 
CALL LOCINV(NE,NP) 

DO 65 I-l,N 
G(I) - GM(I) 

DO 65 K-1,N 
A(I,K) a AM(I,K) 
B(I,K) - BM(I,K) 
D(I,K) - DM(I,K) 

65 CONTINUE 
IF(KERR.GT.O) PRINT 200,J,G(l),G(2),G(3),G(4),G(5),G(6),G(7) 

200 FORMAT( * J-*,I3,* G a*,7(EIO.2» 
CALL BAND(J) 
J - J+1 

DO 70 I-1,N 
G(I) - GG(I) 

DO 70 K-1,N 
A(I,K) - AA(I,K) 
B(I,K) a BB(I,K) 
D(I,K) - DD(I,K) 

70 CONTINUE 
IF(MSOL.EQ.O) EX - SO 
ERRSUB - 1.0E-09 
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C 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE SC(J) 
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C SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS 
C GOVERNING THE SEMICONDUCTOR (POISSON~S EQUATION AND MATERIAL 
C BALANCES). 
C 

COMMON/BA/ N,NJ,A(7,7),B(7,7),C(7,250),D(7,15),G(7),X(7,7),Y(7,7) 
COMMON/SCI PHI(250),P(250),AN(250),DFN(250) ,DFP(250),FN(250) , 

1 FP(250),RHO(250),D2(250) 
COMMON/RUN/ EX,H,H2,HD2,EXH,NJJ,INDEX(7,250),KERR,ERRSUB 
COMMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2,DSC,DSOL,MSOL 
COMMON/SMQ/ SMQ 
FLJ - P(J)*EXP(-PHI(J» 
FLJPl - P(J+l)*EXP(-PHI(J+l» 
FLJMl - P(J-l)*EXP(-PHI(J-l» 
GLJ - AN(J)*EXP(PHI(J» 
GLJPl - AN(J+l)*EXP(PHI(J+l» 
GLJMl - AN(J-l)*EXP(PHI(J-l» 
SQ-H*( 1.-( GLJP1-GLJ) / ALOG( GLJP1/GLJ)+( FLJP1-FLJ) / ALOG( FLJP1/FLJ» 
SMQ - SMQ + SQ 
IF(MSOL.EQ.O) EX • EX*EXH 
IF(MSOL.EQ.l) EX - SO*EXP(-ALM*H*(FLOAT(NJ)-FLOAT(J») 
XM-EXP(-.5*(PHI(J)+PHI(J-1»+(PHI(J+1)-2.*PHI(J)+PHI(J-1»/8.) 
EXJ - EXP(-PHI(J» 
DEN - AN(J)/EXJ+SPOSN*P(J)*EXJ+TET 

C 
C CALCULATION OF CHARGE DENSITY 
C 

EPS-RHO(J) + P(J)*EXJ 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 10 
INDEX(l,J) - 1 
REM-ALOG( 1 • +EPS ) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.0E-09) REM-EPS*(1.-EPS*(.5-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
G(l) - PHI(J) + ALOG(AN(J» - REM 
B(l,l) - -1. - P(J)*EXJ/(l.+EPS) 
B(l,2) - -l./AN(J) 
B(l,3) - 1./(1.+EPS)*EXJ 
B(l,6) - 1./(1.+EPS) 
GO TO 11 

10 G(l) - 1.-AN(J)/EXJ+P(J)*EXJ + RHO(J) 
B(l,l) - P(J)*EXJ+AN(J)/EXJ 
B(l,2) - 1.0/EXJ 
B(l,3) - -EXJ 
B( 1,6) - -1.0 

11 CONTINUE 



C 
C CONTINUITY OF ELECTRICAL CURRENT 
C 

C 

G(2) - (FP(J)-FP(J+l»/BD-FN(J)+FN(J+l) 
B(2,5) - 1.0 
0(2,5) - -1.0 
B(2,4) - -1.0/BO 
0(2,4) - 1.0/BO 

C MATERIAL BALANCE FOR HOLES 
C 

C 

EPS-OEN*(EX-(FP(J+l)-FP(J»/HD2)/ANI2 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 20 
INDEX(3,J) - 1 
REM-ALOG( 1 +EPS) 
G(3) - ALOG(AN(J)*P(J)/ANI2) - REM 
B(3,l) - EPS/(l.+EPS)/OEN*(AN(J)/EXJ-SPOSN*P(J)*EXJ) 
B(3,2) - -1. / AN(J) + EPS/( 1.+EPS)/OEN/EXJ 
B(3,3) - -l./P(J) + EPS/(l.+EPS)/OEN*SPOSN*EXJ 
B(3,4) - OEN/(1.+EPS)/ANI2/H02 
0(3,4) - -OEN/(1.+EPS)/ANI2/HD2 
GO TO 21 

20 REC - (AN(J)*P(J)-ANI2)/OEN 
G(l) - HD2*(EX-REC)+FP(J)-FP(J+l) 
B(3,4) - -1.0 
0(3,4) - 1.0 
B(3,l) - -H02*REC*(AN(J)/EXJ-SPOSN*P(J)*EXJ)/OEN 
B(3,2) - HD2*(P(J)-REC/EXJ)/OEN 
B(3,3) - H02* (AN(J)-REC*SPOSN*EXJ) /OEN 

21 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATION OF HOLE FLUX 
C 

C 

G(4) - FP(J)+DFP(J)*XM 
B(4,4) - -1.0 
B(4,3) - -XM 
A(4,3) - XM 
B(4,l) - OFP(J)*XM*0.75 
0(4,1) - -OFP(J)*XM*0.125 
A(4,l) - OFP(J)*XM*0.375 

C CALCULATION OF ELECTRON FLUX 
C 

C 

G(5) - FN(J)+DFN(J)/XM 
B(5,5) - -l.0 
B(5,2) - -1.0/XM 
A(5,2) - 1.0/XM 
B(5,l) - -OFN(J)/XM*0.75 
0(5,1) - OFN(J)/XM*0.125 
A(5,l) - -OFN(J)/XM*0.375 
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C POISSON'S EQUATION 
C 

C 

G(6) - H2*RHO(J) - PHI(J-1) + 2.*PHI(J) - PHI(J+1) 
A(6,l) - 1.0 
8(6,1) - -2.0 
0(6,1) - 1.0 
8(6,6) - -H2 

C DUMMY EQUATION 
C 

C 

C 

C 

G(7) - D2(J) $ B(7,7) - -1.0 

BIG - ABS(H2*(RHO(J») 
IF(ABS(2.*PHI(J».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(2.*PHI(J» 
IF(ABS(G(6».LE.BIG*ERRSUB) G(6) - O. 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BCNJ(J) 

C SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF EQUATION COEFFICIENTS FOR 
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE SEMICONDUCTOR-CURRENT COLLECTOR 
C INTERFACE. 
C 

C 

COMMON/BA/ N,NJ,A(7,7),B(7,7),C(7,2S0),D(7,lS),G(7),X(7,7),Y(7,7) 
COMMON/SC/ PHI(2S0),P(2S0),AN(2S0),DFN(2S0),DFP(2S0),FN(2S0), 

1 FP(2S0),RHO(2S0),D2(2S0) 
COMMON/RUN/ EX,H,H2,HD2,EXH,NJJ,INDEX(7,2S0),KERR,ERRSUB 
COMMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2,DSC,DSOL,MSOL 
COMMON/M/ MODE 
IF(MSOL.EQ.O) EX - EX*EXP(-0.7S*ALM*H) 
IF(MSOL.EQ.l) EX - SO*EXP(-ALM*H/4) 
XM-EXP(-.S*(PHI(J)+PHI(J-l») 
FPP - O. 
HD2 - HD2/2. 
ANQ - (3.*AN(J) + AN(J-l»/4. 
PQ - (3.*P(J) + P(J-l»/4. 
EXJ - EXP(-(3.*PHI(J) + PHI(J-l»/4.) 
DEN - ANQ/EXJ + PQ*EXJ*SPOSN + TET 

C CALCULATION OF CHARGE DENSITY 
C 

EPS-RHO(J) + P(J)*EXJ 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.O.2) GO TO 5 
INDEX(l,J) - 1 
REM-ALOG( 1.+EPS) 
IF(ABS(REM).LT.l.OE-09) REM-EPS*(1.-EPS*(.S-EPS*(1./3.-EPS/4.») 
G(l) - PHI(J) + ALOG(AN(J» - REM 



C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

B(l,l) - -1. - P(J)*EXJ/(l.+EPS) 
B(1,2) - -l./AN(J) 
B(1,3) - 1./(1.+EPS)*EXJ 
B(1,6) - 1./(1.+EPS) 
GO TO 6 

5 G(1) - 1.-AN(J)/EXJ+P(J)*EXJ + RHO(J) 
B(1,l) - P(J)*EXJ+AN(J)/EXJ 
B(1,2) - 1.0/EXJ 
B(1,3) - -EXJ 
B(1,6) - -1.0 

6 CONTINUE 
IF(MODE.NE.l) GO TO 10 

MODE-l CURRENT SET 

G(2) - CURRNT*H - FP(J)/BD + FN(J) 
B(2,4) - 1./BD $ B(2,5) - -1.0 

10 CONTINUE 

MODE-2 POTENTIAL AT CURRENT COLLECTOR SET 

IF(MODE.NE.2) GO TO 20 
G(2) - PHI(J) - CURRNT $ B(2,l) - -1.0 

20 CONTINUE 
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C MATERIAL BALANCE FOR HOLES EVALUATED AT QUARTER-MESH POINT 
C 

EPS-DEN*(EX-(FPP-FP(J»/HD2)/ANI2 
IF(ABS(EPS).GT.0.2) GO TO 7 
INDEX(3,J) - 1 
REM-ALOG( 1 +EPS) 
G(3) - ALOG(ANQ*PQ/ANI2) - REM 
A(3,l) - EPS/(1.+EPS)/DEN*(ANQ/EXJ-SPOSN*PQ*EXJ)/4. 
B(3,l) - 3.*EPS/(1.+EPS)/DEN*(ANQ/EXJ-SPOSN*PQ*EXJ)/4. 
A(3,2) - -1./ANQ/4. + EPS/(1.+EPS)/DEN/EXJ/4. 
B(3,2) - -3./ANQ/4. + 3.*EPS/(1.+EPS)/DEN/EXJ/4. 
A(3,3) - -1./PQ/4. + EPS/(1.+EPS)/DEN*SPOSN*EXJ/4. 
B(3,3) - -3./PQ/4. + 3.*EPS/(1.+EPS)/DEN*SPOSN*EXJ/4. 
B(3,4) - DEN/(1.+EPS)/ANI2/HD2 
GO TO 8 

7 REC - (ANQ*PQ - ANI2)/DEN 
G(3) - HD2*(EX-REC) + FP(J) - FPP 
A(3,l) - -HD2*REC*(ANQ/EXJ-SPOSN*PQ*EXJ)/DEN/4. 
B(3,l) - -HD2*REC*(ANQ/EXJ-SPOSN*PQ*EXJ)/DEN/4.*3. 
A(3,2) - 802*(PQ-REC/EXJ)/DEN/4. 
B(3,2) - A(3,2)*3. 
A(3,3) - HD2*(ANQ-REC*SPOSN*EXJ)/DEN/4. 
8(3,3) - 802*(ANQ-REC*SPOSN*EXJ)/DEN/4.*3. 
8(3,4) - -1-

8 CONTINUE 
802 - (H*DELT)**2 



C 
C CALCULATION OF HOLE FLUX 
C 

C 

G(4) - FP(J)+DFP(J)*XH 
A(4,1) - DFP(J)*XM*0.5 
B(4,1) - DFP(J)*XH*0.5 
A(4,3) - XM 
B(4,3) - -XH 
B( 4,4) - -l.0 

C CALCULATION OF ELECTRON FLUX 
C 

C 

G(5) - FN(J)+DFN(J)/XH 
B(5,1) - -DFN(J)/XM*0.5 $ A(5,1) - B(5,1) 
B(5,2) - -1.0/XM 
A(5,2) - l.O/XH 
B(5,5) - -l.0 

C POISSON'S EQUATION EVALUATED AT QUARTER-MESH POINT 
C 
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G(I» - RHO(J-1)/4. + 3.*RHO(J)/4. - 2.*(QII-(PHI(J)-PIU(J-1»/H)/H 
A(I>,1) - 2.0/H2 
B(I>,1) - -2.0/H2 
A( I> ,I» - -l. /4. 
B(I>,I» - -3./4. 

C 
C DUMMY EQUATION 
C 

C 

C 

C 

G(7) - 02(J) $ B(7,7) - -1.0 

BIG - ABS(3.*RHO(J)/4.) 
IF(ABS(2./H2*PHI(J».GT.BIG) BIG - ABS(2./H2*PHI(J» 
IF(ABS(G(I»).LE.BIG*ERRSUB) G(I» - O. 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE LOCINV(NE,NP) 

C SUBROUTINE FOR INVERSION OF (NP) EQUATIONS INVOLVISG (NP-NE) 
C LOCAL VARIABLES (THAT APPEAR AT ONLY ONE POINT) TO (NE) 
C EQUATIONS. VALUES FOR A LOCAL VARIABLE (I) AT LOCATION (LOC) 
C CAN BE OBTAINED FROM 
C 
C CC(I,LOC) - GG(I,LOC) - AA(I,K)*C(K,J-l) - BB(I,K)*C(K,J) 
C 
C WHERE SUMMATION OVER SUBSCRIPT K-l,N IS HIPLIED. 
C 

DIMENSION ID(28) 



COMMON/BA/ N,NJ 
COMMON/LI/ AA(28,28),BB(28,28),CC(28,l),DD(28,28),GG(28) 
COMMON/LI2/ AH(28,28),BM(28,28),DM(28,28),GM(28) 

100 FORMAT( * DETERM-O IN SUBROUTINE LOCINV*) 
DO 10 I-NE,NP 

10 ID(I) - 0 
DO 80 NN-NE,NP 
BMAX - 1.01 

DO 40 I-NE,NP 
IF(ID(I).NE.O) GO TO 40 
BNEXT - O. 
BTRY - O. 

DO 30 J-NE,NP 
IF(ID(J).NE.O) GO TO 30 
IF(ABS(BB(I,J».LE.BNEXT) GO TO 30 
BNEXT - ABS(BB(I,J» 
IF(BNEXT.LE.BTRY) GO TO 30 
BNEXT - BTRY 
BTRY • ABS(BB(I,J» 
JC - J 

30 CONTINUE 
IF(BNEXT.GE.BMAX*BTRY) GO TO 40 
BMAX - BNEXT/BTRY 
IROW - I 
JCOL - JC 

40 CONTINUE 
IF(ID(JC).EQ.O) GO TO 42 
DETERM - O. 
PRINT 100 
RETURN 

42 ID(JCOL) - 1 
IF(JCOL.EQ.IROW) GO TO 60 

50 DO 55 J-l ,NP 
SAVE - BB(IROW,J) 
BB(IROW,J) - BB(JCOL,J) 
BB(JCOL,J) - SAVE 
IF(J.GT.N) GO TO 55 
SAVE - AA(IROW,J) 
AA(IROW,J) - AA(JCOL,J) 
AA(JCOL,J) - SAVE 
SAVE - DD(IROW,J) 
DD(IROW,J) - DD(JCOL,J) 
DD(JCOL,J) • SAVE 

55 CONTINUE 
SAVE - GG( IROW) 
GG(IROW) - GG(JCOL) 
GG(JCOL) - SAVE 

60 F - 1./BB(JCOL,JCOL) 
DO 70 J-l ,NP 
BB(JCOL,J) - BB(JCOL,J)*F 
IF(J.GT.N) GO TO 70 
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AA(JCOL,J) - AA(JCOL,J)*F 
DD(JCOL,J) - DD(JCOL,J)*F 

70 CONTINUE 
GG(JCOL) - GG(JCOL)*F 

DO BO I-I ,NP 
IF(I-JCOL) 75,BO,75 

75 F - BB(I,JCOL) 
FM - DM(I,JCOL) 
GG(I) - GG(I) - F*GG(JCOL) 
IF(I.LE.N) GM(I) - GM(I) - FM*GG(JCOL) 

DO BO J-l ,NP 
BB(I,J) - BB(I,J) - F*BB(JCOL,J) 
IF(J.EQ.JCOL) BB(I,J) - 0.0 
IF(I.LE.N) DM(I,J) - DM(I,J) - FM*BB(JCOL,J) 
IF(I.LE.N .AND. J.EQ.JCOL) DM(I,J) - 0.0 
IF(J.GT.N) GO TO BO 
AA(I,J) - AA(I,J) - F*AA(JCOL,J) 
DD(I,J) - DD(I,J) - F*DD(JCOL,J) 
IF(I.GT.N) GO TO BO 
BM(I,J) - BM(I,J) - FM*AA(JCOL,J) 

80 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BAND(J) 
DIMENSION E(7,B,250) 
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COMMON/BA/ N,NJ,A(7,7),B(7,7),C(7,250),D(7,15),G(7),X(7,7),Y(7,7) 
101 FORMAT (ISH DETERM-O AT J-,I4) 

IF (J-2) 1,6,8 
1 NPI - N + 1 

DO 2 I-l,N 
O(I,2*N+l) - G(I) 
DO 2 L-l,N 
LPN - L + N 

2 D(I,LPN) - X(I,L) 
CALL MATINV( N, 2*N+ I, DETERM) 
IF (DETERM) 4,3,4 

3 PRINT 101, J 
4 DO 5 K-l,N 

E(K,NPl,l) - D(K,2*N+l) 
DO 5 L-l,N 
E(K,L,l) - - D(K,L) 
LPN - L + N 

5 X(K,L) ~ - D(K,LPN) 
RETURN 

6 DO 7 I-l,N 
DO 7 K-l,N 
DO 7 L-l,N 

7 D(I,K) - D(I,K) + A(I,L)*X(L,K) 



8 IF (J-NJ) 11,9,9 
9 DO 10 I a l,N 

DO 10 L-1,N 
G(I) - G(I) - Y(I,L)*E(L,NP1,J-2) 
DO 10 K-l,N 

10 A(I,L) - A(I,L) + Y(I,K)*E(K,L,J-2) 
11 DO 12 I-1,N 

D(I,NP1) - - G(I) 
DO 12 L-1,N 
D(I,NP1) - D(I,NP1) + A(I,L)*E(L,NP1,J-1) 
DO 12 K-1,N 

12 B(I,K) - B(I,K) + A(I,L)*E(L,K,J-1) 
CALL KATINV(N,NP1,DETERK) 
IF (DETERK) 14,13,14 

13 PRINT 101, J 
14 DO 15 K-1,N 

DO 15 K-1,NP1 
15 E(K,K,J) - - D(K,K) 

IF (J-NJ) 20,16,16 
16 DO 17 K-1,N 
17 C(K,J) - E(K,NP1,J) 

DO 18 JJ-2,NJ 
M - NJ - JJ + 1 
DO 18 Ka1,N 
C(K,M) a E(K,NP1,M) 
DO 18 L-1,N 

18 C(K,K) - C(K,M) + E(K,L,M)*C(L,M+1) 
DO 19 L-1,N 
DO 19 K-l,N 

19 C(K,l) - C(K,l) + X(K,L)*C(L,3) 
20 RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE KATINV(N,M,DETERK) 
DIMENSION ID( 7) 
COMMON/BAI K,NJ,A(7,7),B(7,7),C(7,250),D(7,15) 
DETERK-l.01 $ DO 1 Ial,N 

1 10(1)-0 $ DO 18 NN-l,N $ BMAX-l.l $ DO 6 lal,N 
IF(ID(I).NE.O) GOTO 6 $ BNEXT-O.O $ BTRY-O.O $ DO 5 J-l,N 
IF(ID(J).NE.O) GOTO 5 $ IF(ABS(B(I,J».LE.BNEXT) GOTO 5 
BNEXT-ABS(B(I,J» $ IF(BNEXT.LE.BTRY) GOTO 5 $ BNEXT-BTRY 
BTRY-ABS(B(I,J» $ JC-J 

5 CONTINUE $ IF(BNEXT.GE.BMAX*BTRY) GOTO 6 
BKAX-BNEXT/BTRY $ IROWal $ JCOL-JC 

6 CONTINUE $ IF(ID(JC).EQ.O) GOTO 8 $ DETERM-O.O $ RETU&~ 
8 ID(JCOL)-l $ IF(JCOL.EQ.IROW) GOTO 12 $ DO 10 J-1,N 

SAVE-B(IROW,J) $ B(IROW,J)-B(JCOL,J) 
10 B(JCOL,J)-SAVE $ DO 11 K-1.M $ SAVE-D(IROW.K) 

D(IROW.K)-D(JCOL.K) 
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C 

11 D(JCOL,K}-SAVE 
12 F-l.O/S(JCOL,JCOL} $ DO 13 J-l,N 
13 S(JCOL,J}-S(JCOL,J}*F $ DO 14 K-l,M 
14 D(JCOL,K}-D(JCOL,K}*F $ DO 18 I-l,N $ IF(I.EQ.JCOL) GO TO 18 

F-B(I,JCOL} $ DO 16 J-l,N 
16 B(I,J}-B(I,J)-F*B(JCOL,J} $ DO 17 K-l,M 
17 D(I,K}-D(I,K}-F*D(JCOL,K} 
18 CONTINUE $ RETURN $ END 

SUBROUTINE OPTIMl 
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C SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINATION OF CELL DESIGN EFFECTS. THE CELL 
C INCLUDES A TRANSLUSCENT PLATE WITH THICKNESS "XGLASS" (CM) 
C AND MEAN ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT "AGLASS" (l/CM), A SOLUTION 
C DEPTH OF "XSOLN" (CM) WITH MEAN ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT "ASOLN" 
C (l/CM), AND A WIRE GRID COUNTERELECTRODE WITH ELEMENT RADIUS 
C "RCE" (CM) AND A SPACING "SPAC" (CM). 
C THE SEMICONDUCTOR IS ILLUMINATED FROM THE ELECTROLYTE SIDE. 
C THE REFLECTIVITIES OF THE AIR/GLASS INTERFACE ··RHOAG," 
C THE GLASS/ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE "RHOGS,·· AND THE 
C ELECTROLYTE/SEMICONDUCTOR INTERFACE "RHOSSC" ARE INCLUDED. 
C THE EFFECTIVE SOLAR FLUX, THE RATIO OF COUNTERELECTRODE TO 
C SEMICONDUCTOR AREA, AND THE ELECTROLYTIC RESISTANCE ARE 
C CALCULATED. 
C 

C 

COMMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2,DSC,DSOL,MSOL 
COMMON/IN2/ BE,B3,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN,GV,GT,GC,SI,DEL1,DEL3 
COMMON/CONV/ CL,CPOT,CCHG,COND 
COMMON/CE/ DIST 
COMMON/OPT/ MOPT,SFLUX,ACE,RESIR 

100 FORMAT( 4(E10.3}} 
105 FORMAT( 5(El0.3}} 

READ 100,RCE,SPAC,XGLASS,XSOLN 
READ 105,AGLASS,ASOLN,RHOAG,RHOGS,RHOSSC 

C MODIFICATION OF SOLAR FLUX 
C 

C 

SFLUXO - SFLUX 
SFLUX - SFLUX*(l.-RHOAG)*EXP(-AGLASS*XGLASS)*(l.-RHOGS) 

1 *EXP(-ASOLN*XSOLN)*(1.-2.*RCE/SPAC)*(1.-RHOSSC) 
QRATIO - SFLUX/SFLUXO 
CERAT - SPAC/RCE/2. 

C CALCULATION OF THE RATIO OF COUNTERELECTRODE TO SEMICONDUCTOR 
C AREA 
C 

C 

PI - 3.141592654 
ACE - SPAC/2./PI/RCE 
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C CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL DROP IN SOLUTION 
C 

PG - XSOLN 
Y - DIST 
X - SPAC/2. 
NCOUNT - 0 

5 NCOUNT - NCOUNT + 1 
B - DIST + RCE 
A - SPAC/2. 
TERM! - COSH(PI/SPAC*(Y+B» - COS(PI/SPAC*(X+A» 
TERM2 - COSH(PI/SPAC*(Y-B» - COS(PI/SPAC*(X+A» 
TERM) - COSH(PI/SPAC*(Y+B» - COS(PI/SPAC*(X-A» 
TERM4 - COSH(PI/SPAC*(Y-B» - COS(PI/SPAC*(X-A» 
RESPT - 0.25/PI/COND*(ALOG(TERM1/TERM2) + ALOG(TERM3/TERM4» 
SUM - O. 

DO 10 N-1,100 
FN - FLOAT(N) 
REMAIN - 0.25/PI/COND*EXP(-FN*PI*PG/SPAC)/FN 

1 *SINH(FN*PI*B/SPAC)*SINH(FN*PI*Y/SPAC)*COS(FN*PI*A/SPAC) 
2 *COS(FN*PI*X/SPAC)/COSH(FN*PI*PG/SPAC) 

SUM - SUM + REMAIN 
1F(ABS(REMAIN/SUM).LT.1.0E-06) GO TO 15 

10 CONTINUE 
PRINT 300,FN,RESPT,SUM 

300 FORMAT( //* 1R CALCULATION DID NOT CONVERGE IN*,F4.0,* ITERATIONS* 
1 /* PROGRAM STOPPED*/* RESIR -*,E10.3,* SUM - *,E10.3) 

STOP 
15 IF(NCOUNT.EQ.1) RESIR - RESPT + SUM 

IF(NCOUNT.EQ.2) RESTST - RESPT + SUM 
X - SPAC/2. + RCE 
Y - DIST + RCE 
IF(NCOUNT.EQ.1) GO TO 5 
ERROR - (RESIR-RESTST)/RESIR 
PRINT 204 
PRINT 202 
PRINT 200,RCE,SPAC,XGLASS,XSOLN,CERAT 
PRINT 203 
PRINT 200,AGLASS,ASOLN,RHOAG,RHOGS,RHOSSC 
PRINT 201 
PRINT 200,QRATIO,ACE,RESIR,ERROR,FN 

203 FORMAT( /1 * AGLASS (1/CM), ASOLN (1/CM), RHO; AIR/GLASS, GL 
1ASs/sOLN, SOLN/SEMI*) 

202 FORMAT( 1/ * CE RADIUS (CM), CE SPACING (CM), XGLASS (CM), XSO 
1LN (CM), CERAT (L/D)*) 

201 FORMAT( II * QRATIO, ACE, RESIR (OHM-CM2), (ERRO 
1R IN RESIR), ITERATION*) 

204 FORMAT( I I, 26X, * OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTE11 1*) 
200 FO~~T( 1X,5(E15.5» 

RETUR.l~ 

END 
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SURROUTlNE OPTIMl 
C 
C SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINATION OF CELL DESIGN EFFECTS. THE CELL 
C INCLUDES A TRANSLUSCENT PLATE WITH THICKNESS "XGLASS" (CM) 
C AND MEAN ARSORPTION COEFFICIENT "AGLASS" (l/CH), A SOLUTION 
C DEPTH OF "XSOLN" (CM) WITH MEAN ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT .. ASOLN" 
C (l/CH), AND A SLOTTED SEMICONDUCTOR. 
C THE SEMICONDUCTOR IS ILLUMINATED FROM THE ELECTROLYTE SIDE. 
C THE REFLECTIVITY OF THE AIR/GLASS INTERFACE "RHOAG," 
C THE OVER-ALL REFLECTIVITY OF THE GLASS/METAL AND 
C METAL/ELECTROLYTE INTERFACES "RHOGS," AND THE REFLECTIVITY OF 
C THE ELECTROLYTE/SEMICONDUCTOR INTERFACE "RHOSSC" ARE INCLUDED. 
C THE EFFECTIVE SOLAR FLUX, THE RATIO OF COUNTERELECTRODE TO 
C SEMICONDUCTOR AREA, AND THE ELECTROLYTIC RESISTANCE ARE 
C CALCULATED. 
C 

C 

COMMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2,DSC,DSOL,MSOL 
COMMON/IN2/ BE,B3,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN,GV,GT,GC,SI,DEL1,DEL3 
COMMON/CONV/ CL,CPOT,CCHG,COND 
COMMON/CE/ DIST 
COMMON/OPT/ MOPT,SFLUX,ACE,RESIR 

100 FORMAT( 6(EIO.3» 
105 FORMAT( 5(E10.3» 

READ lOS, THICK,ABLONG ,TALL ,GAP ,WKRES 
READ 100,AGLASS,ASOLN,RHOAG,RHOGS,RHOSSC,XGLASS 

C HODIFICATION OF SOLAR FLUX 
C 

C 

XSOLN - TALL 
SFLUXO - SFLUX 
SFLUX - SFLUX*(l.-RHOAG)*EXP(-AGLASS*XGLASS)*(l.-RHOGS) 

1 *EXP(-ASOLN*XSOLN)*(l.-RHOSSC) 
QRATIO - SFLUX/SFLUXO 

C CALCULATION OF THE RATIO OF COUNTERELECTRODE TO SEMICONDUCTOR 
C AREA 
C 

ACE - ABLONG/(ABLONG+GAP) 
C 
C CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL DROP IN SOLUTION 
C 

C 
RESIR - WKRES*ABLONG/COND 

PRINT 204 
PRINT 202 
PRINT 200,THICK,ABLONG,TALL,GAP,XGLASS 
PRINT 203 
PRINT 200,AGLASS,ASOLN,RHOAG,RHOGS,RHOSSC 
PRINT 201 
PRINT 200,QRATIO,ACE,WKRES,RESIR 

203 FORMAT( II * AGLASS (l/CH), ASOLN (l/CM), RHO; AIR/GLASS, GLAS 
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lS/SOLN, SOLN/SEMI*) 
202 FORMAT( // * THICKNESS (CM), LENGTH OF AB (CM), HEIGHT (CM), 

1 GAP (CM), XGLASS (CM)*) 

C 

20l FORMAT( / / * QRATIO, ACE, WKRES, 
1 RESIR (OHM-cM2)*) 

204 FORMAT( //, 26X,* OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEM 4*) 
200 FORMAT( lX,5(E15.5» 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE OPTIM3 

C SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINATION OF CELL DESIGN EFFECTS. THE CELL 
C INCLUDES A TRANSLUSCENT PLATE WITH THICKNESS "XGLASS" (CM), 
C MEAN ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT "AGLASS" (l/CM), AND RESISTIVITY 
C "RESGLS·· (OHM-CM2), A SOLUTION DEPTH OF "XSOLN" (CM), 
C AND A GRID CURRENT-COLLECTOR WITH ELEMENT HALF-WIDTH 
C "RCB" (CM) AND A SPACING "SPAC" (CM). THE SEMICONDUCTOR IS 
C ILLUMINATED FROM THE CURRENT-COLLECTOR SIDE. 
C THE REFLECTIVITIES OF THE AIR/GLASS INTERFACE "RHOAG" 
C AND THE GLASS/SEMICONDUCTOR INTERFACE "RHOGSC" ARE HICLUDED. 
C THE EFFECTIVE SOLAR FLUX, THE RATIO OF COUNTERELECTRODE TO 
C SEMICONDUCTOR AREA, AND THE ELECTROLYTIC RESISTANCE ARE 
C CALCULATED. 
C 

C 

COMMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,8D,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2,DSC,DSOL,~~OL 
COMMON/IN2/ BE,83,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN,GV,GT,GC,SI,DELl,DEL3 
COMMON/CONV/ CL,CPOT,CCHG,COND 
COMMON/CE/ DIST 
COMMON/OPT/ MOPT,SFLUX,ACE,RESIR 

lOO FORMAT( 4(ElO.3» 
lOS FORMAT( 5(ElO.3» 

READ lOO,RCB,SPAC,XGLASS,XSOLN 
READ lOO,AGLASS,RESGLS,RHOAG,RHOGSC 

C MODIFICATION OF SOLAR FLUX 
C 

C 

SFLUXO - SFLUX 
SFLUX - SFLUX*(l.-RHOAG)*EXP(-AGLASS*XGLASS)*(l.-RHOGSC) 

1 *(l.-RCB/SPAC) 
QRATIO - SFLUX/SFLUXO 
CERAT - SPAC/RCB 

C CALCULATION OF THE RATIO OF COUNTERELECTRODE TO SEMICONDUCTOR 
C AREA 
C 

ACE - 1.0 
C 
C CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL DROP IN SOLUTION 
C 
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RESSOL - XSOLN/COND 
C 
C CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL DROP IN CURRENT COLLECTOR 
C 

C 

EKOEKl - SPAC/XGLASS 
EMKl - O. 
PI - 3.141592654 
IF(EKOEK1.GE.l.) GO TO 19 
EKIOEK - 1./EKOEKl 
EMK - O. 
DO 10 NCNT-l,40 
FNCNT - FLOAT(NCNT) 
EMKOLD - EMK 
EM!{ - 16.*EXP(-PI*EKI0EK-EMKOLD/2.-252./768.*EMKOLD**2) 
ERROR - ABS«EMK-EMKOLD)/(EMK+l.0E-10» 
IF(ERROR.LE.l.0E-08) GO TO 11 

10 CONTINUE 
PRINT 300,FNCNT,ERROR 

11 EMKl - 1.-EMK 
GO TO' 23 

19 DO 20 NCNT-l,40 
FNCNT - FLOAT(NCNT) 
EMKI0D - EMKl 
EMKl - 16.*EXP(-PI*EKOEKI-EMKI0D/2.-252./768.*EMKI0D**2) 
ERROR - ABS«EMKI-EMKI0D)/(EMK1+1.0E-IO» 
IF(ERROR.LE.l.OE-08) GO TO 21 

20 CONTINUE 
PRINT 300,FNCNT,ERROR 

300 FORMAT( * CALCULATION OF EMKI IN SUBROUTINE OPTIMJ DID NOT CONVERG 
lE*!* IN * F4.0 * ITERATIONS (ERROR - * EI0.3 *)*) 

STOP 
21 EMK - l.-EMKI 
23 EKSPAC - EK(EMKl) 

U - RCB*EKSPAC/SPAC 
INDEX - 0 
IF(EMKl.LT.0.0001) GO TO 30 
EMKNEW - EMK 

25 IF(EMKNEW.GT.0.9999) GO TO 35 
INDEX - INDEX + 1 
SQTEMK - SQRT(EMKNEW) 
EMKNEW - 4.*SQTEMK/(1.+SQTEMK)**2 
PARAMl - (l.-SQTEMK)/(l.+SQTEMK) 
UNEW - U/(1.+PARAM1) 
SNNEW - TANH(UNEW) + (1.-EMKNEW)/4./(SINH(UNEW»**2*(SI~H(UNEW) 

1 *COSH(UNEW)-UNEW) 
CNNEW - 1./SINH(UNEW) - (1.-EMKNEW)/4.*TANH(UNEW)/SINH(UNEW) 

1 *(SINH(UNEW)*COSH(UNEW)-UNEW) 
DNNEW - 1./SINH(UNEW) + (1.-EMKNEW)/4.*TANH(UNEW)/SINH(UNEW) 

1 *(SINH(UNEW)*COSH(UNEW)+UNEW) 
SN • (1.+PARAM1)*SNNEW*CNNEW/DNNEW 



C 

C 

C 

IF (INDEX.GE.20) GO TO 35 
GO TO 25 

30 SN - TANH(U) + EMKl/4./(SINH(U»**2*(SINH(U)*COSH(U)-U) 
35 EML - EMK*(SN)**2 

EKLl - EK(EML) 
EML1 - 1. -EML 
EKL - EK(EML1) 

RESCB - SPAC*RESGLS*EKL1/EKL 

RESIR - RESSOL + RESCB 

PRINT 204 
PRINT 202 
PRINT 200,RCB,SPAC,XGLASS,XSOLN,CERAT 
PRINT 203 
PRINT 200,AGLASS,RESGLS,RHOAG,RHOGSC 
PRINT 201 
PRINT 200,QRATIO,ACE,RESSOL,RESCB,RESIR 
PRINT 205 
PRINT 200,EMK,EMK1,EKSPAC,EKOEK1 
PRINT 206 
PRINT 200,EML,EML1,EKL,EKLl 
IF (INDEX.EQ.O) GO TO 50 
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203 FORMAT( II * AGLASS (l/CM), RESGLS (OHM-CM2), RHO; AIR/GLASS, GL 
lASs/sEMI*) 

202 FORMAT( II * CC WIDTH (CM), CC SPACING (CM), XGLASS (CM), XSO 
lLN (CM), CC RATIO (L/D)*) 

201 FORMAT( II * QRATIO, ACE, RESSOL (OHM-CM2), RESCB 
l(OHM-CM2) RESIR (OHM-CM2)*) 

205 FORMAT( I I * EMK, EMKl, EKSPAC, EK 
lOEK1*) 

206 FORMAT( II * EML, EML1, EKL, E 
lKLl*) 

204 FORMAT( II, 26X,* OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEM 3*) 
200 FORMAT( lX,5(E15.5» 

IF (INDEX.EQ.O) GO TO 50 
PRINT 220,INDEX,EMKNEW 
IF (INDEX.GE.20) PRINT 310 

310 FORMAT( * CAUTION; LANDEN SERIES DID NOT MEET SPECIFICATIONS FOR E 
1MK.*) 

220 FORMAT( 1* USED LANDEN SERIES TO CALCULATE SN(UEMK);* 
1 1* INDEX - *14*, EMKNEW - *E15.8) 

50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION EK(EM1) 
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C 
C FUNCTION CALCULATES COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF THE FIRST 
C KIND WITH COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS AS A PARAMETER. 
C 

C 

IF(EMl.NE.O.) GO TO 10 
PRINT 200 

200 FORMAT( * PROGRAM STOPPED IN FUNCTION EK(EM1). * 
1 /* COMPLEMENTARY MODULUS EQUAL TO ZERO.*) 

STOP 
10 EK - 1.38629436112 + EMl*(0.09666344259 + EMl*(0.03590092383 + 

1 EM1*(0.03742563713 + EM1*0.01451196212») 
2 - ALOG(EMl)*(0.5 + EM1*(0.12498593597 + EMl*(0.06880248576 + 
3 EM1*(0.03328355346 + EM1*0.00441787012»» 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PRINT(NCOUNT) 

C SUBROUTINE FOR MANIPULATING AND PRINTING RESULTS OF PROGRAM 
C LJCMPY 
C 

DIMENSION RXNMOD(14),CR(4) 
COMMON/SC/ PHI(250),P(250),AN(250),DFN(250),DFP(250),FN(250), 

1 FP(250) 
COMMON/RUN/ EX,H,H2,HD2,EXH,NJJ,INDEX(7,250),KERR,ERRSUB,IJ 
COMMON/IN/ ALM,DELT,BD,SO,CURRNT,QII,SPOSN,TET,ANI2 
COMMON/IN2/ BE,B3,RSC,GSC,RSOLN,GSOLN,GV,GT,GC,SI,DEL1,DEL3 
COMMON/SOLI CBULK(4),Z(4),CSOL(4,250),F(4),HS,DC(4,250) 
COMMON/FLUX/ F3(250),F4(250) 
COMMON/IFC/ RATE(13),EQUIL(13),S(13,13),CONC(13),RXN(13),RXS(13) 

1 ,CIF(5) 
COMMON/IFC2/ PHISS,PHISC,PHIHP,BKISS 
COMMON/SMQ/ SMQ,QI,QSL,SMQL 
COMMON/CHG/ SQL(250) 
COMMON/M/ MODE,MRPRNT,MREAL 
COMMON/CONV/ CL,CPOT,CCHG,COND 
COMMON/CE/ DIST,EXCOB,NREACT,CLIMJ,CLIM4 
COMMON/OPT/ MOPT,SFLUX,ACE,RESIR 
COMMON/STOP/ NSTOP 
COMMON/END/ CURAN(40),VOLT(40),VNOT(40),VWIR(40),VWCE(40) 

1 ,CHGISS(40),CHGIHP(40),CHG(40) 
2 ,POWER1(40),POWER2(40),POWER3(40),POWER4(40) 

190 FORMAT( * J*,10X,*PHI(J)*,10X,*CSOL(I)*,10X,*CR(I)* 
1 ,6X,*F(I)/HS*, 8X,*I*) 

195 FORMAT( /* INTERFACE ••• */ 15X,*PHISC*, 
1 10X,*PHISS*, 9X,*PHIHP*) 

DO 2 1-1,4 
F(I) - O. 

2 CONTINUE 
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NJ - NJJ + 1 
C 
C ZPOT LIQUID-JUNCTION VOLTAGE AT EQUILIBRIUM (DIMENSIONLESS) 
C DIST DISTANCE BETWEEN ELECTRODES (CM) 
C COND BULK ELECTROLYTE CONDUCTIVITY (1./0HM-CM) 
C EXCOB BUTLER-VOLMER EXCHANGE-CURRENT DENSITY FOR 
C REACTION AT COUNTERELECTRODE WITH NO MASS-TRANSFER 
C LIMITATIONS (MA/CM2) 
C NREACT NUMBER OF ELECTRONS TRANSFERED IN REACTION AT 
C COUNTERELECTRODE (EQUIV./MOLE) 
C CLIMJ,CLIM4 MASS-TRANSFER LIMITING CURRENTS FOR SPECIES 3 
C AND 4 AT COUNTERELECTRODE (MA/CM2) 
C RMSC THE RATIO OF ELECTRON CONCENTRATIONS IN THE METAL 
C CURRENT-COLLECTOR TO THAT IN THE SEMICONDUCTOR 
C 

C 

IF(NCOUNT.EQ.1) ZPOT - 45.6052*CPOT 
IF(NCOUNT.GT.l) GO TO 6 
PRINT 140 
PRINT 141,DIST,COND 
PRINT 142,EXCOB,NREACT 
PRINT 143,CLIMJ,CLIM4 

140 FORMAT( /* ELECTROLYTE AND COUNTERELECTRODE CHARACTERISTICS*) 
141 FORMAT( /* DIST -*F9.4* CM*15X*COND ~*F9.4* 1/0HM-CM*) 
142 FORMAT( * EXCOB -*F9.4* MA/CM2*llX*NREACT ·*I4,5X* EQUIV./MOLE*) 
143 FORMAT( * CLIMJ -*F9.4* MA/CM2*11X*CLIM4 -*F9.4* MA/CM2*/) 

6 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATION OF TOTAL CELL VOLTAGE INCLUDING SEMICONDUCTOR, 
C COUNTERELECTRODE, AND SOLUTION RESISTANCE CONTRIBUTIONS. 
C 

C 

VW - -(PHI(NJ) - PHISC + PIlISS - PHI(l»*CPOT 
IF(MODE.EQ.1) CURRENT - CURRNT*CL 
IF(MODE.EQ.2) CURRENT - (FP(IJ)/BD-FN(IJ»/H*CL 
IF(SO.NE.O.) GO TO 7 
IF(CURRENT.NE.O.) GO TO 7 
ZPOT - -vw 

7 VIR - DIST*CURRENT/COND 
IF(MOPT.NE.O) VIR - CURRENT*RESIR 
IJJ - IJ - 1 
C3 - -F3(IJJ)/HS/BE*CL 
C4 • -F4(IJJ)/HS/BE/B3*CL 
IF(CURRENT.EQ.O.) C3 - O. 
IF(CURRENT.EQ.O.) C4 - o. 
IF(MOPT.NE.O) C3 - C3*ACE 
IF(MOPT.NE.O) C4 - C4*ACE 

BETA - 0.50 
IF«1.+e3/CLIMJ)/(1.+e4/CLIM4).LE.1.0E-10) PRINT 300 
IF«1.+e3/CLIMJ)/(1.+C4/CLIM4).LE.1.0E-10) NSTOP ~ 1 
IF«1.+C3/CLIMJ)/(1.+e4/CLIM4).LE.1.0E-10) RETURN 
ETACE - CPOT/(FLOAT(NREACT»*ALOG«1.+C3/CLIM3)/(1.+C4/CLIM4» 
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DO 15 K-1,100 
GOFETA - (1.+e4/CLIM4)*EXP«1.-BETA)*FLOAT(NREACT)*ETACE/CPOT) 

1 - SQRT(1.+c3/CLIMJ)*EXP(-BETA*FLOAT(NREACT)*ETACE/CPOT) 
2 + CURRENT/EXCOB 

GPRIME - (1.+C4/CLIM4)*EXP«1.-BETA)*FLOAT(NREACT)*ETACE/CPOT) 
1 *(l.-BETA)*FLOAT(NREACT)/CPOT 
2 + SQRT(1.+C3/CLIMJ)*EXP(-BETA*FLOAT(NREACT)*ETACE/CPOT) 
3 *BETA*FLOAT(NREACT)/CPOT 

ETANEW - ETACE - GOFETA/GPRIME 
PRINT 1010,K,ETACE,ETANEW 
IF(ABS(ETANEW-ETACE).LT.l.OE-05) GO TO 16 
ETACE - ETANEW 

1010 FORMAT( * K-*,I4,* ETACE-*,F12.7,* ETANEW-*,F12.7) 

C 

C 

15 CONTINUE 
16 ETACE - ETANEW 

300 FORMAT( * COUNTERELECTRODE LIMITING CURRENT EXCEEDED*) 
RMSC - 1. 
VMSC - -CPOT*ALOG(RMSC) 
VEQ - ZPOT 
VCE - -ETACE + VEQ 
VTOT • VMSC + VLJ + VIR + VCE 
VCALCl - VLJ + VEQ 
VCALC2 - VCALCl + VIR 
VCALC3 - VCALCl - ETACE 
VNOT(NCOUNT) - VCALCl 
POWERl(NCOUNT) - -VCALC1*CURRENT/100. 
VWIR(NCOUNT) - VCALC2 
POWER2(NCOUNT) - -VCALC2*CURRENT/IOO. 
VWCE(NCOUNT) - VCALC3 
POWER3(NCOUNT) - -VCALC3*CURRENT/IOO. 
VOLT(NCOUNT) - VTOT 
CURAN(NCOUNT) - -CURRENT 

C CALCULATION OF CHARGE DISTRIBUTION IN SEMICONDUCTOR, ISS, IHP, 
C AND SOLUTION. 
C 

NI - IJ/2 - 1 
SUM - SQL(l) + SQL(2*NI+l) 

DO 3 K-1,NI 
SUM - SUM + 4.*SQL(2*K) 
IF(K.EQ.NI) GO TO 3 
SUM - SUM + 2.*SQL(2*K+l) 

3 CONTINUE 
QSL - -QSL*RSC*DEL3/RSOLN/DELl 
SMQL - SUM*RSC*DEL3/RSOLN/DELl 
QISS - -(CIF(1)+CIF(2)+CIF(3)-BKISS)*GSC/DELl 
QIHP • (CIF(4)*Z(3) + CIF(5)*Z(4»*GSOLN*RSC/RSOLN/DELl 
SUMQ - (QISS + QIHP)*CCHG 
CHGISS(NCOUNT) - QISS*CCHG 
CHGIHP(NCOUNT) - QIHP*CCHG 



C 
C 
C 
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CHG(NCOUNT) - SUMQ 
DPHDYZ - (4.*PHI(2)-3.*PHI(1)-PHI(3»*RSC*DELJ/RSOLN/DELl/HS/2. 
QSL - QSL - DPHDYZ 
QISL - (PHISS - PHIHP)*RSC/DELI 
ENI - QI + QISS + QIHP + QSL 
ENZ - S~ + QISS + QIHP + S~L 
POWER - -CURRENT*VTOT/IOO. 
POWER4(NCOUNT) - POWER 

PRINTING OF RESULTS 

PRINT 176,CURRENT,VTOT,SUMQ,POWER,VCALCl,VCALC2,VCALC3 
PRINT 177,QI,SMQ 
PRINT 17S,QISS,QISS 
PRINT 179,QIHP,QIHP 
PRINT lSO,QSL,SMQL 
PRINT lSl,ENl,EN2 
PRINT lS2,DPHDYZ 
PRINT lS3,QISL 
PRINT 191 
PRINT lS9,VMSC 
PRINT lS4,VLJ 
PRINT lS5,VIR 
PRINT lS6,VCE 
PRINT 187,VTOT 

176 FORMAT( * CURRENT - *,F6.2,* MA/CM2; CELL VOLTAGE - *,F6.1,* MV; 
1 SURFACE CHRG - *,EIO.3,/* CHARGE IN UNITS OF MICRO-C/CM2*/ 
2 * POWER DENSITY - *,F6.2,* W/M2*,/ 
3 * CELL VOLTAGE (NO IR OR CE EFFECTS) - *,F6.2,* MV*/ 
4 * CELL VOLTAGE (WITH IR. NO CE) - *.F6.2.* MV*/ 
4 * CELL VOLTAGE (WITH CE, NO IR) - *.F6.2,* MV*/) 

177 FORMAT( * CHARGE IN SEMICONDUCTOR; DERIVATIVE, INTEGRAL ••. ·2(F9.5, 
12X» 

178 FORMAT( * CHARGE ON INNER SURFACE STATES ••••••.•..••...•.• *F9.5. 
13X,E13.6) 

179 FORMAT( • CHARGE ON INNER HELMHOLTZ PLANE •••••••..•..•••••• F9.5. 
13X,E13.6) 

180 FORMAT( * CHARGE IN SOLUTION; DERIVATIVE, INTEGRAL •••...•• ·Z(F9.5. 
12X» 

181 FORMAT( * OVERALL ELECTRONEUTRALITY CHECK; SUM EQUALS ..•.• *2(F9.5. 
12X) ) 

182 FORMAT( /* POTENTIAL DERIVATIVE AT J-l ••••••.••..•.•••••.•• *F9.5) 
183 FORMAT( * POTENTIAL DERIVATIVE BETWEEN ISS AND IHP ••.•••••• F9.5) 
191 FORMAT( /* TOTAL CELL VOLTAGE - (COUNTERELECTRODE) - (SEMICONDUCTO 

1R CURRENT-COLLECTOR)*) 
189 FORMAT( * METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTION VOLTAGE •••••....... *F9.2 

1* MV*) 
184 FORMAT( * LIQUID-JUNCTION VOLTAGE ••.••••••.....••.••......• F9.2 

1* MV*) 
185 FORMAT( * lR DROP IN SOLUTION •.•••.•••.••..••.••..••....••• F9.2 

1* MV*) 
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186 FORMAT( • COUNTERELECTRODE VOLTAGE •••••••••.•••••.••.••.•• ·F9.2 
1. MV.) 

187 FORMAT( • TOTAL CELL VOLTAGE •••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•.• ·F9.2 
1. MV.) 

PRINT 188 
188 FORMAT( II. SOLUTION ••• ·) 

PRINT 190 
YSOL - O. 

150 FORMAT(/,I4,6X,4(E13.6,2X),I4) 
155 FORMAT( 3( 25X,3(E13.6,2X),I4/» 

IL - 1 
IF(IJJ.GT.5) IL - IJJ - 1 
IF(MRPRNT.EQ.l) IL - 1 
PHIDIF - PHISS - PHISC 

DO 5 J-IL,IJJ 
DO 4 1-1,4 
CR(I) - CSOL(I,J).EXP(-Z(I).PHI(J» 
IF(I.GE.3) GO TO 4 
IF(J.EQ.l) GO TO 4 
IF(J.EQ.2) F(I) - -DC(I,J-l)·EXP(-Z(I)·«PHI(J-l) 

1 +PHI(J»/2.-(PHI(J-1)-2 •• PHI(J)+PHI(J+1»/8.»/HS/BE 
IF(J.GT.2) F(I) - -DC(I,J-l).EXP(-Z(I).«PHI(J-l) 

1 +PHI(J»/2.-(PHI(J)-2 .• PHI(J-1)+PHI(J-2»/8.»/HS/BE 
4 CONTINUE 

F(3) - F3(J)/HS/BE 
F(4) - F4(J)/HS/BE/B3 
1-1 
PHIMOD - PHI(J) 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) F(l) - F(l)*CL 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) F(2) - F(2)·CL 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) F(3) - F(3).CL 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) F(4) - F(4)·CL 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) PHIMOD - (PHI(J) - PHIDIF - PHI(NJ»*CPOT 
PRINT 150,J,PHIMOD,CSOL(l,J),CR(1),F(1),I 
PRINT 155,(CSOL(I,J),CR(I),F(I),I, 1-2,4) 
YSOL - YSOL + HS 

5 CONTINUE 
PHISCP - PHISC 
PHI SSP - PRISS 
PHIHPP - PHIHP 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) PHISCP - (PHISC - PHI(NJ»*CPOT 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) PHISSP - PHISC 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) PHIHPP - (PHIHP - PHIDIF - PHI(NJ»*CPOT 
PRINT 165,PHISCP,PHISSP,PHIHPP 

165 FORMAT( * INTERFACE ••• *,/* PHISC,SS,HP - *,8X,3(E13.6,lX» 
PRINT 166,(CIF(I),I-l,5) 

166 FORMAT( * CIF(I) -*,5(E13.6,lX» 
RXNMOD(l) - RXN(l) 
RXNMOD(2) - RXN(2)/BD 
RXNMOD(3) - RXN(3)/BD 
RXNMOD(4) - RXN(4) 



RXNMOD(5) - RXN(5)/BD 
RXNMOD(6) - RXN(6) 
RXNMOD(7) - RXN(7) 
RXNMOD(8) - RXN(8)/BE 
RXNMOD(9) - RXN(9)/BE/B3 
RXNMOD(lO) - RXN(lO) 
RXNMOD(ll) - RXN(ll) 
RXNMOD(12) - RXN(12)/BD 
RXNMOD(13) - RXN(13)/BD 
RXNMOD(14) - SI*SO 
IF(MREAL.NE.l) GO TO 9 

DO 9 L-l,14 
RXNMOD(L) - RXNMOD(L)*CL 

9 CONTINUE 
PRINT 167,(L,RXNMOD(L), L-l,12) 
PRINT 168,RXNMOD(13),RXNMOD(14) 

167 FORMAT( 3(* RXN(*,I2,*)-*,E13.6,2X» 
168 FORMAT( * RXN(13)-*E13.6,2X,* RXN(14)-*E13.6) 

PRINT 196 
196 FORMAT( //* SEMICONDUCTOR ••• *) 

PRINT 200 
200 FORMAT( * J *,6X,*AN(J)*,lOX,*P(J)* 

1,11X,*PHI(J)*,8X,*FP(J)/H*,9X,*FN(J)/H*) 
YSC - O. 
LJ-IJ+2 
IF(MRPRNT.EQ.1) LJ - NJ 

DO 10 J-IJ,LJ 
FPOH - FP(J)/H/BD 
FNOH - FN(J)/H 
IF(MREAL.EQ.1) FPOH - FPOH*CL 
IF(MREAL.EQ.1) FNOH - FNOH*CL 
IF(MREAL.EQ.1) PHIMOD - (PHI(J)-PHI(NJ»*CPOT 
PR - P(J)/EXP(PHI(J» 
ANR - AN(J)*EXP(PHI(J» 
IF(MREAL.EQ.1) PRINT 205,J,ANR,PR,PHIMOD,FPOH,FNOH 
IF(MREAL.EQ.O) PRINT 205,J,AN(J),P(J),PHI(J),FPOH,FNOH 
YSC - YSC + H 

10 CONTINUE 
205 FORMAT( 14,1X,5(E13.6,2X» 

IF(MREAL.EQ.O) PRINT 206 
IF(MREAL.EQ.l) PRINT 207 
IF(MREAL.EQ.1) PRINT 208 
IF(MREAL.EQ.O) PRINT 209 
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206 FORMAT( * AN(J) AND P(J) ARE COMPUTER VARIABLES; PR - P(J)/EXP(PHI 
1(J»*) 

207 FORMAT( * AN(J) AND P(J) ARE REAL CONCENTRATIONS, NO&~LIZED TO TH 
1E BACKGROUND CHARGE*/ 
2 * POTENTIALS REFERENCED TO CURRENT-COLLECTOR (MV)*) 

208 FORMAT( * ALL FLUXES AND REACTION RATES ARE IN UNITS OF ELECTRON F 
lLUX (MA/CM2)*) 

209 FORMAT( * ALL FLUXES AND REACTION RATES ARE IN UNITS OF ELECTRON F 
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1LUX (DIMENSIONLESS).) 
PRINT 210 

210 FORMAT( II ) 
RETURN 
END 
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2. PROGRAM RCALe 

This program was written lo calculale lhe primary res is lance and 

currenl dislributions along lhe eleclrodes for a slolled-eleclrode cell. The 

Schwarz-Chrisloffel transformalion is lhe basis of this work. and the 

appropriate equations are presented in Chapter 4. 

Input program control paramelers are defined in the main program 

listing. The correspondence between program variables and the variables 

defined in Chapter 4 is given below. A sample input data file and output are 

presented after the program listing. 

AHGTH = Re!C - B! 

ALNGTH = Im!B - A! 

AT = a 

ATOLD = initial guess for at 

AZ = A 

BT = b 

BTOLO = initial guess for bt 

BZ = B 

CT = c 

CTOLO = initial guess for cl 

CZ = C 

OT = d. 

OTOLO = initial guess for dt 

OZ = D 

GAP = Im!-D! 
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WIDTH = Re!A! 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

PROGRAM RCALC (INPUT,OUTPUT) 

PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF PRIMARY CURRENT DISTRIBUTION 
AND CELL RESISTANCE FOR A SLOTTED ELECTRODE ABOVE A 

270 

PLANAR ELECTRODE (BOTH FACING THE SAME DIRECTION) USING THE 
SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL TRANSFORMATION. 

DIMENSION NPEG(3) 
COHMON/TRANSI AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
COHMON/TRANS21 NATSND 
COHMON/WMAXI WIMAX 
COHMON/cuRR/ AZlMAG,BZlMAG,CZlMAG,DZlMAG,SUMAB,RESCD,MPLOT,WOVRAZ 
COHMON N,B(3,4),C(3),G(3) 
COMPLEX AZ,BZ,CZ,DZ 
COMPLEX AZWDTH,BZWDTH,CZWDTH,DZWDTH 
COMPLEX AZWANT,BZWANT,CZWANT,DZWANT 

100 FORMAT(613) 
102 FORMAT(4EIO.3) 
200 FORMAT( 11,* CALCULATION OF PRIMARY CURRENT DISTRIBUTION AND CELL 

lRESISTANCE*I* FOR A SYSTEM OF THE GENERAL SHAPE;*II,14X,*D*, 
2* C*I,15X,* 1*,28X,*I*,I,15X,* 1* 
3,28X,*I*,7,15X,* 1*,4X,*A 1*I,15X, 
4* 1*,6X,*I*,4X,*ELECTRODE AB*,7X,*B*,I,15X,* 1*,6X, 
5*1 *,/,lSX,* 1*,28X,*I*,/,lSX,* 1*,28X,*I*,/, 
61SX,* I 1*/,24X,*ELECTRODE -C-D*/) 

201 FORMAT( * SHAPE PARAMETERS;*,SX,*HALF-WIDTH (OA) -*,F12.4,/ 
l,27X,*LENGTH (AB) -*,F12.4,1 
l,27X,*HEIGHT (BC) -*,F12.4,/ 
l,25X,*GAP (CD)-(AB) -*,F12.4,/) 

400 FORMAT(//,* CALCULATION OF Z-DOMAIN PARAMETERS FROM T-DOMAIN PARAM 
1ETERS*,/* NATMAX-*I8,/) 

210 FORMAT( /* PARAMETERS IN T-DOMAIN*/ * AT-*E18.9,12X,F18.6 
1 /* BT-*E18.9,12X,F18.6 
2 /* CT-*E18.9,12X,F18.6 
3 1* DT-*E18.9,12X,F18.6) 

20S FORMAT( /* PARAMETERS IN Z-DOMAIN*I * AZ-*2E12.S,6X,2F12.6 
1 /* BZ-*2E12.S,6X,2F12.6 
2 /* CZ-*2E12.5.6X.2F12.6 
3 /* DZ-*2E12.S.6X,2F12.6) 

300 FORMAT( * CONVERGENCE NOT ACHIEVED IN*, 14,* lTERATIONS*) 
301 FORMAT( * CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN*, 14,* ITERATIONS*) 
801 FORMAT( * CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ALONG ELECTRODE CD*) 
802 FORMAT( * CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ALONG ELECTRODE AB*) 
803 FORMAT( * ASYMPTOTIC CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ALONG ELECTRODE CD*) 
804 FORMAT( * ASYMPTOTIC CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ALONG ELECTRODE AB*) 

1000 FORMAT( * TARGET *, 4E1S.6) 
1001 FORMAT( * G. B~S *. 4ElS.6) 
1002 FORMAT( / * ICOUNT *, 14) 
1003 FORMAT( * C~S *. 15X,3E15.6) 
1004 FORMAT( * TOLD~S *. 4E1S.6) 
100S FORMAT( * ZN~S *. 4E1S.6) 
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1007 FORMAT( * NPEG'S *, 20X,3(I5,10X» 
PRINT 200 

C 
C MPLOT - 0 ALLOWS PRINTING OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION WITH LABLED 
C FORMAT. 
C MPLOT - 1 ALLOWS PRINTING OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION IN UNLABELED 
C FORMAT FOR EASE IN COMPUTER-ASSISTED PLOTTING. 
C MOIST - 0 SUPRESSES CALCULATION OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION. 
C MOIST - 1 ALLOWS CALCULATION OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION. 
C MIT - 0 SUPRESSES PRINTING OF CALCULATED VALUES DURING 
C ITERATION FOR T-PARAMETERS FROM INPUT Z-PARAMETERS. 
C MIT - 1 ALLOWS PRINTING OF CALCULATED VALUES DURING 
C ITERATION FOR T-PARAMETERS FROM INPUT Z-PARAMETERS. 
C MSCALE - 0 SUPRESSES ADJUSTMENT OF POSITION VARIABLE FOR THE AB 
C ELECTRODE SUCH THAT THE ELECTRODE BEGINS AT O. 
C MSCALE - 1 ADJUSTS POSITION VARIABLE FOR THE AB ELECTRODE 
C SUCH THAT THE ELECTRODE BEGINS AT A. 
C MASYMP - 0 SUPRESSES PRINTING OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS FOR 
C CURRENT DISTRIBUTION. 
C MASYKP - 1 ALLOWS PRINTING OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS FOR 
C CURRENT DISTRIBUTION. 
C IMAX MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED. 
C 

C 

READ 100,MPLOT,MOIST,MIT,MSCALE,MASYMP,IMAX 
READ 102,WIDTH,ALNGTH,AHGTH,GAP 
READ 102,ATOLD,BTOLD,CTOLD,DTOLD 
PRINT 201,WIDTH,ALNGTH,AHGTH,GAP 
AZWANT - CMPLX(WIDTH,O.) 
BZWANT - CMPLX(WIDTH,ALNGTH) 
CZWANT - CMPLX(WIDTH+AHGTH,ALNGTH) 
DZWANT - CMPLX(WIDTH+AHGTH,-GAP) 
N-3 
ICOUNT - 0 
AZTG - REAL(AZWANT) 
BZTG - AIMAG(BZWANT) 
CZrG - REAL(CZWANT-BZWANT) 
DZTG - AIMAG(OZWANT-CZWANT) 
IF(MIT.EQ.1) PRINT 1000, AZTG,BZTG,CZTG,OZTG 

1 ICOUNT - ICOUNT + 1 
IF(MIT.EQ.1) PRINT 1002,ICOUNT 
IF(MIT.EQ.1) PRINT 1004.ATOLD.BTOLO.CTOLO.OTOLO 
AT - ATOLO 
BT - BTOLO 
CT - CTOLO 
OT - OTOLO 
CALL TRANSZ 
WOVRAZ - WIDTH/AZI 
AZN - WIDTH 
BZN - BZI*WOVRAZ 
CZN - CZI*WOVRAZ 



C 

DZN - DZI*WOVRAZ 
DELBT - (CT-BT)/lOO. 
IF«BT-AT).LT.(CT-BT» DELBT - (BT-AT)/lOO. 
DELCT - (DT-CT)/lOO. 
IF«CT-BT).LT.(DT-CT» DELCT - (CT-BT)/lOO. 
DELDT - (DT-CT)/lOO. 
BT - BTOLD + DELBT 
CALL TRANSZ 
WTEHP - WIDTH/AZI 
BZNPIB - BZI*WTEHP 
CZNPIB - CZI*WTEMP 
DZNPIB - DZI*WTEMP 
BT • BTOLD - DELBT 
CALL TRANSZ 
WTEHP - WIDTH/AZI 
BZNMIB • BZI*WTEHP 
CZNMIB - CZI*WTEMP 
DZNMIB - DZI*WTEMP 
BT - BTOLD 
CT - CTOLD + DELCT 
CALL TRANSZ 
WTEMP • WIDTH/AZI 
BZNPIC - BZI*WTEMP 
CZNPIC - CZI*WTEMP 
DZNPIC - DZI*WTEMP 
CT - CTOLD - DELCT 
CALL TRANSZ 
WTEHP - WIDTH/AZI 
BZNMIC - BZI*WTEMP 
CZNMIC - CZI*WTEHP 
DZNMIC - DZI*WTEMP 
CT - CTOLD 
DT - DTOLD + DELDT 
CALL TRANSZ 
WTEHP - WIDTH/AZI 
BZNPID - BZI*WTEMP 
CZNPID - CZI*WTEMP 
DZNPID - DZI*WTEMP 
DT • DTOLD - DELDT 
CALL TRANSZ 
WTEMP • WIDTH/AZI 
BZNMID - BZI*WTEMP 
CZNMlD • CZI*WTEMP 
DZNMID - DZI*WTEMP 
DT - DTOLD 

DBZDBT - -(BZNMlB - BZNPIB)/DELBT/2. 
DBZDCT - -(BZNMIC - BZNPIC)/DELCT/2. 
DBZDDT • -(BZNMID - BZNPID)/DELDT/2. 
DCZDBT - -(CZNMIB - CZNPIB)/DELBT/2. 
DCZDCT - -(CZNMIC - CZNPIC)/DELCT/2. 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

DCZDDT - -(CZNH1D - CZNP1D)/DELDT/2. 
DDZDBT - -(DZNM1B - DZNP1B)/DELBT/2. 
DDZDCT - -(DZNM1C - DZNP1C)/DELCT/2. 
DDZDDT - -(DZNM1D - DZNP1D)/DELDT/2. 

G(l) - BZTG - BZN 
B(1,l) • DBZDBT 
B(l,2) • DBZDCT 
B(l,3) - DBZDDT 
G(2) - CZTG - CZN 
B(2,l) • DCZDBT 
B(2,2) • DCZDCT 
B(2,3) - DCZDDT 
G(3) • DZTG - DZN 
B(3,l) - DDZDBT 
B(3,2) - DDZDCT 
B(3,3) • DDZDDT 
IF(MIT.EQ.1) PRINT 1001,(G(L),B(L,l),B(L,2),B(L,3),L-1,3) 

CALL SOLVEQ 
IF(MIT.EQ.1) PRINT 1003,(C(K),K-1,3) 

DO 15, K-1,3 
15 NPEG(K) - 0 

IF(C(1).GT.(CT-BT)*O.499) C(l) • (CT-BT)*0.499 
IF(C(1).GT.(CT-BT)*0.499) NPEG(l) - 1 
IF(C(1).LT.-(BT-AT)*0.999) C(l) - -(BT-AT)*0.499 
IF(C(1).LT.-(BT-AT)*0.999) NPEG(l) - 1 
IF(C(2).GT.(DT-CT)*0.499) C(2) • (DT-CT)*0.499 
IF(C(2).GT.(DT-CT)*0.499) NPEG(2) • 1 
IF(C(2).LT.-(CT-BT)*0.499) C(2) - -(CT-BT)*0.499 
IF(C(2).LT.-(CT-BT)*0.499) NPEG(2) - 1 
IF(C(3).GT.DT) C(3) - DT 
IF(C(3).GT.DT) NPEG(3) - 1 
IF(C(3).LT.-(DT-CT)*0.499) C(3) - -(DT-CT)*0.499 
IF(C(3).LT.-(DT-CT)*0.499) NPEG(3) - 1 
IF(MIT.EQ.1) PRINT 1007,(NPEG(K),K-1,3) 
IF(MIT.EQ.1) PRINT 1003,(C(K),K-1,3) 
BTOLD - BTOLD + C(l) 
CTOLD - CTOLD + C(2) 
DTOLD - DTOLD + C(3) 
IF(MIT.EQ.1) PRINT 1005,AZN,BZN,CZN,DZN 

IF(ICOUNT.GE.IMAX) GO TO 50 
IF(ICOUNT.GE.IMAX-4) MIT - 1 
IF(ABS(G(1».GT.1.0E-06) GO TO 1 
IF(ABS(G(2».GT.1.0E-06) GO TO 1 
IF(ABS(G(3».GT.1.0E-06) GO TO 1 
PRINT 301,ICOUNT 
GO TO 51 

50 PRINT 300,ICOUNT 
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C 

51 AZWDTH - CMPLX(AZN,O.) 
BZWDTH - AZWDTH + CMPLX(O.,BZN) 
CZWDTH· BZWDTH + CMPLX(CZN,O.) 
DZWDTH - CZWDTH + CMPLX(O.,DZN) 
AZ - CMPLX(WIDTH/WOVRAZ,O.) 
BZ - AZ + CMPLX(O.,BZN/WOVRAZ) 
CZ - BZ + CMPLX(CZN/WOVRAZ,O.) 
DZ - CZ + CMPLX(O.,DZN/WOVRAZ) 
BT - BTOLD 
CT - CTOLD 
DT - DTOLD 
PRINT 400,NATSND 
PRINT 210, AT,AT,BT,BT,CT,CT,DT,DT 
PRINT 205, AZ,AZWDTH,BZ,BZWDTH,CZ,CZWDTH,DZ,DZWDTH 
CALL TRANSW 
AZlMAG - AIMAG(AZ) 
BZIMAG - AIMAG(BZ) 
CZIMAG - AIMAG(CZ) 
DZIMAG - AIMAG(DZ) 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.l .AND. MDIST.EQ.l) PRINT 801 
CALL DISTCD(MDIST,CURCD) 
IF(MSCALE.EQ.l) DZADJ - DZIMAG 
IF(MSCALE.EQ.O) DZADJ - O. 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.l .AND. MDIST.EQ.l) PRINT 802 
IF(MDIST.EQ.l) CALL DISTAB(NATSND,DZADJ,CURAB) 
IF(MASYMP.£Q.l .AND. MDIST.£Q.l) PRINT 803 
IF(MASYMP.EQ.l) CALL ASYMPT(CURCD,AHGTH,ALNGTH+GAP) 
IF(MASYMP.EQ.l .AND. MDIST.EQ.l) PRINT 804 
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IF(MASYMP.EQ.l .AND. MDIST.EQ.l) CALL ASYMPT(CURAB,AHGTH,ALNGTH) 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE TRANSZ 

C ROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS IN THE Z-DOMAIN FROM 
C CONSTANTS IN THE T-DOMAIN USING THE SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL 
C TRANSFORMATION. 
C 

COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
COMMON/TRANS2/ NATSND 
NATMAX - 100 
AZI - O. 
BZI - O. 
CZI - O. 
DZI - O. 

1 NATMAX - NATMAX*2 
IF(NATMAX.GT.6500) PRINT 100,NATMAX/2 
IF(NATMAX.GT.6500) STOP 

100 FORMAT( * CONVERGENCE NOT ACHIEVED FOR NATMAX .*, 16,* IN TRANSZ*) 



IF(NATMAX.GT.6500) GO TO 99 
AZOLD - AZI 
BZOLD - BZI 
CZOLD - CZI 
DZOLD - DZI 
HAT - AT/FLOAT(NATMAX) 
IIBT - SQRT(BT-AT)/FLOAT(NATMAX) 
HCTl - SQRT«CT-BT)/2.)/FLOAT(NATMAX) 
HCT2 - HCTl 
HDTl - SQRT«OT-CT)/2.)/FLOAT(NATMAX) 
HDT2 - HDTl 
T4A - -HAT 
U4B - -HBT 
U4Cl - -HCTl 
U4C2 - -HCT2 
U40l - -HDTl 
U4D2 - -HDT2 
T2A - O. 
U2B - O. 
U2Cl - O. 
U2C2 - O. 
U20l - O. 
U202 - O. 
SUM4A - O. 
SUM4B - O. 
SUM4Cl - O. 
SUM4C2 - O. 
SUM401 - O. 
SUM402 - O. 
SUM2A - O. 
SUM2B - O. 
SUM2Cl - O. 
SUM2C2 - O. 
SUM201 - O. 
SUM202 - O. 
MAX - NATMAX/2-l 

DO 10,N-l,MAX 
T4A - T4A + 2.*HAT 
U4B - U4B + 2.*HBT 
T4B - BT-U4B**2 
U4Cl - U4Cl + 2.*HCTl 
U4C2 - U4C2 + 2.*HCT2 
T4Cl - BT+u4Cl**2 
T4C2 - CT-U4C2**2 
U401 - U40l + 2.*HDTl 
U402 - U402 + 2.*HDT2 
T40l - CT+u4Dl**2 
T402 - OT-U4D2**2 
T2A - T2A + 2.*HAT 
U2B - U2B + 2.*HBT 
T2B - BT-U2B**2 
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U2C1 • U2C1 + 2.*HCT1 
U2C2 • U2C2 + 2.*HCT2 
T2C1 • BT+u2C1**2 
T2C2 • CT-U2C2**2 
U2D1 • U2D1 + 2.*HDT1 
U2D2 • U2D2 + 2.*HDT2 
T2D1 - CT+u2D1**2 
T2D2 • DT-U2D2**2 
SUM4A • SUM4A + FA(T4A) 
SUM4B • SUM4B + FB(T4B)*2. 
SUM4C1 • SUM4C1 + 2.*FB(T4C1) 
SUM4C2 • SUM4C2 + 2.*FC(T4C2) 
SUM4D1 • SUM4D1 - 2.*FC(T4D1) 
SUM4D2 • SUM4D2 + 2.*FD(T4D2) 
SUM2A • SUM2A + FA(T2A) 
SUM2B - SUM2B + FB(T2B)*2. 
SUM2C1 • SUM2C1 + 2.*FB(T2C1) 
SUM2C2 - SUM2C2 + 2.*FC(T2C2) 
SUMlD1 • SUM2D1 - 2.*FC(T2D1) 
SUM2D2 • SUM2D2 + 2.*FD(T2D2) 

10 CONTINUE 
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AZI • HAT/3.*(FA(0.) + 4.*(SUM4A+FA(T4A+2.*HAT» + 2.*SUM2A) 
8Z1 - HBT/3.*(2.*FB(8T) + 4.*(SUM4B+2.*F8(8T-(U4B+2.*HBT)**2» 

1 + 2.*SUM2B + 2.*FB(AT» 
CZI - HCT1/3.*(2.*FB(BT) + 4.*(SUM4C1+2.*FB(BT+(U4C1+2.*HCT1)**2» 

1 + 2.*SUM2C1 + 2.*FB«BT+CT)/2.» 
2 + HCT2/3.*(2.*FC(CT) + 4.*(SUM4C2+2.*FC(CT-(U4C2+2.*HCT2)**2» 
3 + 2.*SUM2C2 + 2.*FC«BT+CT)/2.» 
DZI - HDT1/3.*(-2.*FC(CT)+4.*(SUM4Dl-2.*FC(CT+(U4D1+2.*HDT1)**2» 

1 + 2.*SUM2D1 - 2.*FC«CT+DT)/2.» 
2 + HDT2/3.*(2.*FD(DT) + 4.*(SUM4D2+2.*FD(DT-(U4D2+2.*HDT2)**2» 
3 + 2.*SUM2D2 + 2.*FD«CT+DT)/2.» 

IF(ABS«AZOLD-AZI)/AZI).GT.1.0E-04) GO TO 1 
IF(ABS«BZOLD-BZI)/BZI).GT.1.0E-04) GO TO 1 
IF(ABS«CZOLD-CZI)/CZI).GT.1.OE-04) GO TO 1 
IF(ABS«DZOLD-DZI)/DZI).GT.1.OE-04) GO TO 1 

99 NATSND • NATMAX 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FA(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
IF(T.EQ.AT) GO TO 5 
FA - SQRT(AT*AT-T*T)/SQRT(BT*BT-T*T)/SQRT(CT*CT-T*T)/ 

1 SQRT(DT*DT-r*T) 
RETURN 

5 FA - O. 
RETURN 
END 



C 

FUNCTION FB(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
IF(T.EQ.AT) GO TO 5 
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FB - SQRT(T*T-AT*AT)/SQRT(BT+T)/SQRT(CT*CT-T*T)/SQRT(DT*DT-T*T) 
RETURN 

5 FB - O. 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FC(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
IF(T.EQ.AT) GO TO 5 
FC - SQRT(T*T-AT*AT)/SQRT(T*T-BT*BT)/SQRT(CT+T)/SQRT(DT*DT-T*T) 
RETURN 

5 FC - O. 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FD(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
IF(T.EQ.AT) GO TO 5 
FD - -SQRT(T*T-AT*AT)/SQRT(T*T-BT*BT)/SQRT(T*T-CT*CT)/SQRT(DT+T) 
RETURN 

5 FD - O. 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TRANSW 

C ROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF GEOMETRIC RESISTANCE FOR THE 
C RECTANGULAR CELL IN THE W-DOMAIN FROM CONSTANTS IN THE 
C T-DOMAIN USING THE SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL TRANSFORMATION. 
C 

COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
COMMON /WMAX/ WlMAX 
COMPLEX AZ,BZ,CZ,DZ 

400 FORMAT(//,* CALCULATION OF W-DOMAIN EFFECTIVE RESISTANCE FROM T-DO 
lMAIN PARAMETERS*,/* NATHAX-*IS,/) 

C 202 FORMAT( * N-*I3,* T4Cl-*Ell.5* T2Cl-*El1.5* SUM4C1-*E11.5 
C 1 * SUM2Cl-*El1.5) 
C 203 FORMAT( 6X,* T4C2-*El1.5* T2C2-*E11.5* SUM4C2-*E11.5 
C 1 * SUM2C2-*E11.5) 

210 FORMAT( /* PARAMETERS IN T-DOMAIN*/ * WlMAX-*E12.5,lSX,F12.6) 
NATHAX - 10 
WlMAX - O. 



1 NATMAX - NATMAX*2 
WOLD - WIMAX 
HCTl - SQRT«CT+AT)/2.)/FLOAT(NATMAX) 
HCT2 - HCTl 
U4Cl - -HCTl 
U4C2 - -HCT2 
U2Cl - O. 
U2C2 - O. 
SUM4Cl - O. 
SUM4C2 - O. 
SUM2Cl - O. 
SUM2C2 - O. 
MAX - NATMAX/2-1 

DO lO,N-l,MAX 
U4Cl - U4Cl + 2.*HCTl 
U4C2 - U4C2 + 2.*HCT2 
T4Cl - -CT+u4Cl**2 
T4C2 - AT-U4C2**2 
U2Cl - U2Cl + 2.*HCTl 
U2C2 - U2C2 + 2.*HCT2 
T2Cl - -CT+U2Cl**2 
T2C2 - AT-U2C2**2 
SUM4Cl - SUM4Cl + 2.*FBW(T4Cl) 
SUM4C2 - SUM4C2 + 2.*FCW(T4C2) 
SUM2Cl - SUM2Cl + 2.*FBW(T2Cl) 
SUM2C2 - SUM2C2 + 2.*FCW(T2C2) 

C PRINT 202,N,T4Cl,T2Cl,SUM4Cl,SUM2Cl 
·C PRINT 203,T4C2,T2C2,SUM4C2,SUM2C2 

10 CONTINUE 
WIMAX - HCTI/3.*(2.*FBW(-CT) + 

1 4.*(SUM4Cl+2.*FBW(-CT+(U4Cl+2.*HCTl)**2» + 2.*SUM2Cl + 
2 2.*FBW{(AT-CT)/2.» + HCT2/3.*(2.*FCW{AT) + 
3 4.*(SUM4C2+2.*FCW(AT-(U4C2+2.*HCT2)**2» + 2.*SUM2C2 + 
4 2.*FCW«AT-CT)/2.» 

IF(ABS«WOLD-WIMAX)/WIMAX).GT.I.0E-04) GO TO 1 

PRINT 400,NATMAX 
PRINT 210, WIMAX,WIMAX 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FBW(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,A2I,BZI,CZI.DZI 
FBW - 1./SQRT(AT-T)/SQRT(BT-T)/SQRT(DT+T) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 

FUNCTION FCW( T) 
COHMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
FCW • 1./SQRT(BT-T)/SQRT(DT+T)/SQRT(CT+T) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DISTAB(NATSND,DZADJ,CURAB) 
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C ROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION AT THE 
C ELECTRODE AZ-BZ. 
C 

COHMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
COHMON/WMAX/ WIMAX 
COHMON/CURR/ AZIMAG,BZIMAG,CZIMAG,DZIMAG,SUMAB,RESCD,MPLOT,WOVRAZ 

198 FORMAT( Z(3X,E13.5),lOX,*INF*) 
199 FORMAT( 10X,*T*,15X,*Z*,13X,*CURRENT*) 
ZOl FORMAT( 3(3X,E13.5» 
400 FO&~T(//,* CALCULATION OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE ELECTROD 

IE A-B*,/* NATMAXa*I8) 
600 FORMAT( 14) 
6Z0 FORMAT( 2E15.7) 

NATMAX • 800 
IF(NATSND.GT.1600) NATMAX - NATSND/Z 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 400,NATMAX 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.1) PRINT 600,(Z*NATMAX+1) 
HBT - «BT-AT)/Z.)**(1.5)/FLOAT(NATMAX) 
CURAVG - SUMAB/(BZIMAG-AZIMAG) 
TNM2 - AT 
UNM1 - HBT 
UN - Z.*HBT 
TNMl - UNM1**(Z./3.) + AT 
TN - UN**(Z./3.) + AT 
ZNM2 • O. 
ZNMl - ZNM2 + HBT/9.*(FAT(TNM2)+4.*FAT«TNM2+TNM1)/2.)+FAT(TNM1» 
ZN - ZNM2 + Z.*HBT/9.*(FAT(TNM2)+4.*FAT(TNMl)+FAT(TN» 
CURNM1 - 1./WIMAX*SQRT(BT+TNMl)*SQRT(CT-TNM1)*SQRT(OT-TNMl) 

1 /(TNMI-AT)/SQRT(AT+TNMl)/CURAVG 
CURN • 1./WIMAX*SQRT(BT+TN)*SQRT(CT-TN)*SQRT(OT-TN) 

1 /(TN-AT)/SQRT(AT+TN)/CURAVG 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 199 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 198,TNM2,ZNMl 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.1) PRINT 620,(ZNM2-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ,l.0E+20 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT ZOl,TNM1,ZNM1,CURNM1 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT ZOl,TN,ZN,CURN 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.1) PRINT 620,(ZNM1-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ,CURNMl 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.1) PRINT 6Z0,(ZN-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ,CURN 
MAX - NATMAX/2-1 



DO 10,N-1,MAX 
TNM2 - TN 
TNM3 - TNK1 
UNMl - UNM1 + 2.*HBT 
UN - UN + 2.*HBT 
TNK1 - UNM1**(2./3.) + AT 
TN - UN**(2./3.) + AT 
ZNM2 - ZN 
ZNMJ - ZNK1 
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ZNKl - ZNMJ + 2.*HBT/9.*(FAT(TNMJ)+4.*FAT(TNM2)+FAT(TNK1» 
ZN - ZNM2 + 2.*HBT/9.*(FAT(TNM2)+4.*FAT(TNM1)+FAT(TN» 
CURNM1 - 1./WIMAX*SQRT(BT+TNKI)*SQRT(CT-TNM1)*SQRT(DT-TNM1) 

1 /(TNK1-AT)/SQRT(AT+TNK1)/CURAVG 
CURN - 1./WIMAX*SQRT(BT+TN)*SQRT(CT-TN)*SQRT(DT-TN) 

1 /(TN-AT)/SQRT(AT+TN)/CURAVG 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 201,TNM1,ZNK1,CURNM1 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 201,TN,ZN,CURN 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.1) PRINT 620,(ZNK1-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ,CURNM1 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.1) PRINT 620,(ZN-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ,CURN 

10 CONTINUE 
HBT - SQRT«BT-AT)/2.)/FLOAT(NATMAX) 
TNM2 - TN 
UNMl - SQRT« BT-AT)/2.) - UBT 
UN - UNM1 - HBT 
TNM1 - BT-UNM1**2 
TN - BT-UN**2 
ZNMl - ZN 
ZNK1 - ZNM2 + HBT/3.*(FB(TNM2)+4.*FB«TNM2+TNM1)/2.)+FB(TNMl» 
ZN - ZNM2 + 2.*HBT/3.*(FB(TNM2)+4.*FB(TNMl)+FB(TN» 
CURNM1 - l./WIMAX*SQRT(BT+TNM1)*SQRT(CT-TNMl)*SQRT(DT-T~Ml) 

1 /(TNMl-AT)/SQRT(AT+TNM1)/CURAVG 
CURN - l./WIMAX*SQRT(BT+TN)*SQRT(CT-TN)*SQRT(DT-TN) 

1 /(TN-AT)/SQRT(AT+TN)/CURAVG 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 20l,TNMl,ZNMl,CURNMl 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 20l,TN.ZN.CURN 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.l) PRINT 620.(ZNMl-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ.CURNMl 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.l) PRINT 620.(ZN-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ.CURN 

DO ZO.N-l.MAX 
TNM2 - TN 
TNMJ - TNMl 
UNMl - UNKl - 2.*HBT 
UN - UN - 2.*HBT 
TNMl - BT - UNMl**2 
TN - BT - UN**2 
ZNM2 - ZN 
ZNM3 - ZNMl 
ZNKl - ZNMJ + 2.*HBT/3.*(FB(TNMJ)+4.*FB(TNM2)+FB(TNMl» 
ZN - ZNM2 + 2.*HBT/3.*(FB(TNM2)+4.*FB(TNMl)+FB(TN» 
CURNMl - l./WIMAX*SQRT(BT+TNMl)*SQRT(CT-TNMl)*SQRT(DT-TNM1) 

1 /(TNMl-AT)/SQRT(AT+TNMl)/CURAVG 
CURN - l./WIMAX*SQRT(BT+TN)*SQRT(CT-TN)*SQRT(DT-TN) 



C 

C 

1 /(TN-AT)/SQRT(AT+TN)/CURAVG 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 201,TNMl,ZNMl,CURNMI 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O) PRINT 201,TN,ZN,CURN 
IF(KPLOT.EQ.l) PRINT 620,(ZNMI-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ,CURNMI 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.l) PRINT 620,(ZN-DZADJ)*WOVRAZ,CURN 

20 CONTINUE 

CURAB - CURN 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FAT(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
FAT - SQRT(AT+T)/SQRT(BT*BT-T*T)/SQRT(CT*CT-T*T)/ 

1 SQRT(DT*DT-T*T) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DISTCD(MDIST,CURCD) 
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C ROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION, TOTAL 
C CURRENT, AND CELL RESISTANCE AT THE ELECTRODE (-CZ)-(-DZ). 
C 

COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
COMMON/WMAX/ WIMAX 
COMMON/CURR/ AZIMAG,BZIMAG,CZIMAG,DZIMAG,SUHAB,RESCD,MPLOT,WOVRAZ 

220 FORMAT( /* CELL RESISTANCE (EVALUATED AT CD) -*,EI3.5,/) 
400 FORMAT(//,* CALCULATION OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE ELECTROD 

IE (-C)-(-D)*,/* NATMAX-*IS,/) 
600 FORMAT( 14) 
620 FORMAT( 2EI5.7) 
198 FORMAT( I4,4(3X,EI3.5» 
199 FORMAT( 3X,*N*,10X,*T*,15X,*Z*,13X,*CURRENT*,SX,*INTEGRAL*) 
200 FORMAT( I4,4(3X,EI3.5),3X,I4) 
201 FORMAT( 4X,3(3X,EI3.5» 
310 FORMAT( * CONVERGENCE NOT ACHIEVED BY *14* ITERATIONS.* 

1 /* TOLD-* E13.5, * TNEW-* E13.5) 
NATMAX - 100 
SUHAB - O. 
CURAVG - 1. 
NPRINT - 0 

1 IF(NPRINT.EQ.O) NATMAX - NATMAX*2 
IF(NATMAX.GT.6500) PRINT 100,NATMAX/2 
IF(NA~~.GT.6500) STOP 

100 FORMAT( * CONVERGENCE NOT ACHIEVED FOR NATMAX -*, 16,* IN DISTCD*) 
IF(NATMAX.GT.6500) NPRINT - 1 
IF(NPRINT.EQ.l) RESCD - 1./SUHAB 



IF(NPRINT.EQ.l) PRINT 220, RESCD 
IF(MDIST.EQ.O .AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) CURCD - CURN 
IF(MDIST.EQ.O .AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) RETURN 
MSWICH - 0 
MS - 0 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O .AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) PRINT 400,NATMAX 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.l .AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) PRINT 600,NATMAX+l 
MAX - NATMAX/2-1 
SOLD - SUMAB 
~BT - (-CZIMAG+DZIMAG)/FLOAT(NATMAX) 
ZNM2 - o. 
ZNMl - RBT 
ZN - 2.*HBT 
TNM2 - -DT 
TNMIO - -DT + (DT-CT)/2000./FLOAT(NATMAX) 
TNO - -DT + (DT-CT)/lOOO./FLOAT(NATMAX) 

DO 13,K-l,100 
KPR - K 
TNMl - -DT + ( - 3.*(ZNM1-ZNM2)/(FDT(TNM2)+ 

1 4.*FDT«TNM2+TNM10)/2.)+FDT(TNM10»)**2 
TN - -DT + ( - 3.*(ZN-ZNM2)/(FDT(TNM2)+ 

1 4.*FDT(TNM1)+FDT(TNO»)**2 
IF(ABS«TN-TNO)/TN).LT.1.0E-10.AND.ABS«TNM1-TNM10)/TNM1) 

1 .LT.1.0E-10) GO TO 14 

TNM10 - TNM1 
13 TNO - TN 

PRINT 310,KPR,TNO,TN 
14 CONTINUE 

SUMAB - HBT/3./WIMAX*(FBCUR2(TN)+4.*FBCUR2(TNM1) 
1 +FBCUR2(TNM2» 

CURNM1 - 1./WIMAX*SQRT(-BT-TNM1)*SQRT(CT-TNM1)*SQRT(DT-TNM1) 
1 /(TNM1-AT)/SQRT(-AT-TNM1)/CURAVG 

CURN - 1./WIMAX*SQRT(-BT-TN)*SQRT(CT-TN)*SQRT(DT-TN) 
1 /(TN-AT)/SQRT(-AT-TN)/CURAVG 

KN-2 
KNOO - 0 
TNOO - -DT 
ZNOO - o. 
CURNOO - -1./WIMAX*SQRT(DT-BT)*SQRT(CT+DT)*SQRT(DT+DT) 

1 /(DT+AT)/SQRT(DT-AT)/CURAVG 
SUMOO - O. 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O .AND. NPRINT.EQ.1) PRINT 199 
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IF(MPLOT.EQ.O .AND. NPRINT.EQ.1) PRINT 198,KNOO,TNOO,-ZNOO*WOVRAZ 
1 ,CURNOO, SUMO 0 

IF(MPLOT.EQ.O .AND. NPRINT.EQ.1) PRINT 201,TNM1,-ZNM1*WOVRAZ 
1 ,CURNM1 

IF(MPLOT.EQ.O .AND. NPRINT.EQ.1) PRINT 200,KN,TN,-ZN*WOVRAZ,CU~~ 
1 ,SUMAS ,KPR 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.1 .AND. NPRINT.EQ.1) PRINT 620,-ZNOO*WOVRAZ,CU~~OO 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.l .AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) PRINT 620,-ZNM1*WOVRAZ,CURNMl 



12 

19 

9 

15 

16 

20 
C 
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IF(MPLOT.EQ.l .AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) PRINT 620,-ZN*WOVRAZ,CURN 
DO 20,N-l,MAX 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

KN - 2*(N+l) 
ZNM2 - ZN 
ZNM3 - ZNMl 
ZNM1 - ZNM1 + 2.*HBT 
ZN - ZN + 2.*HBT 
TNM2 - TN 
TNM3 - TNM1 
TNO - TN + (DT-CT)/lOOO./FLOAT(NATMAX) 
TNM10 - TNM1 + (DT-CT)/lOOO./FLOAT(NATMAX) 

DO lS,K-l,lOO 
UR-K 
IF(TNM2.GT.«-DT-CT)/2.» GO TO 12 
TNM1 - -DT + (SQRT(DT+TNM3) - 3.*(ZNM1-ZNM3)/(FDT(TNM3)+ 

4.*FDT(TNM2)+FDT(TNM10»)**2 
TN - -DT + (SQRT(DT+TNM2) - 3.*(ZN-ZNM2)/(FDT(TNM2)+ 

4.*FDT(TNM1)+FDT(TNO»)**2 
GO TO 9 
IF(MSWICH.EQ.O) TNMl--CT-(SQRT(-CT-TNM2) + 3.*(ZNM1-ZNM2) 

/(FCT(TNM2)+4.*FCT«TNM2+TNM10)/2.)+FCT(TNMlO»)**2 
IF(MSWICH.EQ.O) GO TO 19 
TNMl - -CT - (SQRT(-CT-TNM3) + 3.*(ZNM1-ZNM3)/(FCT(rNM3)+ 

4.*FCT(TNM2)+FCT(TNM10»)**2 
TN - -CT - (SQRT(-CT-TNM2) + 3.*(ZN-ZNM2)/(FCT(TNM2)+ 

4.*FCT(TNM1)+FCT(TNO»)**2 
MS - 1 
IF(ABS«TN-TNO)/TN).LT.l.OE-10.AND.ABS«TNM1-TNM10)/TNM1) 

.LT.l.OE-10) GO TO 16 
TNM10 - TNMl 
TNO - TN 

PRINT 3l0,KPR,TNO,TN 
CONTINUE 
IF(MS.EQ.l) MSWICH - 1 
SUMAB - SUMAB + HBT/3./WIMAX* 

(FBCUR2(TN)+4.*FBCUR2(TNM1)+FBCUR2(TNM2» 
CURNMl - 1./WIMAX*SQRT(-BT-TNM1)*SQRT(CT-TNM1)*SQRT(DT-TNM1) 

/(TNMl-AT)/SQRT(-AT-TNM1)/CURAVG • 
CURN - l./WIMAX*SQRT(-BT-TN)*SQRT(CT-TN)*SQRT(DT-TN) 

/(TN-AT)/SQRT(-AT-TN)/CURAVG 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O .AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) PRINT 201,TNM1,-ZNM1*WOVRAZ 

,CURNMl 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.O • AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) PRINT 200,KN,TN,-ZN*WOVRAZ 

,CURN,SUMAS 
,KPR 

IF(MPLOT.EQ.l.AND.NPRINT.EQ.l) PRINT 620,-ZNM1*WOVRAZ,CU~{Ml 
IF(MPLOT.EQ.l .AND. NPRINT.EQ.l) PRI~T 620,-ZN*WOVRAZ,CURN 
CONTINUE 

IF(NPRINT.EQ.l) GO TO 2 
IF(ABS«SOLD-SUMAB)/SUMAS).LT.l.OE-04) NPRINT - 1 



CURAVG - SUMAB/(DZIMAG-CZIMAG) 
GO TO 1 

2 CURCD - CURN 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FBCUR2(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
IF(T.LT.AT) GO TO 5 
FBCUR2 - SQRT(BT+T)*SQRT(CT-T)*SQRT(DT-T)/(T-AT)/SQRT(AT+T) 
RETURN 
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5 FBCUR2 - SQRT(-BT-T)*SQRT(CT-T)*SQRT(DT-T)/(T-AT)/SQRT(-AT-T) 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FDT(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
IF(T.EQ.AT) GO TO 5 
FDT - SQRT(-AT*AT+T*T)/SQRT(-BT*BT+T*T)/SQRT(-CT*CT+T*T)/ 

1 SQRT(DT-T) 
RETURN 

5 FDT - O. 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FCT(T) 
COMMON/TRANS/ AT,BT,CT,DT,AZI,BZI,CZI,DZI 
IF(T.EQ.AT) GO TO 5 
FCT - SQRT(-AT*AT+T*T)/SQRT(-BT*BT+T*T)/SQRT(DT*DT-T*T)/ 

1 SQRT(CT-T) 
RETURN 

5 FCT - O. 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE SOLVEQ 
COMMON N,B(3,4),C(3),G(3) 

100 FORMAT( * PIVOT IS TOO SMALL. PIVOT s*,E12.5) 
DO 5 K-l,N 

5 B(K,N+l)-G(K) 
Ksl 
NPI-N+l 

DO 70 IROW-l,N 



K-K+l 
I SWAP-I ROW 
IF(K.GT.N) GO TO 51 

00 50 IN-K,N 
IF(ABS(B(ISWAP,IROW»-ABS(B(IN,IROW».GE.O.) GO TO 50 
ISWAP-IN 

50 CONTINUE 
51 CONTINUE 

1F(ISWAP.EQ.IROW) GO TO 99 
DO 92 J-1,NP1 
TEMP-B(IROW,J) 
B(IROW,J)-B(ISWAP,J) 

92 B(1SWAP,J)-TEMP 
99 PIVOT-B(IROW,IROW) 

IF(ABS(PIVOT)-1.0E-12) 27,27,28 
27 PRINT 100,PIVOT 

STOP 
28 DO 10 J-1,NP1 
10 B(IROW,J)-B(IROW,J)/PIVOT 

DO 20 I-1,N 
IF(I.EQ.IROW) GO TO 20 
RATID-B( I, IROW) 

DO 18 J-1,NP1 
18 B(I,J)-B(I,J)-B(IROW,J)*RATIO 
20 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 

DO 72, K-1,N 
72 C(K)-B(K,N+1) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ASYMPT(CURZMX,ZIMAX,ZRMAX) 
600 FORMAT( 14) 
620 FORMAT( 2E15.7) 

PI - 3.14159265358979 
NHAX - 200 
ANU - PI/2./ZIMAX 
PRINT 600, NHAX 
DELZR - ZRMAX/(NHAX-1) 
ZR • -DELZR 

DO 10 K-1,NHAX 
ZR - ZR + DELZR 
VAR - ANU*(ZR-ZRMAX) 
CURDST - CURZMX*(EXP(VAR)+EXP(-VAR»/2. 

10 PRINT 620,ZR,CURDST 
RETURN 
END 
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o 0 0 0 0 40 
1.000e-06 1.500e+Ol 3.000e+Ol 5.000e+OO 
1.000e+OO 1.958e+03 1.960e+03 2.027e+03 
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CALCULATION OF PRIMARY CURRENT DISTRIBUTION AND CELL RESISTANCE 
FOR A SYSTEM OF THE GENERAL SHAPE; 

D ..-__________ --:- C 

A~-~==~~~~--ELECTRODE AB B 

SHAPE PARAMETERS; 

ELECTRODE -C-D 

HALF-WIDTH (OA) -
LENGTH (AB) -
HEIGHT (BC) -

GAP (CD)-(AB) -

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED IN 8 ITERATIONS 

.0000 
15.0000 
30.0000 

5.0000 

CALCULATION OF Z-DOMAIN PARAMETERS FROM T-DOMAIN PARAMETERS 
NATMAX- 400 

PARAMETERS IN T-DOMAIN 
AT- .100000000E+01 
BT- • 188013153E+04 
CT- .202461487E+04 
DT- .204604066E+04 

PARAMETERS IN Z-DOMAIN 
AZ- .10084E-09 O. 
BZ- .10084E-09 .15126E-02 
CZ- .30252E-02 .15126E-02 
DZ- .30252E-02 -.50420E-03 

1.000000 
1880.131532 
2024.614874 
2046.040661 

.000001 

.000001 
30.000001 
30.000001 

O. 
15.000000 
15.000000 
-5.000000 
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CALCULATION OF W-DOMAIN EFFECTIVE RESISTANCE FROM T-DOMAIN PARAMETERS 
NATMAX- 40 

PARAMETERS IN T-DOMAIN 
WIMAX- .28548E-02 .002855 

CELL RESISTANCE (EVALUATED AT CD) - .25659E+01 






